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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON ME REAUTHORIZA-
TION OF THE FT1HER EDUCATION Acr OF
1965

MONDAY. JULY 1, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

Cosisirrm ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Hilo, HI.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 a.m., in Rooms
806.-807, Campus Center, University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hawaii,
Hon. Patsy T. Mink presiding.

Members present: Representatives Mink, Washington, and Jeffer-
son.

Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director, Maureen Long,
legislative associate; Bob Chun, administrative assistant; Laura

legislative director; and Joan Menke, executive assistant.
Mrs. Mnx. The meetim of the Subcommittee on Poetsecondary

Education, U.S. House of Representatives, will come to order.
I have the very great honor and privilege of opening the hear-

ings on the IliKher 'Education Act, the reauthorization p ..ms that
has been ongoing for several months in Washington. And I am
very, very happy that the subcommittee was able to arrange the
hearings to be held in Hawaii.

I want te thank all of the people that worked so hard to make
these hearings possible, and to make alA the necessary arrange-
ments, and more particularly, Chancellor Kormondy, for his mag-
nificent assistance in making all of the contacts and arrangements
for the use of facilities, and our luncheon at noon today, and all the
other special circumstances which are required to have a hearing
of this nature.

The Higher Education Act, I believe, is the most important piece
of legislation in the education field facing this Nation, and incleed
perhaps the most important of all legislation before the Congress.

As we face the hiture and we begin to discuss the importance of
all of the aspects of American society, and the threats of competi-
tion against our economy, the Nation is challenged in so many

wagn.that
can be addressed by directing our energies in higher edu-

caTherefore, all the thoughts and energies and concepU that we
vsn collect during these hearings across the Nation will help us to
fashion a bill which will indeed not only meet the current require
ments for reauthorization, but will carry us into the fliture and
help this Nation meet tbe requirements of our students, as well as

(I)
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our faculty, but more importantbr, the demands of this Nation to
continue in excellence in the field of research and science and tech-
nology, and all the aspects that will make us competitive in the
world tomorrow.

And that is the 1 i V: of these hearings, and we hope that
you will help us un `.f the needs of the State of Hawaii, and
perhaps beyond into the Pacific area, and enable us in the drafting
of this legislation to meet the concerns that you have here in this
jurisdiction, as well as in the Pacific area.

It is my very great privilege to have two members of the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor here with me to conduct these
hearings. I am very, very honored that they could come and be a
part of these deltherations.

I am enormously grateful for their participation. The periods
that the Congress has for district work is a time that is very spe-
cial and important to Members. And it is ithportant to get back to
the District and to do the things that are neary there.

So, when a Member decides to take time off from that district
work to participate in these hearings, it is something very special.
And I feel very privileged that they would agree to take time off
from their important work at home to come here to help me con-
duct these hearings.

If they could not have come, or did not come, or would not come,
these hearings would not be possible. And so, I am especially grate-
fulbecause the rules of the House require that a single Member
of the House cannot hold hearings which are part of the record.

We can conduct hearings, but it would not be part of the record
of the deliberations. Everything that is to be said today, testimony
that is given and presented in writing, even though not delivered.,
will be part of the transcript.

And It will be then taken to Washington, and all members of the
committee will have an opportunity to read it and to see what the
points of interest are here.

To my immediate right is Congressman Craig Washington. He is
from the great State of Texas, from the Houston area. He is an at-
torney. He has a Doctor of Law degree from Texas Southern Uni-
versity. And he is a very distinguished member of our committee
and of the Congress, and a great leader in his own riOt, and was
one of the great leaders and champions on our recent &W.te on the
civil rights billand you probably saw it if you watch C-SPAN.

He is also a member of the Judiciary Committee. And I take spe-
cial privilege in welcoming you, Cra*, to these hearinp.

At his right is Congressman WMam Jefferson of New Orleans.
And he, too, b an attorney. He is a graduate of Harvard Universi-
ty. He has a Doctor of Law degree from that institution. And he is
not only a member of the Committee on Education and Labor, but
also a member of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee.
Both committees are extremely important to the State of Hawaii.

So, it is a plmsure to welcome my two colleagues today.
On my left is the Chief Counsel of the Subcommittee on Postsec-

ondary Education, Tom Wolanin, who has been with the committee
for 13 years. And if I get stuck and can't answer your questions, I
am sure that he can.



And accom the committee also is Maureen Long, in the
back, also a f. of the staff of the Subcommittee on Education
and Labm. Right behind me is my own staffs Legislative Director,
Laura Efiard, who has been the chief coordinator on my staff in
putting Uar these hearings.

And I take this opportunity to especially thank Laura for all of
her very, very hard work in arranging for these meetings.

Having said that, let's begin the hearings. And I believe our first
witness would have been Dr. Albert Simone, the President of the
University, but I understand he is not feeling well today, and has
asked Dr. Ed Kormondy to present his remarks.

So, Ed, why don't you do both, his and yours.

STATEMENTS OF DR. ALBERT SIMONE, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII; DR. EDWARD KORMONDY,
CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT HILO, HILO,
HAWAII; DR. JOHN P. DOLLY, DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII; DR. DORIS
CHING, VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY
OF HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII; AND PAUL YUEN, VICE
PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII.
HONOLULU, HAWAII
Mr. KoahloNtrY. Thank you, Mrs. Mink.
In view of the fact that things never work quite properly when

you want them to, the air-conditioning is currently out of whack. If
you would be more comfortable being Hawaiian this morning,
please be our guests and remove your jackets.

My testimony now is on behalf of President Simone,
Madam Mall and members of the subcommittee, thank

for the opwrtuniV to speak at this hearing on the reauthor-
-- of the HiOer Education Act. I am present at Ww's hear-

ing in Iny capacity as President of the University of Hawai, and it
is a genuine pleasure to be here to speak with you and to introduce
to you some of ni,y colleagues from the University.

This piece of legislation which is the su - of this hearing was
history-making when it was adopted in 1 and, a quarter of a
century later, it remains an absolutely critical element in assuring
the availability of postsecondary education to the residents of the
United States.

I am pleased the Committee on Education and Labor has selected
Hawaii as a site for its hearings and I am grateful to you, the
members of the committee, and especially to Elpreeentative Mink,
for permitting me to share my thoughts with you today.

Let me first take this occasion to welcome you warmly to this
campus of the University of Hawaii syrtem. Hilo is the second larg-
est city in the State of Hawaii. I will skip a little bit of that, be-
cause I will repeat part of that a little bit later.

As perhaps ,k know, the statewide system of higher
educa m Hawaii uf seven cumm . gasp campuses
throout the State, two baccalaureate-grew, campuaes, the
first Ure at UH-Hilo and the second on the a. of Oahu at
Pearl City, and a comprehensive research campus which is our
flagship institution.
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This higher education system is governed by the Board of Re-cts, Wnted by Governor John Waihee, and we are proud of
. of , . which we have eRjoyed from the Board, the

Legialative and a ve Branches of our State government.
I would add that I can also attest to the fine relations we enjoy

with our colleagues in private postsecondary institutions in Hawaii
and the shared commitment we all have to meeting the needs of
our island communities for opportunities to access higher educa-
tion.

Let me begin u comments on the reauthorization by
from Secretary of a . . and a former University Presi
colleague, Lamar Alexander, who has characterized the Bush Ad-
ministration's intent with regard to the reauthorization as "ex-
panding access of postsecondary education and encouraging educe-
tional excellence and achievement"

These historic goals are ones to which, I enure you, my col-
leagues here in Hawaii and I fWl7 subscribe. Indeed, perhaps we in
the 50th State have a heightened awareness of the critical role
higher education plays in I our citizenry for what has
been called "high tech- " " 2 century.

We live each day " t of the -4 economy in which we
operate and the ways in which 1."4 " :(' can lead to pmgrees, but
we are watchful not to come insensitive to the human element

h the political leadership of our Nation will assign the high-
est ty to the important Issues which Hy Higher Educabon
Ad of 1965 addressed. National times of poverty, homelessness, al-
mholiem and drug abuse, health delive , crime and unemploy-
ment call out for responses from a coali a . . of private and public
sector agencies.

The knowledge baee for these domestic issues and for the
international issues of political, environmental and economic sr
is to be found on college and university campuses. In meeting the
challenges the U.S. faces, we in higher education look to the Om-
grans to provide the important margin of support which will permit
us to do our job in educating the new generations of scholars who
will deal with these domestic and 4 issues.

Indeed, the record of assistance . we have received over the
past quarter-century as a result of the Higher Education Act is
noteworthy. We acknowledge the generous assistance of the Feder-
al Government in this regard, and hope that you and your col-
leagues in the Congress will sustain and expand the su that

over the meant the difference between wad from
tomes to poeteecondary education to thousands and

thousands of WI4', residents, and many times that number
the Nation.

Chair, I see the reauthorization as a window of opportu-
nity for our Nation to address the needs of our population in

reCi rrant support for low-income students; Stafford loan amist-
ance and college work-study for middle-inoome students; scholar-

, fondle and service . for native Hawaiians and other
American% , to assist nontrislitional student% sup-

fer cooperative - " initiative% enhemcement of interns-
education programs; and assistance in upgrading basic infra-

9
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structure and facilities at education institutions, an exam-
en= is the proposed of Hawaii Center for Educational

It is my very great pleasure now to introduce to you Dr. Paul
Yuen, the interim Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs at
the University; Dr. Doris Ming, the Vice President for Student Af-

and Dr. John Dolly, the Dftn of our College of Education at
the MRnoa campus. These colleagues will address in more detail
some of the areas of reauthorization which are of particular con-
cern to us at the University of Hawaii.

Again, thank you for allowing me this time to address the sub-
committee today.

Mrs. MDT& Dr. Yuen?
Mr. Yin's. Thank you.
Representative Mink and Members of Congress, my name is Paul

Yuen, and I am the interim Senior Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs at the University of Hawaii at Mama.

The Higher Education Act has had tremendous lasting impact on
individuals and on institutions in Hawaii, and I appreciate the op-
portunity to testify before you on behalf of undergraduate and
graduate programs at the University of Hawaii.

The University of Hawaii strongly endorses continued Federal
support and assistance for higher education. In my testimony
before you this morning, I would like to highlight key areas that
are particularly important in meeting our academic and program-
mabc needs.

Continued support for international education, assistance to uni-
versity libraries, improvements to the infrastructure, and funding
for graduate education and for research in postsecondary education
will go the farthest in promoting excellence in education.

In a period of dramatic change in the international order and in
the United States posture in the world, competence in internation-
al affairs is recognized as au urgent national priority. More than
ever, broad international competence and a high level of interna-
tional expertise are essential to our Nation's ability to operate both
domestically and internationally.

The University of Hawaii at lilanost has long recognized the im-
rtance of an international focus in higher education and has

at the forefront of internationalizing de curriculum.
Much of this has been made possible with the approximatthet

million the University receives annually from the Higher
tion Act for this purpose. Without these fields, higher _education
would experience a dramatic decline in its inta-m w e al capacity,
at a time when global economic competition clearly requires more
expertise.

We therefore recommend continued funding to strengthen exist-
ing National Resource Centers and to create new centers in re-
sponse to changes in the new world order; funding for long-term
partnerships with foreign educational institutions; support for cur-
riculum development and teacher education on international sub-
** an inctease in the number and stipend levels of student
schnhips for international study, and funding to support cen-
ters of excellence in international area studies.
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University libraries across the Nation provide the foundation for
intellectual activity. In libraries today the collection, maintenance,
and access of material is a much more complex and sophisticated
enterprise than in the past.

The collection and preservation of materiels, and the ability to
accees them require technological equi " t and skills that igo
beyond whet most States' "uudgets are - to provide. FortunatelY,
however, our library at the University of Hawaii at Manua has
been able to support some of these fiinctions with funds from the

r Education Act.
example, we received more than $500,000 from the Higher

Education Act to create on-line data bases and to preserve our Pa-
cific and Hawaiian Collections. Support of this nature has a "ripple
effect" which begins at the University and spreads to other seg-
ments of csir community, to othez islands in the Pacific, andbend.

For the same reason, we support reauthorization of funds for
training in librarianship, especially for minorities and for pro-
grams aimed at serving the needs of a multi-cultural society.

A third critical area of support involves basic improvements to
the infrastructure of college campuses. Like many universities
across the country, many of our buildings, classrooms, offices and
laboratories are in serious disrepair or are inadequate to meet new
government requirements for safety and handicap access.

Furthermore, as technology advances, it is important that our
student laboratories are kept up to date so that our graduates can
do their part in keeping tine U.S. competitive in world markets.
More up-to-date equipment, particularly in scientific and technolog-
ical areas, is urgently needed.

In addition to the areas I have highlighted, I would like to briefly
address the need for continued support for graduate student fellow-
ships, especially for minority and disadvantaged student& This
nerd is especially acute in Hawaii, which has a large population of
minority and immigrant groups, many of whom could not afford to
attend college without grants, loans or student fellowships.

Finally, I also urge serious consideration of continued funding for
FIPSE, the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.
FIPSE has played a critical role in allowing universities and col-
loges to conduct institutional research leading to educational
reform.

The support provided by FIPSE allows postsecondary institutions
to research, test and develop models aimed at improving education-
al sprograms for studentv.

In closing, we reiterate our need for continued support in the
areas of international education, university libraries, suP.ts
the infrastructure, graduate fellowships, and funding for FlPSE.
The Higher Education Act has a tremendous impact on members of
our university community, and citizens in the State of Hawaii and
in our Nation.

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to testify.
[The prepared statement of Paul Yuen &Bowel

ii
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THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

Testimony Presented On July 1, 1991

By Interim Senior Vice President Paul C. Yuen

On Behalf Of

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA

Representative Mink and members of the House Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, my name is Paul Yuen and I am the Interim Senior Vice

President of the University of Hawail at Mance. I appreciate the opportunity to testify

before you on behalf of undergraduate and graduate programs at the University of

Hawaii since the Higher Education Act s one of the principal sources of support for

higher education at the national level.

The Universily of Hawaii strongly endorses continued federal support and

assistance of higher education. In my testimony before you this morning, I would Oka

to highlight key areas that are particularly important in meeting the needs of studerim

involved in higher education in the State of Hawaii and in the nation. From the

perspective of academic undergraduate and graduate programs, continued support for

international education, university ribraries, improvements to the infrastructure,

graduate education, and research funds for FIPSE are seen as critical in promoting

excellence in education.

InternationaLldugation

In a period of dramatic change in the international order and in the United

States' posture in the world, the improvement of international education and

I 9
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competence is recognized as an urgent national priority. Broad internal:cal

competence and a high level of international expertise we more than ever essential tO

America's abty to operate both domestically and internationally. Among those who

have spoken out recently in favor of international education are tha National

Governors' Association and the National Association of State Universities and

Land-Grant Colleges.

Title VI, International Education Programs, of the Higher Education Act,

represents the bulk of the Federal government's commitment to assist in generating

intemabonal expertise at the postiecondary levet The primary programs in Title VI

are the National Resource Centers and the Foreign Language and Area Studies

Fellowships (FLAS). Te VI also funds other programs. including undergraduate

International studies and foreign languages, research, language resource centers.

Intensive summw language institutes, business and international education, and

centers fa' frearnational business. The University of Hawaii receives about $2 million

per year from Title VI funds.

Whfie this counLy's international competence and scholarship are not limited to

institutions receiving Title VI funds, these funds do leverage greater investments in the

field by universities wid colleges themselves and often provide the extra fiscal

incremint necessary to realize the goal of achieving greater international competence.

14 VICO the essential federal contribution, American higher education would experience

a dramatic decline in its international capacity, al a time when global economic

compatitkm clearly requires more pipettes.

- 2 -
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The University of Havai has long been a system *tech recognizes the

importance of the international dimension in higher education. After its founding in

1907, area skates at the University began with the establishment of a Department of

Japanese in 1919 and a Department of Chinese in 1921. International education at the

Unlversty has since become an integral pall of the University's emphases and Its

plans for the future, as evidenced in: Its 1982 Mission Statement, which stresses the

University's role and responsbitity to serve as a bridge between East and West; its

1984 Strategt Plan, which conrirms the University's international, especially

Pacific-Asian, focus; its 1991 Master Plan, which reinforces the University's unique

resources and location as assets in becoming an international educaonal center.

The value of the University as a national educational resource has been

recognized by the federal government as evidenced by the fact that the University has

over the years been the recipient of extensive Title VI funding.

Most recently, for example, the University of Hawaii at Manoa Second

Language Teaching and Curriculum Center in the College of Languages, Linguistics

and Uterature was the first unit in the nation to be designated a National Foreign

Language Resource Center, and has received a grant totalling $1.25 million oVer a

three-year period. The C9nter's activilies concentrate on five areas: foreign language

acquisition research; foreign language materels and methods deveiopment; language

proficiency teaching and testing; language technology and telecommunications;

translation and Interpretation. In addition, the Center sponsors a fellowship program,

an internship program, and an intensive summer Institute. The focus of the Center

- 3 -
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includes languages which are less commonly taught, owticularty those of Asia and the

Pacific. For example, we were fortunate to be able to support the participationof 10

scholars this spring, 7 this fall, 35 in the Summer institute program. and 1 Visiting

fellow this fao.

In 1989, the Wage of Business Administration was one of the first five colleges

to be selected as a Center tor International Business Education and Research. In its

first year, the Center received 8100,000. Second-yew funding totaled S298,298and

the anticipated funding for the coming yew will likely exceed $300,000. The broad

goals of the Center we to: be a primary national resource center for improved

international business tt aching emphasizing Asia and the Pacific; promote

interdisciplinwy collaboration for resauch and training in Asia-Pacific-focused

international trade and commerce; be a primary national resource for American firms

doing business in Asia and the Pacific try meeting their international training needs;

provide instruction in WV.* international fields of Asia and the Pacific; serve

academic, business, and professional communities; improve information services,

teaching, and research actMties to enhance the knowtedge base and competitive

strength of American businesses.

Some examples of activity in this area for 1990-1991 include: funding for 15

faculty research proposals; 20 pwticipants in Faculty Deveiopment Program cn

internattnal business and curriculum development and a Joint venture with local

businesses to establish the Electronic Meeting Room to encourageuse of

- 4 -
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communication techndogy in business and develop undgestanding of cross culture'

business issues.

This year, the School of Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific Studies received three

years of funding to support three National Resource Centers, two of which also

administer Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships (FLAS). EastAsian, which

includes China, Japan, and Kmea, received a total c$ $136,030 as a Center and

$105,500 for FLAS; Southeast Asian was the recipient of $78,978 as a Center and

$148,400 for FLAS; Pacific Islands mzeived $136,460 as a Center. With these monies,

the Centers have engaged in outreach programs such as workshops for teachers,

made library acquisitions, entered into cooperative programs, and provided travel

funds. FOf example, in 1991, 11 East Asia and 9 Southeast Asia students received

FLAS, for an average of 16 rr year.

Recommendations:

Strengthen existing types of National Resource Centers and increase

their funding commensurate with added responsibilities.

Create additional centers to make sure that an appropriate volume of

expertise will be developed for all world areas and to allow for the study

of newt), emerging themes that are of critical importance in a new

international world order and economy.

Increase the number and stipend level of student RAS grants. The

amount of Individual scholarships (FLAS) mutt reflect Ws increases in the

cost of living.

- 5 -
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Provide funding to suppon long-term linkages with foreign Institutions sr

eli educational levels and for support for facultyjscholar short-term visits

abroad

Support pilot programs to improve pedagogy in international education

and prepare teachers of international subjects.

Increase support for cooperative efforts aimed at encouraging

international education across different levels of education, Including

university and college outreach programs for primarY and seddndarY

teacher&

Support curriculum deveiopme which infuses International content into

all professional fields and into the Dermal education requirements at all

levels.

In short, we recommend continued funding to strinthen existing National

Resource Centers rind to create new centers in response to changes in the new world

order, tUnding for long-term partnerships with foreign educational institutions; support

for currictArn development and teacher education on international subjects; funding to

increase the ntmber and stipend level of student scholarships for international study,

and funding to support centers of excellence in international area studio&

1/11k1112MLUOTIdell

Me II of the HEA is the principal vehicle of federal support for academic and

research librarie& for library education, and for research in library and information

science. We strongly endorse continued feckral support and assistance for libraries

7.
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and hbrary education througt Ale II as a means to stimulate and take advantage of

the rapidly developing infamation and telecommunications tedinologles, and to

encarrage resource sharing between educational institutions, a sharing that

transcends instftutional, political, and geographical boundaries.

We support the revision of the act iNtlich replaces the current N-A section with

an upgraded progrwn of technological and cooperative assistance, one which builds

upon the provisions of the current N-0. This is an wipropriate and timely direction for

the Act to evolve towards. The new II-A should be configured to provide ftaids for

technolcccal equipment for first-time connections to resource sharing network, for

consortia and joint-use library projects, and for protects Wtich link libraries end library

resources to the Internet and to the proposed National Research and Educational

Network.

WM regard to this revised section, we would like to suggest thet the guidelines

allow for support to multitype instituticats which ere joined through a common

governing board such es the University of Hama In the past a want submission

which included as participants UH-figo, UH-Manott. end UN-Community Colleges Wee

rejected in part because these institutions were considered a single entity. Yet, in

states where these three types of institutions we organized as separate institutions,

grant eligibty is not a probem.

Title WS provides funds for the training of persons in librarianship, especially

minorities, for those enroled in programs leading to the doctorate and other areas of

g



demonstrated shortages, and for researCh and development projects which would

enhance Remy services through the use of our evolving information technologies.

We believe that the revised 11-13 should specify an emphasis on minorities and

sewing the needs 9:4 a multimitural society. Cu/rarely priorities we left to Education

Department regulations.

In addition, consideration should be given to providing assistance through this

potion of the Act to graduate schools rfibrary and information studies for the

acquisition of new information technologies end toots in suPPort of their training and

degree oriented program& The schools must be in the forefront if they we to provide

programs that are tuned to the realities of our Information age and the standards of

practice in the instituttns for which these students are being prepared to staff and

sow
The Title 11-C portion of the act was devised to ".,. promote research and

education of higher quality throughout the United States by providing financial

assistance to major research librarias." Approximately $70,000,000 has been

distributed to the nation's research libraries in the twelve years this program has been

funded for the purposes of fostering bibNoccaphic control, developing a national library

database, encouraging resource sharing, preseiving valuable print, vfraual, and sound

collections, and supplementing collection acquisition programs.

The University of Hawaii Manoa Library has received over $500,000 through this

program for the purpose of creating on-line databases and access to its Pacific and

Hawaiian Collections, for preserving microfilming of newspapers from Pacific Island

- 8 -
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territories and nations, for preserving end adding to its Pidgin-Creole oollectkm, and

for preserving photographic collections misted to the Pacific. These projects benefit

more than just the redpient institution. For example, the cataloging produced through

these grants has been shared at no cost sith other public, college end university

Wades and copies of Ihe microfilmed newspapers have been offered to Pacific Island

institutions for minimal reproduction costs. The multiplier effects of these grants we

significant as the nation's research libraries are the foundation for ccoPerative activities

all across our educational and research communities.

In summation, we support the directiom ot the revision of the Act and we

applaud the Congress for maintaining support tor the HEA Title II in the face of

repeated zero funding recommendations from previous administrations. We believe

that the grants have made a difference to higher education and, if anything, we would

encourage the Congress to increase the levels of support for the Act so that our

nation's educational Institutions are equipped and staffed to serve at the kwefront of

our expanding knowledge universe.

Funds to improve and renovate existing facilities and to provide more up-to-date

equipment, particularly in scientific and technological areas, is urgently needed. Like

many universities across the country, many of our buildings we in serious disrepair or

we inadequate to meet new state and federal mquirements for safety and handicap

access. Many classrooms, offices and laboratories have not been adequately

maintained and require witensive 'catch-ur repair and maintenance efforts.

- 9 -
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The University of Hawaii at Manoe is committed and mandated to provide

programs and services scoessible to all students and employees. Renovations of

existing buildings and classrooms to create barrier-free structures is a costly enterprise

for many state universities.

Also, as technology advances, It is important that our student laboratories keep

pats so that our graduates can help to keep the U.S. competitive in world mantels.

Pmgr

in addition to these critical areas, the need tOr federal support for graduate

education and graduate students continues. We areconcerned particularly about the

heavy reliance on student loans to support both graduate and undergraduate

students, and we believe that there should te major increases in funds for fellowships

that are available to students. Such fellowships should be transportable and allow

students to lake the fellowships with them to any university they wish to attend.

The Higher Education Act does a good job of supporting graduate education

nationwide with 270 institutions receiving graduate awards from the Department of

Education. The University of Hawaii has been the rt cipient of funds from four

individual programs: minority participation in graduate education, foreign and

language area studies; national resource centers; and Fulbright Hays doctoral

dissertation awards.

As you are aware, the nation is facing an acute shortage of Ph.D.s in the future.

$everal of die programa in Title IX will help to address this problem. A major concern

is that currently these programs are administered by different program officers under

- 10 -
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different procedures and schedules, which impairs thek utility. Administrative

consolidation %you'd certainly be beneficial.

The University of Hawaii Is a member of the Council of Graduate Schools and

has worked with the Council to develop recommendations and new legislative

languags for both Title IX and Title VI. We support their recommendations, which

were drafted In conjunction with other assodations, in support of graduate education.

A draft of their statement, dated March 29, 1091, contains additional recommendations

relating to the Higher Education Act and graduate education.

1h. 1.. n 41e, at 11. ;0111, 0"1.:1:. I& - l't.1

Finally, I atio urge serious consideration of continued funding for FIPSE, the

Fund for the Improvement for Postsecondary Education. FIPSE has played a critical

role In allowing universities and colleges to conduct institutional research leading to

educational reform. fie support provided by FIPSE allows postsecondary Institutions

to research, test, and develop models aimed at improving educational programs for

students. The University of Hawaii currently receives funding from FIPSE, and has

benefited many times in the past.

In closing, we ask for your continued support for the Higher Education Act,

particularly in the areas of international education, support for our libraries,

Infrastructure support, graduate tamest**, and funding for APSE. This act has a

tremendous impact on members of our university community, and dtizans in the State

of Hawaii and in our nation. Thank you for the opponunity to testify.

22
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Mrs. Mum.
Ms. Coma. MadamChinehairwoman, Congressman Washington, Con-

Dr.

greesman Jefferson, I will summarize my statement, and I request
my_full statement be included in the record.

Mrs. MINA. Without *.,Uon, so ordered. All of the statements
that have been submitted to the committee or which will be sub-
mitted to the committee before the conclusion of these heari
will be inserted in the record in fa, and such additional remar
OS you t orally will also be included.

Ms. bg... Thank you.
The Higher Education Act of 1965 was a legislative landmark

that has given shape and direction to 25 years of Federal support
for postsecondary education. Periodic Congressional reauthoriza-
tion of this act has redefined the scope of Federal involvement in
higher education and kept the act responsive to the changing needs
of postsecondau institutis and the students they serve.

I would like to thank the Congress for its continuing support of
the many Federal programs authorized under the act and would
like to share with you some comments and suggestions relating to
its current reauthorization. My comments will be limited to those
parts of the act that relate to programs and services that are a part
of the University of Hawaii Office of Student Affairs.

The Manoa campus, like campuses across the Nation, has seen
an increase in the number of "nontraditional" students enrolling
in our baccalaureate programs. Almost 20 percent of our under-
graduates are over age 24. Approximately 9 percent are between
the ages of 30 and 59.

Many of these older students must balance their educational pur-
suits with other family and employment responsmilities.

Congresswoman Mmk, we are fully aware of your public ac-
knowledgment of this situation, and we thank you for that under-
standing.

Me other colleges and univetvities, we are experimenting with
designed to address the unique needs of older students.

Orrescirmmend that Congress consider amending Title I of the act
to provide State incentive grants that could be used to facilitate
State level partnerships between business and postsecondary insti-
tutions. These partnerships would address the need for a highly
educated work f'orce and the growing demand by nontraditional
students for both degree and continuing education programs.

In addition, we recommend that other existing programs author-
ized under the Higher Education Act be amended to address the
needs of nontradil students as appropriate.

We believe that Federal n student aid programs must
be recalibrated W address the financial realities of many American
families who are house-rich but cash-poor.

New financial aid mechanisms W assist middle-income students
must be explored. It is important that viable alternatives for assist-

middle-income students be identified and implemented before
dollars from these students to suppmi the more needy.

We are also alarmed by the inoww-d complexity of need-based
student aid programs. Application procedures and need analysis
methodologies must be simplified so as to encourage needy students
and their families to apply for aid.
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Unnecessary administzetive requirements must be reduced so
that - and universities can manage these programs in a
MOM of t and effective inanner. It is important to reemphasize
that Federal student aid pirania are most effective when they
are grounded in a " between the government, postsec-
ondary educational institutions, students, and their families.

Specific comments and iniggestions are in my full statement
I would like to also voice our strong support for continuing edu-

cation, continuation of the TRIO programs. We recommend that
tel=srograms be continued in current form and that in-

funding be provided so that additional students may be
served.

In addition, we urge the support for cooperative education be
continued. Our students have told us that their undergraduate edu-
cation could be improved by providing more real experience, such
as internships. Currently, cooperative education is our primary ve-
hicle for offering real-world employment experiences to our stu-
dents.

Students tell us they benefit from this program because they
gain professional work experience, earn wages that help to finance
their education, build confidence and self-esteem and apply class-
room learning to real-world situations, thereby enriching their edu-
cation.

I would also like to call the committee's attention to a proposal
submitted by the State Higher Education Executive Officers to
amend section 415 of the act by authorizing State incentive grants
for the purpose of establishing or expanding early intervention pro-
grams designed to provide encouragement and support for needy
and academically at-risk students, beginning in the 6th grade.

Such incentive grants, if authorized, would enhance the existing
Hawaii Opportunity Program in Education, which was proposed by
the Governor of Hawaii and established by our Legislature in 1990.
The whole program will be funded by an endowment to be created
over a 10-year period from university tuition revenues set aside for
its purpose.

Proceeds from the endowment will be used to ftmd scholarships
from financially needy students first identified in the 3rd grade.
We recommend Congress give serious thought to providing Federal
fmancial support including tax incentives to encourage business
partnerships in this area.

The University of Hawaii, with support of the State government
has already developed a relationship with Eugene Lang's "I Have
A Dream Foundation," and is currently seeking support from pri-
vate business. Therefore, the State of lUwaii will benefit from this
revision.

And thank you to the committee for the opportunity to partici-
pate in your dehlwations, and I would be pleased to respond to
your questions.

[The preprzed statement of Dr. Doris Ching followl
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DEMERMITT OP WAWA=
TEsTIM0NY PREBENTED Emma

MOUSE COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PCITSECONDARY EDUCATION

JUly 2, 1991
Hilo, Hawaii

by
Dr. Doris Ching

Vice President for Student Affairs

CONAMATS ON =AUTHORIZATION 07 THE RIMIER EDucATION AcT

The Higher Education Act of 1965 was a legislative landmark

that has given shape and direction to twenty-five years of federal

support for postsecondary education. Periodic Congressional

reauthorization of this Act has re-definol the scope of federal

involvement in higher education and kept the Act responsive to the

changing needs of postsecondary education institutions and the

students they serve. I would like to thank the Congress, for its

continuing support of the many federal programs authorized under

the Act and would like to share with you some comnents and

suggestions relating to its current reauthorization. My comments

will be limited to those parts of the Act that relate to programs

and services that are a part of the University of Hawaii Office of

Student Affairs.

TITLE I

POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

The Manoa Campus, like campuses across the nation, has seen an

increase in the number of "non-traditionalo students enrolling in

our baccalaureate programs. Almost 20% of our undergraduates are

over age twenty-four. Approximately 9% are between the ages of

thirty and fifty-nins. Many of these older students must balance
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their educational pursuits with other family and employment

responsibilities. Like other colleges and universities we are

experimenting with programs designed to address the unique needs of

older students. In iftwaii, our problems are compounded by the fact

of our islard geography. Our degree granting campuses must also

deliver courses and programs to ',place -bound" adult students living

on other ialands. Our commitment to these students is evidenced by

the fact that President Simone currently serves on the executive

board of the Coalition for Adult and Part-Time Students (CAPS).

Ne recommend that Congress consider amending Title I to

provide state incentive grants that could be used to facilitate

state-level partnerships between business and postsecondary

institutions. These partnerships would address the need for a

highly educated workforce and the growing demand by non-traditional

students for both degree and continuiwg education programs. In

addition, we recormend that other existing programs authorized

under the Highe- hication Act to amended to address the needs of

non-traditional students as appropriate. .For example, federal

financial aid programs should be responsive to the financial

situations and course taking patterns of non-traditional students.

TITLE IV

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Like many public institutions of higher education in the West,

the University of Hawaii maintains an extremely low tuition

structure.

In fact, our tuition is amang the lowest in the nation. Just last

year, Money Megasime listed the Mama Campus as one of the best

2
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educational buys in the country. Our low tuition structure is a

tangible symbol of Hawaii's commitment to accessible, high quality,

public postsecondary education.

At the same ties, Hawaii's cost of living is approximately 221

higher than the national average. In order to mews. these costs,

many HdloVii families have multiple wage earners. As a result,

fasily income is often higher than the national average. In

addition, escalating real estate costs have left many families with

highly inflated home equity values.

In relation to eligibility for need-based student aid, this

combination of lov tuition and high cost of living translates into

a low cost of attendance and an unrealistically high estimated

family contribution. Consequently, many Hawaii families are

excluded from participation in need-based student aid programs.

We believe that federal need-based student aid programs must be

recalibrated to address the financial realities of many American

families who are house rich but cash poor.

Hew financial aid mechanisms to assist middle income students

must be explored. It is isportant that viable alternatives for

assisting middle income students be identified and implemented

before shifting dollars from these students to support the more

needy.

We xre also alarmed by the increased complexity of need-based

student aid programs. Application procedures and need analysis

methodologies must be siaplified so as to encourage needy students

and their families to apply for aid. Congress may wish to

establish automatic eligibility for certain categories of students

(e.g., students or families receiving other forms of public

3
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assistanee such as AFDC). Unnecesaary administrative requirements

must be reduced so that colleges and universities can manage these

programs in a more efficient end effective manner. It is important

to re-emphasize that federal student aid programs are most

effective when they are grounded in a *partnership" between the

government, postsecondary educational institutions, students and

their families.

Specific comments and suggestions are detailed below.

ausgranta
The Pell Grant Program is the major source of grant aid for

our needy students. We recommend that this program be retained in

its current form but that both Lhe minimum and maximum award

amounts be increased to reflect increases in the cost of

attendance. In addition, we recommend that a aingA ad analysis

methodology be used far all need-based programs.

The SEOG Progras is an important source of grant aid for our

neediest students. We recommend retaining this program in its

current form. We do not support proposed matching fund

requirements. 'Matching fund requirements should not be imposed at

a time when institutions and states are struggling to balance their

budgets.

State Student Incentive_Orants (SSIG1

The SSIG Program symbolizes the financial aid partnership

4
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between state and federal rovernments and should be retained in its

current form.

Colleae Work Study Proaram (CWSI

The College Work Study Program provides an important source of

self-help aid for our students and should be retained in its

current form. Ideally, this program could be used to promote

community service opportunities for our students by creating job

partnerships between colleges and non-profit agencies.

Therefore, we recommend an increase in the allowable amount of

College Work-Study funds that may be used to support job location

and development prOgrams. We do not support proposed increases in

the employer's wage share. Such increases should not be imposed at

a tiue when colleges and universities are struggling to balance

their budgets.

parkins Loan Progrem

The Perkins Loan Program offers needy students access to low-

interest educational loans and we recommend that this program be

retained in its current form.

I would like to point out that as of May 31, 1991, the Manors

Campus default-rate for this loan program was only 3.84%. we

believe that we are doing a good joo administering this program and

that our students are responsible borrowers. Schools that provide

good management of their student loan programs should not be

subjected to increased regulation and monitoring, but rather should

be rewarded.

5
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imautatfunt Atuslant lamiLi?x=goLialia

Guaranteed Student Loans are an important source of aid for

less needy students. We recommend that this program be retained

but that aggregate loan limits be increased to reflect increases in

the cost of attendance. We are aware that this program has been

the subject of recent scrutiny and we have no objection to the

implementation of various default prevention measures as long as

they do not place an unreasonable burden on colleges and

universities.

I would like to point out that the most recent GSL cohort

default rate for the Kama Campus was only 4.54. We believe that

we are doing a good job administering our program responsibilities

and that our students ars responsible borrowers. Schools that

provide good management of their student loan responsibilities

should not be subjected to increased regulation and monitoring, but

rather should be rewarded.

gonsuL2Lexiaiena

Increased federal regulation and monitoring of all student aid

programs has severely taxed our administrative resources.

Consequently, ye recommend that Congress consider expanding the

current adminiiirative cost allowance. This action would help to

reinvigorate the existing partnership between the federal

government and our colleges and universities.

;Pa....) , ..1I \. , 110 .1 10 -

TRIO is a network of highly successful programs that provide

academic preparation, admissions counseling and retention services

6
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to low-income, first-generation college students. These programs

have a twenty-five year history of providing effective sexvices to

students. The Nano& Campus has hosted an Upward Bound Program

since 1965, and a Student Support Services Program since 1970.

Additional programs are located at campuses throughout the

University of Hawaii System.

We recommend that these programs be continued in their current

form and that increased funding be provided so that additional

students may be served. we do not support any proposal that would

diffuse current commitments or dismantle a proven, successful,

fiscally efficient network of programs by either altering the

existing grant awarding criteria or experimenting with untried

delivery models such as state block grants.

TITLE VIII

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Several years ago the University conducted a survey of our

recent baccalaureate graduates. As part of that survey, we asked

these graduates to suggest ways to improve the undergraduate

education offered at the Marva Campus. Students frequently replied

that undergraduate education could be improved by providing more

"real world experiences," such as internships.

Currently, cooperative education is our primary vehicle for

offering real world employment experiences to our students.

Students tell UB that they benefit from this prograa because they

gain professional work experience, earn wages that help to finance

their education, build confidence and self-esteem, and apply

7
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classroom learning to real world situations, thereby enriching

their education.

We recommend that Title VIII of the Act be retained and

amended to expand funding opportunities in this area.

NEW INITIATIVES

proposed Early_interyention Programs

The University would like to urge Congress to consider a

proposal submitted by the State Higher Education Executive

Officers(SHEE0) to amend section 415 of the Act by authorizing

state incentive grants for the purpose of establishing or expanding

early intervention programs designed to provide encouragement and

support for needy and academically at-risk students beginning in

the sixth grade.

Such incentive grants, if authorized, would enhance the

existing Hawaii opportunity Program in Education (HOPE), which was

proposed by the Governor and established by our Legislature in

1990. The HOPE Program will be funded by an endowment to be

created over a ten-year period from University tuition revenues set

aside for this.purpose. Proceeds from the endowment will be used

to fund scholarships for financially needy students first

identified in the third grade, with priority given to students from

minority groups underrepresented in the University's student body.

The University, in partnership with our state Department of

Education, will provide advising and academic support services to

these students throughout their elementary and secondary education.
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We recommend that Congress give serious thought to providing

federal financial support for early intervention programs,

including tax incentives to encourage business partnerships in this

area.

wish to thank the Committee for the opportunity to

participate in your deliberations and 'would be pleased to respond

to any questions members may have.

9
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Mrs. Mum. Thank you very much, Dr. Ching-
Dr. Dolly?
Mr. Daum. Madam Chairwoman, I am Dean of the College of

Education, University of Hawaii.
The University of Hawail proposes designing a Center for Educa-

tional Excellence to be located on the Manoa campus that will be a
model of national interest as we attempt to address a multitude of
education-related problems in the decade ahead.

The University of Hawaii is in a unique position, located in the
Pacific, to create models of instruction and school intervention that
address the needs of a multkultural population in a multkultural
environment.

The State of Hawaii in a microcosm has all the Nation's educa-
tional problems. The schools in the State must address a wide
range of immigrant children, many of whom do not speak English.
The schools are also forced to address the needs of students coming
from varying backgrounds, cultures and ethnic groups, all bringing
their own linguistic and learning styles to the classroom.

The difficulty of adapting instruction in schools to this multi-cul-
tural population is a constant, ongoing, changing situation. Every 5
years, a new wave of students with different backgrounds and
needs force the schools to be in a constant state of adaptation

to meet the needs of new students coming to the public
sYxtem.

Because of the size of Hawaii and the ability to access student
information, due to the single statewide education system, it is a
natural environment in which to study and develop appropriate in-
structional programs and techniques to address the needs of an
emerging multi-cultural minority school population.

At the University of Hawaii, we have one of the finest curricu-
lum centers in the world and a laboratory school engaged in a
number of innovative instructional activities that wuM be better
utilized by the public schools in Hawaii and schools throughout the
Pacific if we had a more effective means to disseminate the infor-
mation.

We propose having a facility in which Hawaii teachers and
teachers from the Pacific can be trained. By having a central loca-
tion where we can demonstrate to teachers in Hawaii and from
around the world the finest and most innovative instruction, we
hi. to have a positive impact on the dment of instructional

t uss and materials that will be effective with the divergent
multi-cultural populations in the public schools of the Pacific.

The center wouM also allow the University to more clearly focus
in-eervice and research efforts in education ce State and regional
needs.

The State of Hawaii also offers a unique opportunity to look at
the ems of delivering in-service programs and outreach serv-
ices rural populations. Being separated by an ocean, neighbor is-
lands do not have direct access to resources on the Island of Oahu,
where most of the university and technology-based resources are lo-
cated.

The State and the University are looking at innovative ways of
delivering programs to rural populations that are cost-effective but
of high quality. The experiences of Hawaii in these areas can be of

46-413 0 - 92 - 2
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benefit to other regions in the United States where similar rural
education problems exist, and the delivery of services must be
based on a costoeffective model to reduce the total outlay cl funds
in improving the quality of rural education.

Hawaii is a natural environment in which to experiment in this
area, and both the State and University have already made com-
mitments to the development of programs to provide equal access
to higher education among the State's citizens.

The University of Hawaii has a wide-ranging commitment to the
improvement of public education, with a large number of
projects and efforts. By having the center located on the
campus, we will be able to more directly focus our efforts in ad-
dressing real issues and real needs of public education in a multi-
cultural context.

Both the State of Hawaii and the University are committed to
the improvement of public education, and tbU commitment has
most recently been demonstrated by the lAgislature appropriating
$11 million towards the development of a Center for Educational
Excellence on the Mama campus.

To summarize, we see a Center for Educational Excellence ad-
dressing a wide-ranging set of needs identified in the State and
region. The center will focus on a critical shortage of teachers
which now exists in Hawaii, and will conduct research and look at
the potential of alternative teacher education progress.

The center will focus on the development of outreach education
programs for rural populations, and research and service efforts
will focus on the development of culturally sensitive innovative
models of instruction and related materials.

The center also hopes to work on developing models of collabora-
tion among parents, teachers and students, helping them to adapt
to the changing populations within the schools, increasing cultural
diversity, combined with a desire for greater parental and local
control of schools.

By having a center like this in Hawaii, we can provide data and
information which will be a rich source not readily available in
other areas and regions of the United States. Having this source of
information and data will e other schools in our Nation who
face similar problems of c demographics and the need to
change instructional models to meet the needs of these students an
opportunity to work with and develop materials with information
and data emdy collected within the Center for Educational Excel-
lence in the State of Hawaii.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
[The prepared statement of Dr. John P. Dolly followsl
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5tate of Hawaii_Center for Educa4ona1 Excellence

The University of Hawaii proposes designing a Center for

Educational Excellence to be located on the Mama campus that

will be a model of national interest as we attempt to address a

multitude of education related problems in the decade ahead. The

University of Hawaii is in a unique position located in the

Pacific to create models of instruction and school intervention

that address the needs of a multicultural population in a

multicultural environment.

The State of Hawaii in a microcosm has all the nation's

educational problems. The schools in the State must address a

wide range of immigrant children, many of whom do not speak

English. The schools are also forced to address the needs of

students coming from varying backgrounds, cultures, and ethnic

groups, all bringing their own linguistic and learning styles to

the classroom. The difficulty of adapting instruction in schools

to this multicultural population is a constant ongoing changing

situation. Every five years a new wave of students with

different backgrounds and needs force the schools to be in a

constant state of adaptation trying to meet the needs of new

students coming to the public school system. Because of the size

of Hawaii and the ability to access student information, due to
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the single statewide education system, it is a natural

environment in which to study and develop appropriate

instructional programs and techniques to address the need* of an

emerging multicultural minority school population.

At the University of Hawaii we have one of the finest

curriculum canters in the world and a laboratory school engaged

in a number of innovative instructional activities that could be

better utilized by the public schools in Hawaii and schools

throughout the Pacific if we had a more effective means to

disseminate the information. We propose having a facility in

which Hawaii teachers and teachers from the Pacific can be

trained. By having a central location where we can demonstrate

to teachers in Hawaii and from around the world the finest and

most innovative instruction, we hope to have a positive impact on

the development of instructional techniques and materials that

will bo effective with the divergent multicultural populations in

the public schools of the Pacific. The canter would also allow

University to more clearly focus inservice and research

efforts in education on State and regional needs.

The State of Hawaii also offers a unique opportunity to

look at the problems of delivering inservice programs and

outreach services to rural populations. Being separated by an

ocean, neighbor islands do not have direct access to resources on

the island of Oahu where most of the University and technology-

based resources are located. The State and the University are

icAing at innovative ways of delivering programs to rural

2
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populations that are cost-effective but of high qUality. The

experiences of Hawaii in these areas can be of benefit to other

regions in the United States where similar rural education

problems exist and the delivery of services suet be based on a

cost-effective model to reduce the total outlay of funds in

improving the quality of rural education. Hawaii is a natural

environment in which to experiment in this ara, and both the

State and University have already made commitments to the

development of programs to provide equal access to higher

education among the State's citizens.

The University of Hawaii has a wide ranging commitment

to the improvement of public education with a large number of

ongoing projects and efforts. By having th, Center located on

the Mance campus, we will be able to more directly focus aur

efforts in addressing real issues and real needs of public

education in a multicultural context. Both the State of Hawaii

and the University are committed t., the improvement of public

education and this commitment has most recently been demonstrated

by the legislature appropriating 11 million dollars towards the

development of a Center for Educational Excellence on the Manoa

campus.

To summarize, we see a center for Educational Excellence

addressing a wide ranging set of needs identified in the State

and region. The Center will focus on a critical shortage of

teachers which now exists in Hawaii, and will conduct research

and look at the potential of alternative teacher education

3
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programs. The Center will focus on the development of outreach

education programs for rural populations and research and service

efforts will focus on the development of culturally sensitive

innovative models of instruction and related materials. The

Center also hopes to work on developing models of collaboration

among parents, teadhers, and students helping them to adapt to

the changing populatious within the schools increasing cultural

diversity, combined with a desire for greater parental and local

control of sdhools. By having a Center like this in Hawaii, we

can provide data and information which will be a rich source not

readily available in other areas and regions of the United

States. Having this eource of information and data will provide

other schools in our nation who face similar problems of changing

demographics and the need to change instructional models to meet

the needs of these students an opportunity to work with and

develop materials with information and data already collected

within the Center for Educational Excellence in the State of

Hawaii. In order to progress as quickly as possible in the

development of the Center, the University of Hawaii will be

seeking approximately 5 million dollars in federal funds to be

combined with 12 million dollars already authorized and

appropriated by the State of Hawaii in the development of a

facility on the Manoa campus that we hope will become both a

national and international center of educational excellence and

innovation.

4
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Mrs. Mom Thank you very much.
Dr. Karmontiy?
Mr. KORMONDY. Just a few words about the University of Hawaii

at Hilo. Again, I would like to thank you personally, members of
the committee, for gracing our campus. * testimony covers sever-
al points. but I would like to focus on the impact of the current

Education Act.
ong the many direct benefits to UHH from the current ver-

sion of the Higher Education Act, I will direct attention to only
three quite diverse programs. Under the Strengthening Institutions
Program of nue III, UHH has received more than $500,000 over a

3-weriod.estpfunds enabled us to initiate a faculty development pro-
glum, an outreach effort to the former U.S. Trust Territory of the
Federated States of Micronesia, a program which enabled us to in-
crease substantially the number of FSM students from 20 to nearly
150 today, and most importantly, to move into a comprehensive,
computer-based student information system which is currently
about 80 percent in place.

That system will facilitate all aspects of admissions, registration
and records, fmancial aid and faculty advising; in the latter in-
stance, faculty will be able to pull up on their computer screen the
student's upto-date record formatted in such a way as t.4) quickly
ascertain whO courses must yet be fulfilled to meet graduation re-
quirements.

Under the TRIO program of Title IV, Upward Bound now serves
50 economically disadvan - high school students from the big is-
land's eight public high Is. Since its inception here in 1980,
200 ye : people have been served by the program. Its success is
eviden by the fact that 98 percent of its students have enrolled
in colleges here in Hawaii and at such mainland institutions as the
University of Southern California and the University of Washing-
ton.

The third, and expected area is student financial aid, which falls
under Title IV. We received $3.3 million this past fiscal year under
this Title. This was coupled with institutional support of just under
$3 million, largely in the form of tuition waivers, college work
study matching and private scholarships.

The result is that the average package of aid, including Pell, tui-
tion waivers, college work study and various loans and scholarships
was $4,192. And, to underscore points to be made subsequently, 34
percent of full-time UHH students received financial aid.

Since most full-time students are in the Colleges of Agriculture
and Arts and Sciences, the percentage of those students receiving
financial aid rises to 50 percent- It has a very significant impact on
this campus, as you can see.

A few suggestions and recommendations for the reauthorization
act Under Title III, continue to support, strengthen and make
more equitable the various components of this program. Equity can
be achieved by repealing the community college set-aside in Part
A. Had this not been done 3 years ago by special legialative inter-
vention, we would not have received the grant and accomplished
what I described above.
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I would also suggest allowing for greater flexibility in the use of
Part B funds by permi . activities that are not specifically au-
thorized, but contribute to overall purposes of the

Under Title IV, increane the ell Grant maximum firg,a01116 and
make it an entitlement prograr tied annualk to the Consumer
Price Index. It is common Imowledge that this important program
has been eroded by economic forces external to it over past years
so that its current equivalent value is considerably below that

oriVh the authority f
o

institutions to move funds among
campus-based by prermitting the tninsfer of up to 25 per-
cent of S $ tal Equal' Opportunity Grants, Mlege work
study and -. king fimds among the programs; this instead of the
current limit of 15 percent

Continue and expand the State Student Incentive Grants Pro-
gram. As Vice President Ching has reported, the State of Hawaii
has established HOPE, an intervention program beginning with po-
tentially at-risk third-graders and is providing a yearly increment-
ing endowment to enable more of those youngsters to attend col-
lege 10 years later.

A new initiative under SSIG to match this kind of program here
in Hawaii and in other States would provide a critical enhance-
ment in the =pension of educational awareness and opportunities
for a considerable sepient of our Nation's population.

Fourth, and most important, without going into the many specif-
ics that might be touched upon, let it suffice to note that the vari-
ous loan programs require careful reconsideration to the end of in-
creasing iaan limits and other strategies, but most importantly, to
redress the significant imbalance that has been increasing between
loans and grants.

We are 41 II an ever-increasing number of more heavily in-
debted graduates our higher education institutions that does not
bode well for the economic vitality of our Nation.

Several comments under Title V have already been made. I will
skip those.

Under Title VII, Part C, loans for academic facilities, and F,
loans for housing and other facilities, is t to be combined into a
single program which wadi support ergraduate and graduate
academic facilities, housing and related support facilities.

These are all critical concerns. As an example, we opened a new
246-bed resider La hall this past fall, and still had a waiting list of
over 250 students. The State has been erous, but a matching op-
portunity would enable us, and other tutions, to more rapidly
address this critical shortage.

Under Title IX, the expansion of graduate owortimities for un-
derrepresented .4 . pa such as native Hawallana and Filipinos
strikes directly . here in Hawaii. like the Ronald
McNair program, to which we are again application, direct-
ly impact an institution like UM.

If there is one area in which we have need to and could indeed
make a more significant contribution to minorities entering gradu-
ate study, it is an institution like this one, given its ethnic and
racial make-up.

4 1
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In conclusion, I again express our appreciation for holding your
hearings at UHH and allowing us in Hawaii the opportunity to
share with you our concerns and aspirations for the young people
of this State.

You are most generous in providing 3 days to listen to Hawaii's
various constituencies, and I hope your visit will be not only benefi-
cial to the work of the committee, but a pleasurably memorable
one as well.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Edward Kormondy followsl
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Representative Mink and distinguished members of the

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, the University of Hawaii-

Hilo is honored and privileged to be the site of the hearings today

on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The

topic is, of course, of very deep interest to all of us concerned

with higher education, and we are all gratified by Chairman Ford's

and the full Committee's intent to address the many issues involved

in the reauthorization diligently, thoroughly and constructively.

my brief remarks will focus on four major points: 1) the

nature and mission of the University of Hawaii-Hilo; 2) the impact

of federal support on this University; 3) the impact of she current

version of the Higher Education Act on this University:and 4) some

suggestions and concerns to be considered in the reauthorization of

the Act.

The University of Hawaii-Hilo

The University of Hawaii-Hilo (to be referred hereafter as

UHH)is the State's primary residential campus dedicated to

excellence in education by devoting the greatest amount of time and

resources to the learning process and the attainment of measurable

learning outcomes. Its focus is on liberal arts undergraduate

education and a select group of professional programs currently at

the undergraduate level and eventually with a select group of

graduate programs both in cooperation with the University Of
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Hawaii-Hanoi' and independently. Its primary clientele is from the

State of Hawaii and secondarily from Pacific Rim and Pacific Island

nations and mainland U. S. It respects and supports cultural and

educational differences among its students and serves as an

important knowledge and skills resource center for the State of

Hawaii and the Pacific region.

Its some 2500 students are approximately 60 percent female and

35 percent part-time with an average age of 28. Representative as

it is of Hawaii in general and this island in particular, there is

no majority race or ethnic student group: 32 percent are Caucasian,

18 percent Japanese, 19 percent Hawaiian, 9 percent Filipino, and

3 percent Pacific Islanders. Eighty-six percent of the students

came from this island (which is at the bottom of the socio-sconomic

scale of the major Hawaii Islands), 9 percent from other parts of

Hawaii, and the remainder from the mainland and elsewhere,

including some 200 irternational students.

Among our salient programs are those which capitalize on the

natural and cultural resources of Hawaii and this Island in

particular; these include volcanology, marine sciences, astronomy,

aquaculture, tropical agriculture, and Hawaiian Studies (the entire

program uniquely being taught exclusively in Hawaiian) along with

an array of aoross-the-board excellent programs LI the liberal arts

and other sciences. Our motto is, "Experience quality learning with

aloha."

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Federal Support of the University of Hawaii-Hilo

In addition to a state-funded budget of some $22 million, the

total level of federal support in the current fiscal year is $ 6.8

million. Of this, $ 3.3 million derives from Title IV of the

Higher Education Act in the form of student financial aid. The

remainder, namely $3.5 million, supports a significant array of

training and research progr-ms (See Attachment A). Among these I

would note; the Hawaii SmalA Business Development Center, which is

housed here and has satellite centers on the other major

"neighboring islands" including Oahu; the Minority Biomedical

Research Support program, which is one of the longest running such

programs in the U. S., testimony to its success rate in minority

students continuing into postbaccalaureate study; and the Native

Hawaiian Gifted and Talented Prog:am, whose intent is to enlarge

the concept of what it means to be talented and to rectify the

disbalance between the substantial number of Native Hawaiian

children and their small number in the statels gifted and talented

public school programs.

Impact of the Current Higher Education Act

Among the many direct benefits to UHH from the current version

of the Higher Education Act, I will direct attention to only three

quits diverse programs. Under the Strengthening Institutions

Program of Title III, UHH has received than a half million dollars
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over a three-year period. These funds enabled us to initiate a

faculty development program, an outreach effort to the former U. S.

Trust Territory of the Federated States of Micronesia (a program

which enabled us to increase substantially the number of FSM

students from 20 to nearly 150 today), and most importantly to move

into a comprehensive, computer-based, student information system

which is currently about 80 percent in place. When completed, the

system will facilitate all aspects of admissions, registration and

records, financial aid and faculty advising; in the latter

instance, faculty will be able to pull up on their computer screen

the student's up-to-date record formatted in such a way as to

quickly ascertain what courses must yet be fulfilled to meet

graduation requirements.

Under the TRIO program of Title IV, Upward Sound now serves 50

economically disadvantaged high school students from the Big

Island's eight public high schools. Since its inception here in

1980, 200 young people have been served by the program. rts

outstanding record of success is evidenced by the fact that 98

percent of its students have enrolled in colleges here in Hawaii

and at such mainland institutions as the University of Southern

California and the University of Washington.

The third, and expected, impact area is student financial aid

which falls under Title IV. As noted above, UHH received $3.3

million this past fiscal year under this title. This was coupled

with institutional support of just under $3 million, largely in the

form of tuition waivers, College Work Study matching and private
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scholarships. The result is that the average package of aid,

including Pell, tuition waivers, College Work Study and various

loans and scholarships was $4,192. And, to underscore points to be

made subsequently regarding suggested revisions in Title IV, the 34

percent of full-time UHH students received financial aid. Since

most full-time students are in the Colleges of Agriculture and Arts

and Sciences, the percentage of those students receiving financial

aid rises to 50 percent!

SUGGESTIONS/RECONNENDATIoNS FOR THE REAUTHORIZATION ACT

Assuredly there will be some considerable overlap in what you

will hear over the next three days; therefore, I will limit my

suggestions to those of primary interest to UHN but which, from my

knowledge of what has been brought to the Committee's attention,

are shared widely within the higher education community.

Title III.

1. Continue to support, strengthen and make more equitable

the various components of this program. Equity can be

achieved by repealing the community college set-aside in

Part A. Had this not been done three years ago by

special legislative intervention, UM would not have

received the grant and accomplished what I described

above.

2. Allow for greater flexibility in the use of Part 13 funds
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by permitting activities that are not specifically

authorized but contribute to the overall purposes of the

program. Further, the Part B minimum grant should be

changed from $350,000 to $500,000 to help ecplalize

funding for smaller institutions.

1. Increase the Pell Grant maximum to $4,000 and make it an

entitlement program tied annually to the Consumer Price

Index. It is common knowledge that this important

program has been eroded by economic forces external to it

over past years so that its current equivalent value is

considerably below that originally intended.

2. Provide the authority for institutions to move funds

among campus-based programs by permitting the transfer of

up to 25 percent of Supplemental Equal Opportunity

Grants, College Work Study and Perkins funds among the

programs - this instead of the current limit of 15

percent. This should be tied with setting the

institutional matching requirement to a uniform 25

percent rate for all three programs (against the current

match of 10 percent for Perkins, 15 percent for SEOG, and

30 percent for CWS).

3. Continue and expand the State Student Incentive Grants

(SSIG) program. The State of Hawaii has established

HOPE, an intervention program beginning with potentially
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at-risk third graders and is providing a yearly

incrementing endowment to enable more of those youngsters

to attend college ten years later. A new initiative

under SSIG to match this kind of program here in Hawaii

and in other states would provide a critical enhancement

in the expansion of educational awareness and opportun-

ities for a considerable segment of our nation's

population.

4. Without going into the many specifics that might be

touched upon, let it suffice to nota that the various

loan programs require careful reconsideration to the end

of increasing loan limits and other strategies, but, most

importantly, to redress the significant imbalance that

has been increasing between loans and grants. We are

producing an ever increasing number of more heavily

indebted graduates of our higher education institutions

that does not bode well for the economic vitality of our

nation.

Title V

Hy colleague, Dean Dolley will have more to say on this title,

but I wish to note several points.

1. Expand the Douglas scholarships under Part A through the

addition of a Teacher Corps program to recruit minorities

into teaching. The State of Hawaii, for example, is

severely disbalanced in the racial/ethnic distribution of

5
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its teachers and students. The Teacher Corps and other

incentive programs can help correct this imbalance.

2. Include the proposed Hawkins Partnerships School for

Professional Practice and Research program. Augustus

Hawkins should be recognized by his congressional

colleagues for his pioneering and persistent efforts to

improve public education, and we in Hawaii would look

forward to benefitting from such a program to enhance a

new partnership initiative currently being pursued by the

Stateos Board of Education and the University of Hawaii

Board of Regents.

TiUeiLU
1. Part C (Loans for Academic Facilities) and F (Loans for

Housing and Other Facilities) ought to be combined into

a single program which would support undergraduate and

graduate academic facilities, housing and related support

facilities. These are all critical concerns. As an

example, we opened a new 246-bed residence hall this past

fall and still had a waiting list of over 250 students.

The State has been generous, but a matching opportunity

would enable us, and other institutions, to more rapidly

address this critical shortage.

1. The expansion of graduate opportunities for
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underrepresented groups such as Native Hawaiians and

Filipinos strikes directly home here in Hawaii.

Programs like the Ronald McNair to which we are again

making application directly impact an institution like

UHH. If there is one area in which we have, have need to

and could indeed make a more significant contribution to

minorities entering graduate study, it is an institution

like UHM given its ethnic and racial make-up.

Concluding Comment

Madame Chair and members of the Subcommittee, I again express

our appreciation for holding your hearings at UM and allowing us

in Hawalx the opportunity to share with you our concerns and

aspirations for the young people of this State. You are most

generous in providing three days to listen to Hawaii's various

constituencies, and I hope your visit will be not only beneficial

to the work of the Committee but a pleasurably memorable one as

well.

Aloha and Mahal* Nui Loa.
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Mrs. MINH. Thank you very much, Chancellor.
We will depart from the normal procedure we follow in the com-

mittee in Washington, where the Chair usually begins the opening
assault of questions, and call on my two colleagues here to see if
th have any questions they would like to ask of this panel.

Washington.
Mr. ASHINGTON. Thank you, Madam
Mrs. MINK. You, like the others, will be limited to 5 minutes.
Mr. WASHINGION. 1 promise 5 minutes will be more than enough

time for me.
First, I would like to asiociate myself with the introductory re-

marks made by our distinguished CW.r, and tell all of you on the
panel and those in the auclience, you are extremely well served, in
my judgment, by having Congresswoman Mink in Congress. Not
only is she acutely aware of the needs of her constituency, but I
believe the constituency of all of us throughout America. I believe
she believes in a Jeffersonian democracy. She not only attends to
the needs of the people who elected her to Congress, but she is
mindful and daily aware of the needs of the constituents in my dis-
trict.

That is frankly why I am here, because I believe in FatAy Mink. I
believe she has demonstrated that through the legislation she has
introduced on the subject that brings us all here today. It was noth-
ing for me to come here rather than for me to go to my district,
because I think what is important here is important to my con-
stituency. I applaud all of you for having the foresight for sending
such a courageous person to the Congress of the United States.

I have just one question in my remaining 5 minutes.
Dr. Clung, I am engrossed by the notion of the early intervention

program, and I am trying to find a hook or handle, if I can,
through which you suggest under Section 415and I would like to
engage you on thatthat the Federal Government may become a
partner in a program such as yours, and if you would, should it be
targeted to one specific program as a pilot program of sorts, or
should we attempt to replicate what you have done perhaps in a
few other areas of the country?

It is engrossly fascinating to think we could get a program model
like that that would get intoas you might suspect since I repre-
sent inner-city Houston that we have a significant problem with
young people staying motivated and staying in schooL We lose so
many to dropoits. It is sad of every four children who enter the
first grade in Houston, Texas, by the time that class graduates in
high school, two of the four have dropped out along the way, for
one reason or another, and one of the two that graduates graduates
with less than what we would consider to be an adequate education
for the high school level.

It seams to me from the outline of the proposal, realizing, of
course, you were limited by the constraints of time, it seems io me
you have an excellent program here. I was wondering if you could
elaborate on it and suggest whether it could be replicated in an-
other part of the Nation.

Ms. Ciumi. Thank you, Congressman Washington.
I think the program is so important I think it need not be just

the one State developing a program and having that program repli-
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cated by others. It is so important it should be a collaborative effort
so we could bring the best parts of all minds together to continue
to develop a program.

We have just actually initiated it. We have, I think plans for
that draw on some of the best educational programs that we will
we know we can be successild, but we will admit they are not there
Yet

And we know that there are various models ..cross various States
and ours is; notwhile it is not unique, it also has unique parts to
it So I would like to think we can all work ether, Federal Gov-
ernment, State government, institutions in public, higher and
lower education.

Mr. WASHINIMIDN. If I may, do you think that given the con-
straints as you are certainly awarealthough they shouldn't be
there, in my judgment, we have to count pennies at the Federal
level now because we have budget limitations, as you know, Dr.

Will this be the kind of program, in your j :441 nt, I could
take back to my constituents and say I proudly. for that and
put some Federal dollars in it because it will yield benefitsI don t
care if it is 5 years down the road.

A lot of times politicians have to respond to the exigencies of the
moment. That is why we lose that vision we have sometimes, be-
cause our constituents want an immediate return. This p
obviously does not yield an immediate return. One has tomtuvne
faith in the ability of the program to deliver maybe, 5, 6, 10, 15
years down the road.

You are challenging people, as I understand the program, so they
willI think it was better than 90 percent, as I recall from your
testimony, who ended up going to college. It seems to me that is
the 'dud of money I would be willing to vote for. I want to see if
you agree with tha it is a long-term commitment to stay with
those young people and at the end of the tunnel there will be some
light and it won't be a train.

Ms. CHING. Absolute.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, very much. Thank you Madam

Chairwoman.
Mrs. Mum. Congressman Jefferson. Do you have a question or

two?
Mr. JaITMON, Yes.
Madam Chair, it is my pleasure to be here as well, and if I

might, I would like to adopt the remarks of our distinguished col-
league from Texas, regarding your work in the Congress and your
commitment to higher education issues and education issues in
general.

I might say though, though I am new in the Congress in Wash-
ington, in the Congress, that I have so far learned that OP time
you spend praising the chair of the committee doesn't count
against the time allotted.

This is a wonderfttl place to have a hearing, and though every
thus we spend time away from home it is a measure of sacrifice,
this is the kind of sacrifice that we don't complain too much about
making because we have had a wonderful reception by everyone we
have had contact with hi Hawaii.
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Particularly last night, we had a great reception from your clum-
cellar here who spent a bable amount of time with us ac-
quainting us with programs at your school and with the interest
ofwith the interests that exist in Hawaii that can be sup-
ported by a well _ Education Act.

I might also , ,, as I - that sometimes
people wonder why it is necessary to hold all around the
country. And the reason I suppose is found in the teachings of
Oliver 'Wendell Holmes, Supreme Oourt Justice. In my former life,
I was a lawyer. I now am a pill-time public servant But Oliver
Wendell Holmes said that logic is ot the law, experience is. The
life of the law is not logic, it is r gence. It is important for us to
draw upon experiences that pe tue are having in real life under
the vars enactments passed by the Congress. And while we all
have the same goals at the time, and we all seek a stronger higher
educational system, the way we go after it, the challenges we meet
as we pursue that goal are quite different from university to uni-
versity, and from State to State, and what we have to have is a

flexible enough in the end to bring every one under the
rella of the opportunity the programs are supposed to be de-

signed to achieve.
This is a very important learning experience for me, and I appre-

ciate the opportunity the Chairwoman has given us.
I know none of that counts against my time because it was all

praising the Chair and the State of Hawau,
But in any event, I have a great deal of interest in the student

aid programs that were talked about here. And I am going to start
with Dr. Ching:, as well.

There is talk about non-traditional students and when I read the
press releases there was a great deal of discussion of the non-tradi-
tional student at the University of Hawaii and as I look through
the testimony though, though there was discussion about it I didn't
see any specific recommendations what you would like to see the
Congress do to better address the needs of this emerging popula-
tion.

Could you be specific about what you think needs to be done, par-
ticularly in the area of student financial aid to address the issues
faced by so-called non-traditional students which the Chairwoman
is makmg the point we are talking about new students who will
become the traolitional students of the future, and who are truly
not non-traditional anymore.

Ms. CHING. Thank you, Congressman Jefferson. Before I begin
my response I might add I know the financial aid officers will have
a panel in just about another hour and probably sould add to what-
ever I say here. There are several issues regarding our non-tradi-
tional students. One issue is many of them live at another island
and therefore their commute to Manoa campus or Hilo campus
may be excessive in terms of transportation back and forth because
of femilies they are still maintaining on their home islands. There-
fore some of their criteria for their qualifying for aid are not quite
applicable.

Alm some of them may own homes and because of the escalation
of the value of homes in Hawaii may have such value counted
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against them in their qualificabon for grants and loans and there-
fore their benefits an dhninlshed which we feel is quite unfair.

Because for them to have to give up their homes would mean
they would encounter even higher costs in actually renting a home.
Those are just two of the issues.

Mr. JMERSON. Dr. Kormondy, the new Secretary of Mucation
has proposed what he calls a partnership Although when I was

'-ing law, a partnership was a deal between a willing and
a willing seller. 'You have two folks on either side both . to
make the deal. It is cast as a partnershi anyhow. What it is
is a half and half deal on cam . . programs. I would like to
know what the effect of that ..dat partnership, if you will, pro-
posal would have on your university and whether your State and
university are prepareil to deal with that partnership.

Mr. KOIGIONDY. It would impose obviously a pretty significant
challenge to us. And, again, I would defer to some of the details the
financial aid officers probably can bring to your attention. We are
truly a 50/50 match as against the current match.

That would be a pretty 'significant component for the State of
Hawaii to conjure up. Whether we would be able to get that level
of support, is a question I am not prepared to amswer. The State
has been very generous in providing campus matching funds in the
wa,y of tuition waivers, for example, and support for college work
study. Whether in fact it can go as high as the true 50, 50 partner-
ship remains to be seen.

I also suggest all partnerships are not necessarily 50/50, and
some are more equal than others in that sense.

Mr. JEFFERSON. And I will just ask one other question. And this
one to Senior Vice President Yuen.

You made a great deal of the focus of 3rour testimony on interna-
tional programs and you talked about the dramatic changes in the
international world order that justify new approaches there.

I know you talked about scholarship programs aimed at students
who would enroll in international programs and you talk about the
level of support that is being received now. Have you looked at
what your suggestion would be to revamp the approach that we
take now on the Higher Education Act to focus more on introduc-
ing students to international studies and to redesign international

efforts?
. WEN. I am not fainiliar with the details. There is au area

we feel ifs very important not only for Hawaii, but for the Nation.
The future as we have to compete globally we need to know what
the markets are. Therefore, our people need to be trained in learn-
ing _what these markets are.

Mr. Jsmasow. I don't have any further questions. Madam
Chairwoman Mink, thank you very much. I have a few I would like
to make and also ask Dr. Korinonily if he might submit to the com-
mittee the statistics at this point in the record that highlight the
number of stuck:tits we have in our system and how many are in
the 4-year system and how many are in the two, and how many we
have on each of the Wands at our community colleges.

The number of students that receive Federal financial assistance,
support. The number that are in work study. The number that are
receiving guaranteed student loans and all the various criteria.
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Also if we could get information with respect to another Federal
financial assistance that is being received by the university and all
the various program aspects of the system. I think that would be
very informative for the record to have that information.

Madam Chairwoman, could I ask you to have submitted some es-
timate of what the effect would be if we went to this 50/50 campus.
On the campus-based program I suspect there may be a require-
ment to increase tuition, and there may be many effects I would
like you to i+ to make some analysis, if you could, of going to the

by the administration particularly on the campus-
financial program.

Mrs. MINK. If we could get that information including an analy-
sis of the current situation and what it would be if you had to come
under the 50/50 matching situation.

Mr. KOBBIONDT. We will have that information for you.
Mrs. MINK. Also, I think it is important for you in b.'ng to por-

tray the real perspective of our university system here to have in-

formation on the number of students we have in our system that
come from outside the State. Irrespective whether they are now
classified as residents for tuition purposes I think it is important to
give the perspective of a national institution that draws for its en-
rollment throughout the whole country.

The extent we are able to meet the needs of our students on our

university campuses we are in effect meeting the needs of the
Nation, as well, because we draw upon such a diverse community.
The second aspect of the information I am seeking not for discus-

sion now, but for the record, is the number of students that we
have from the Pacific Rim area, because I think it is important
also to give emphasis of our role as an institution here far beyond
the bwders of our State, but as Dr. Yuen indicated, our outreach
throughout the Pacific and the importance of that outreach as one
university that is attem 41 to make that a focal point of our edu-

cational responsibility. '4 so I think the Congress needs to know
that in hel . to redraft legislation which will enable us to do a
better ijob, "...1 I 86 it is not for the benefit of the State of

Hawaii but for the . of the Nation that we have assumed this

responsibility, and so Federal assistance is very critical in that

area.
Having all of that information I think helps to put the kind of

emphasis that I would like to see when we get down to the nitty-

gritty in redrafting and reautharhing this legislation.

The . t that I find the most .1 " in looking at the law

and 1. at the weds for it to meet the current needs

of universities across the country is point of the new tradition-

al student The students that 5 years ago we classified as non-tradi-

tional are now the mAiority of students on malt campuses.
In order to provide substance to my thoughts in that direction,

could you just comment for us on the enrollment en all of our cam-
puses of students that are less than half time and what kinds of
fields they are in, what their educational emphasis seems to be di-
rected to and what speciid requirements they need and what
stresses they put upon the institution in meeting their needs. And
to what extent the students are currently not being eerved by our
traditional campus-
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Mr. KOHMONDT. A large order. I will try and ask my colleagues
to supplement from their respective campuses. I would suggest the
number of new traditional students, if you will, on this campus is

in the neighborhood of 20 to 25 percent of our student
lio as a whole. That is a hard figure to get at The avere le_ age af
- ta on this campus is n. At the University West Oahu the

average age is 36. They are an older group of students.
What do they need? One of the major things many of us have

found a student who has been out for a number of years, 10 or 15
years, perhaps raised a family or is desiring a career change or
maybe never attended college, one of the things we find is that
there is a feeling of lack of sufficient confidence, "Can I do it?"
And so programs that have been designed to provide emotional
sumrt and building of self confidence are very critical. Then, the
older student is often concerned with, "How will I mix with a
group of younger people in the classroom?' I think what most of
the bculiy convey and what most of them convey after a period of
time they are fully accepted as an integral part of the educational

=rand they bring to the classroom a kind of reality that the
eaming d,oesn't provide. I am not sure Doris, what the ap-

proximate per age is at Manoa campus.
Ms. Crum. We believe it is 40getting closer to 50 percent of

our students tr, oiA id be new traditional.
Mrs. Mao That is the figure that has been related to me by the

Mance campus. I am surprised to find out yours is much lower at
35.

Mr. KORMONDY. We have a number of part-time students. That is
35 percent of our student body. Not all of our part-time would fall
into the traditional category. I also know some of them have been
here for a period of 5 or 6 years, working on a degree on a very
limited basia

Ms. Cringo. I might add just a few things to that. I think some of
the new or non-traditional students are also concerned about regis-
tration procedures, hours for registration and admission, hours at
the library; hours that classes are offered. Many of them work part
and full time and go to school part and full time. And classes and
other kinds of services are really needed beyond the 7:30 to 5
o'clock hours.

Mrs. MINH. How are you able to accommodate those needs? That
is the point that has been raised at most of our hearings.

All the talk about addressing the needs of the new traditional
students, how many campuses have counseling, registration admis-
sion services open at night?

Ms. CHING. Thm years ago we began an office for nontraditional
students, and this office has been the liaison between the campus
and the students; and this particular office is open until 8 p.m. on
some eveninp.

While we have negotiated some earlier times and perhaps on oc-
casion longer hours, but on the whole, it has not been an easy
thing given a lot of other factors in addressing these hours.

So we are
Mrs. Mum What do you needwhat kind of support do you

need to make those hours more rational in terms of the new tradi-
tional student such as late hours during the week and weekends?

4, .:
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Ms. Qum. On our campus, it would be not only well, some fi-
nancial support for the institution, berluse this means personnel
have to be on the campus for longer periods of time, and they have
to be compensated.

Also, facilities have to be open; costs for things like air condition-

Mmtx. As I understand it, the financial aid programs have a
certain percentage directed towards management and overhead
and are part of the institutional support.

I am also advised the larger segment of that student financial
aid is to the less-than-half-time student, yet the overhead

to the universities is not being directed towards their
and opening hours in the week and on weekends.

And so it seems to me that the monies are being given to the
universities because of the less-than-half-time students, and yet the
needs of the less-than-half-time students have not been addressed
with these extra monies.

And so in looking at fashioning this broadened legislation, we
are trying to find ways in which we make sure that the overhead
monies you receive that are directly proportional to the less-than-
half-time students are, in fact, put into programs and address the
needs of the less-than-half-time student&

And I think you can see the equity and justice of doing that be-
cause so many of the places that have provided us this information
indicate that that is not happening with the overhead.

Mr. KORMONDY. You also asked about fields students are going
into. There are probably some exceptions, but I think based on my
knowledge, they are going into about everything we offer.

Many older students in the teacher education programs, grand-
mothers that are entering teacher education programs. I am not
slue about engineering, Paul. That might be a tougher field.

I know there are studenta in the sciences, social sciences, broad
array of humanities, business programs and the like. I don't see
they are stymied, if you will accept perhaps in some areas that re-
quire a good deal of prerequisite background.

Engineering may be one of those.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much for your insights. I am sure

that the MeTbers of the Committee will benefit from a number of
your suggestions and request for changes in the law.

All of that will be taken to the Committee, and staff will reflect
it in the summaries presented to the Members.

Thank you very much for your participation.
Mr. KORMONDY. Notice the air conditioning is now working.
Mrs. Mnix. The eecond panelthe commotion up here at the

table was the news we just received that President Bush has select-
ed Justice Clarence Thome to replace Thurgood Marshall on the
Supreme Court of the United States.

Justice Thomas is a member of the Circuit Court of Appeals.
My two colleagues are going to have something to say about that

point this afternoon.
Now, Panel 2. We have Dr. Joyce Thunoda and Mr. Peter Dyer

and Agnes McPhetres. Welcome to this paneL You will be repre-
senting the community college system.
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Dr. Tsunoda and Peter Dyer, the Windward Community College;
and Agnes McPhetres, the Northern Marianas College.

We will have all of your statements that you have submitted in-
serted in the record, and we would ask you to summarize your COM-
menta. And if you could keep to the 5-minute rule, we would appre-
ciate it.

Dr. Tsunoda?

STATED.IENTS OF JOYCE S. TSUNODA, CHANCELLOR, COMMUNITY
COLLEGES, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII; AC-
COMPANIED BY IL SINIKKA HAYASAKA, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSI-
TY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL ASSEMBLY; PETER DYER, PRO-
VOST, WINWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE, KANEOHE, HAWAII;
AND AGNES MePHETRES, PitunDENT, NORTHERN MARIANAS
COLLEGE, SAIPAN, NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

MS. TSUNODA. Thank you very much, Representative Mink. And
I do appreciate this opportunity to testify before your panel.

I wonder before we start, may I ask indulgence of the Chair and
Committee if we could ask to join the panelehe has no formal tes-
timony, a member of the teaching faculty of University of Hawaii
Community Colleges. I am alsovad to say is the current Presi-
dent of IVA, Dr. Siaikka Hay

Mrs. Miss. Thank you very much for coming to our hearing.
Ms. Wimps. I might nwd help in responding to some questions.
I do appreciate, alpain, the opportunity to be here.
Representative Mink, you have always been an advocate of

higher education. I would like to speak on behalf of the University
of Hawaii Community Colleges, but also some of the comments I
make will reflect the views of community colleges across the coun-
try.

I am an active member of the American Association of Commu-
nity Junior Colleges. As presented to you by my colleagues from
Univers#y of Hawaii-Hilo, I am very proud of the fact University
of Hawan-Hilo's seven community colleges, and also the eighth, the
Employment Training Center, is an integral part of University of
Hawaii-Hilo system.

I think University of Hawaii-Hilo is very unique for having one
single system of public higher education, which includes the com-
munity colleges as an equal partner. Not the bottom rung type ar-
rangement, but equal partner in provi educational opportunity
and *pelf instruction to our Hawaii = eats and others.

of Hawaii-Hilo community colleges as a whole enroll
nearly 24, students in our degree programs. And we have nearly
50,000 students who areeach year who are in noncredit short-
term training education programs, which I. just as important as
our credit and degree programs in terms of serving the State needs.

I am proud of the open door concept of the community colleges
because I think that is what makes the community colleges in
America more than just a 2-year college.

Last month when I was making the presentation before the Japa-
nese Junior College Association in Japan I was asked a question,
"Don't the American community colleges liave placement tests, en-
trance exam?" My response was, yes, we do have entrance exami-
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nation but the purpose of our test is not to shut students out but
help students enter and courses.

And that is the .41 b" between the traditional higher educa-
tion institution and open-door community college.

As an institution committed to providing quality training and
education, we also feel that we as an education institution cannot
do the work all ourselves, so we have over the years worked
hard to develop 'ye and meaningful partnerships with our pri-
vate sectors and with business and industry so we can help to di-
versify economy and aew opportunities for employment.

We also feel that community colleges should be viewed as a
bridge, as a key element in a student's transition to employment
and higher education.

And here in Hawaii, the community colleges have been working
very, very closely with the State Department of Education in pro-
vidmg programs aimed at enhancing early childhood education and
in assisting students, particularly those who are alienated from the
traditional Ic through 12 system, traditional high school to enter
the college through the open doors of the community college and to
succeed in their higher education.

Also, there was some mention of Hawaii's role in Pacific and
Asia and importance of international education for University of

Because the community colleges in Hawaii serve the local people,
because of that, focusing on international, intercultural education
has become an integral part, not a luxury for our total educational

PIC19.is because most of our students are grassroot people in the
American community, and it is important for nurses, auto mechan-
ics, as well as lawyers and other professionals in the community to
become aware of the cultural values and lifestyles of people outside
of our own border.

In this section, I would like to summarize a few of the positions
relative to the Higher Education Act that my colleagues and I in
the EECJC nationally have advocated.

One, we recommend that you consider that the Higher Education
Act promote establishment of a national network of employer col-
lege.partnership of human resource and economic development, to
provide relevant skill upgrading for all workers throughout their
careers.

We believe it is important for us to form partnerships to increase
the work force literacy and infuse instruction of the more state-of-
the-art technology.

As parallel to this, we also advocate in the Higher Education Act
an initiative in a pipeline articulation that is needed to raise

=the flow and retention of transfer students, particularly
minority students who pursue careers in teaching, science,

engineering and public service.
And our National Council and Hawaii's community colleges also

urge the establishment of the on of Assistant Secretary for
Adult and Community College D. ucation, which would enable the
U.S. Education Department not only to better coordinate Federal
programs with the work of community colleges but also to improve
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interagency cooperation and to strengthen educational partner-
ships involved in training with the employer community.

There are other recommendations I would like to quickly run
through.

As others have stated, we advocate the reauthorization of a base
allowance the same for all students in the Pell Grant.

We feel that having a uniform base will promote both access and
persistence of ethnic minority and disadvantaged students who are
foregoing college opportunities rather than to risk their futures on
loans.

We also would like to encourage anything possible to help simpli-
fy the delivery of these Pell Grants and other financial aids.

I think bdh the Education Department, as well as the colleges,
are choking on excess processing and reporting burdens and the pa-
perwork that defeat the intent and purpose of these financial aid
programs.

Also, we urge that the Pell Grant eligibility be maintained for
less than half-time students. You inquired about the percentage of
mrt-time students in the community colleges, including here in
Hawaii. Over 60 percent of our students are part time.

It takes an average student at least 3 years. Some of them 4, 5
years to complete their 2-year associate program. It is not because
they are stupid or lazy, it is because they are part-time. They work
full time. Many of the full-time students work full time, and it is
unfair to exclude them from these eligibility.

I also strongly sup . .rt the continuation of the TRIO program.
Mr. Dyer will bpeak ut that.

I already mentioned the articulation issue.
We would like also to encourage the Education Department and

the National Science Foundation to provide stronger coordination
and to provide grants and scholarships for students and faculty to
enable their development of curriculum in science engineering and
technology.

Then on the Strengthening Institutions program, Title II, we en-
courage the reauthorization of this title, and here I am going to go
counter to the testimony presented by one of my colleagues.

We would like to encourage the maintenance of the Part A floor
for the $51 million for community colleges enacted in the 1986
amendment.

And I think all of the other testimonythe points that I would
like to raise are in my full testimony.

I would like to close with a statement attributed to President
John F. Kennedy, which I think appropriately summarizes the mis-
sion of Hawaii's community college. He said not all of us have
equal talents, but all of us should have equal opportunity to devel-
op our talents, and that is what we are here for.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Joyce S. Tsunoda followsl
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TESTIMONY PRESENTED BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

July 1, 1991

by
Joyce S. Tsunoda

Chancellor for the Unwersity of Hawaii Community Colleges

RELATING TO ME REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF
1965

Representative Mink and Members of the Committee:

I am heir today to testify on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Thank
you for providing us with this opportunity to present issues for your consideration in this
important legislation by scheduling a committee hearing in Hawaii.

The University of Hawaii has the unique distinction of being the single state system of public
higher education which includes seven Community College campuses. The UHCC enrolls nearly
24,000 credit and 50,000 non-cedit students through a network of sites strategically located
throughout the state. The following map indicates the location of the established campus sites.
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1Causi CC

kindward CC
Leinverd CC Kapicotanl CC

KonoSulu CC ETO *Asir
CC

In addition to the campus sites identified on the map, the UHCC offers insuuction and support
services through the outreach centers on Molokai and Lanai, in Waianae on Oahu, in Hana on

Maui, and in Kailua-Kona on Hawaii.

In 1990, the University of Hawaii Community Colleges established comprehensive goals and

directions to guide the development of programs, services, and personnel aver the next decade.

The goals, actions, and targets were published by the Office of the Chancellor in the document
&paneling Norizoru: A View toward the 21.0 Century. These goals, detailed below, will serve

as a guide in shaping the development and implementation of vocational and applied technology
programs offered through the campuses during the scope of this planning period.

As the largest undergraduate unit of the University of Hawaii, the community colleges are vitally

interested in a number of issues related to federal higher education legislation, particularly as

they effect our priority directions. In my testimony I would like to highlight our perspective on

a number of national issues related to community colleges and undergraduate education.
Additionally, I would like to focus an an issue which directlyeffects higher education in Hawaii.

2
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Meaning hal Ames for Hawaii's Residents

Ever since the Ant commtmity colleges opened their doors in the early 1900's, the issue of
access has played a major role in the development of these unique American instinnions. Guided
by the mission to emend the opportunities for higher education, community colleges have
consistently provided open-door access to the adults in our communities, embracing those who
have nedidonally faced the greatest barriets in seeking meaningtal employment or higher
educadmt

Thal has been especially true hoe in Hawaii, when the traditional 'minorities" make up a
majority of our population. Hawaii's foreign-born population doubled between 1970 and 1980,
and 15% of our working age population is functionally illiterate in English. The pp between
the °haver and the liave-nou" is also especially acute in Hawaii, where the extremely high
cost of living makes it difficult just to survive on a per capita income which is less than 2%
above the national average of 814,641. One of our challenges is to empower our working
population with the skills and knowledge necessary to increase their canting potential, and thus
improve their standard of living.

Access, however, is not enough. We must go beyond the "open door" to the challenges of
retention and achievement We must establish a culture emphasizing the students' right to
succeed and the students' responsibility for their own learning. We must also empower our
students as lifelong learners, encouraging them to consider education as a never ending process
and helping them in setting and achieving their educational objectives.

In assessing our educational accountability, the important determinant is whether or not the
students have been successful in completing their educational goals. In some MC, that will be
the attainment of a degree or transfer to a university; in many others, it may be learning
something new about computers from a single course offered during a night class.

We in the University of Hawaii Community Colleges take accountability even further, however.
We believe it includes both a re-emphasis on our commitment to our students, and a
reaffirmation of the responsibilities of teachers and learners to our communities, our colleges,
and ourselves.

A 111sijor Partner in Hawaii's Economic Development

Economic pedictions point to some major changes in Hawaii's work place in the next decade.
In many cases, these changes will mirror those developments in the nation at large, though
sometimes to a greater degree in Hawaii because of our cultural make-up.

The service industries, which already represent 91% of Hawaii's jobs, will continue to dominate
the economy, with construction as the only other area expected to show an increase. Our
,working population will be increasingly composed of older employees, immigrants, and women.
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Almost 60% of the State's infants and toddlers are in households where the single parent or both

parents work, and almost 314 of school age children under 15 live in such households. Those

figures are expected to grow. Thus, support programs such as on-campus child care services,

an becoming increasingly important components of the total educational services provided by

the Community Colleges.

Our challenge in the Community Colleges will be not only to provide the training and education

necessary for tomorrow's wvorkers, but aho to develop partnerships with the public and private

sectors aimed at diversifying our economy and creating new opportunities for employment in the

21st century.

Our goal is to develop an on-going dynamic relationship so that when public anti pnvate
employers need new employees or training they will immediately think of the Community

Colleges.

By further enhancing our capacity to serve the State in economic development, the Community
Colleges will become a major incentive in attempts to attract new business to Hawaii.

A Strong Relationship With K-12 Schools

The Community Colleges should be viewed as a bridge, .2!S a key element in a student's

transition to employment or higher education.

A major element in that continuum is ihe link between element-. , and secondary schools and

the Community Colleges. In recent years, the Community Colleges have been working closely

with the State Department of Education in developing programs aimed at enhancing early

childhood education and in assisting students in their transition from high school to college or

employment.

We must continue efforts to develop such relationships, and encourage those auangements which

promise to help students as they progress along the continuum of learning.

A Quality Educational Experience

For access to be truly meaningful, it must be access to quality education. Thanks to continued

and coordinated efforts on the part of many, we have been able to provide the highest quality

education and services in the State of Hawaii to our students and our communities.

Community College graduates can be found in virtually every corner of our State, from
managing fine restaurants, to providing medical and legal assistance, to running businesses, to

teaching in universities and colleges, to protecting our homes and families.
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In older to continue our emphasis on providing a quality education, we must concentrate on all
components of the learning environment. The Commimity Colleges now save over 70% of the
lower-division undergraduates in the University of Hawaii. By cominuing 0111 focus on access
combined with quality, we will ensure that the Community Colleges remain the *college of
choice" for Hawaii's future students-

A Quality Faculty and Staff

A quality educational experience must inevitably be based upon quality faculty and staff. To be
truly effective, the teaching and learning process must rest on a secure platform built by the
partnership of academic and support SCIViCeS. The quality of education we provide depends on
the quality of ALL employees. AU members of the college must contribute toward the quality
of the students' total educational experience, must feel valued, and must be given an opportunity
to grow.

Quality programs, faculty, and administrators likewise depend heavily on staff for the delivery
and implementation of educational services. Without sufficient numb:rs of competent and
enthusiastic support staff, many functions of our schools would simply grind to a halt. It is very
important, therefore, that support staff be recognized and rewarded for their roles, individually
and collectively, in accomplishing the mission of the Community Colleges.

As we attempt to recruit top qu.anty faculty, staff, and administrators, we will face incroasing
competition from the private SCCIOT. Recognizing the major role our Community Colleges will
play in developing our State's human resources and promoting development, we must press for
the support Ne will need.

A Commitment to Enhancing Hawaii's Pacifie/Asia Role

In the first week of December, 1988, hundreds of delegates from around the State met in
Honolulu at the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's International Role. Each of the four task
forces at the Congress emphasized the importance of educatibn in realizing the State's objectives
of adopting a strong leadership role in the region.

Similarly, the University of Hawaii Strategic Plan for 1985-1995 has identified Ow establishment
of an international focus as one of the top five objectives for the University. Within the
Community Colleges, international studies have come to be recognized as an integral part of a
comprehensive education.

Especially in Hawaii, a meeting place between East and West, our students must be capable of
living and working with a wide variety of people from a wide variety of cultures. This need for
Intercultural literacy is greatest among the students and potential of the community college
students who arc the grassroot-peopie" of any American community.



Telecommunications and technology are rapidly making our world more interdependent. To
meet our responsibilides of preparing our students for the future, we must arm them with the
necessary knowledge and skills to excel in the international arena.

We welcome this challenge. In addition to helping us reduce the temdency toward fragmentation

in education and increase our common bonds, it also entourages us to expand our concept of
community and service to those in need beyond our own shores.

NATIONAL ISSUES

The University of Hawaii Community Colleges are actively involved in a number of national

organizations which have developed policy positions on the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. In this section I would like to summarize those portions of the position

established by the Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT) and the American
Association of Cc anwiity and Junior Colleges (AACJC) which 1 beheve should be a priority

in the new legislation.

The national interest will be best served if reauthorization targets those areas where higher
education can do the most to strengthen human resource development and American produc-
tivity. Community colleges see three prionties as paramount

To achieve a world-class workforce, education must both turn back the tides of
adult and workplace illiteracy and satisfy the specific skill needs of the employer

community.

American research, technology, and science must be kept at the cutting edge, and
technology transfer given strong emphasis and support.

The teaching profession must be strengthened on every level, especially in
mathematics, science and communications skills, and technological breakthroughs
used to enhance both teaching practices and student assessment.

Without a better and more culturally diverse supply of classroom teachers on evPry level, the

first two goals wilt be elusive, if not unattainable. A democratic society undervalues its teachers

at its own peril; at the same time, educators and teachers should take the lead in changing the
archaic school year and the misguided pecking order of academe. Good pre-school and
elernatary school teachers are easily as important to America's future as the most learned

professors.
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Recommended Priorities

Titles 1 and XI should be replaced by a national network of employer-college
partnerships for human resource and economic development, to provide "relevant
sltill upgtading for all workers throughout their careers,' to increase worklorce
literacy, and to infuse inswuction with more state-of-the-art technology.

A parallel initiative in "pipdine articulation is needed to raise sharply the flow
and retention of transfer students, particularly ethnic minority students who pursue
careers in teaching, science, engineering and public service.

Establishmem of the position of Assistarn Secretary for Adult and Community
College Education would enable the U.S. liducation Department not only to better
cooniinate federal programs with the w3rk of community, technical, and junicr
colleges, but also to improve inter-agency cooperation and strengthen the
educational partnerships involved in training for the employer community.

Student Financial Assistance

The Pell Grant program has never received the recognition it deserves for advancing national
competitiveness. It surds with the GI Bills and the tax code Section 127 (employee educational
assistance) as federal policy's best generators to develop advanced workforce skills. Inspired in
part by the =CCU of the original GI Bill, te Pell Grant has done more by a wide margin than
the four GI Bills combined to enable less-affluent Americans to gam the postsecondary education
and training to become better workers and better citizens.

The AACTC-ACCT Jornr CiAlnliSSiOn on Federal Relations has from its inception a decade ago
urged Congress to make she Pell Grant an entitlement. It should be called the United States Pell
Grant so that recipients understand its source.

AACJC and Accr advocate for the reauthorization a base allowance that is the sone for all
indents, starting at $2,500 the first year. The maximum grant should provide additional cost
sensitivity of 25 cents per dollar, up to a first-year maximum grant of $4,000. The base
allowance should be indexed for inflation, and should be increased dollar for dollar with
inavases in the cost sensitivity. The recommendation of a uniform base will promote both access
and persistence. Studies indicate that increasing numbers of ethnic minority ard disadvantaged
students are foregoing college opportunities rather than risk their futures on loans.

Simplified Delivery

The most urgent need in Title IV apart from grant and loan reform, is the simplification of aid
delivery for both students and institutions. Countless potential students are turned away from
college by the complicated forms and the daunting process. It is clear that both the Education
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Department and the colleges are choking on excessive processing and reporting burdens that in-

creasingly defeat the intent and success of the programs. These burdens are the largest cause of

professional turnover in the ranks of community colleges' financial aid staff. ACCT and AACIC

strongly recommend:

The application form should be a single page and standard for all institutions and

processors.
A single methodology should be adopted for the calculation of aid awards.

Less-Thau-Kalf-Time

Pell Grant eligibility should be maintained for less-than-half-time students. Working adults have

become the mejority students of higher education and their career needs are as important to the

national interest as those of the so called traditional students. Community Colleges serve part-

time students: 60% enrollment part-time; takes 3-4 years to earn 2-year associate degree (6

years to earn BA). Exclusion of less-than-half-time students from Pell Grants reduces the

opportunities of displaced homemakers, single parents, and under-employed women and

minorities to acquire marketable skills; those with full-time jobs on top of home and family

responsibilities rarely have time for more than one college course at a time.

AbIllty-to-Benefit

The options for measuring ability-to-benefit (ATB) that were in force before the 1990 Budget

Agreement imposed independent third party testing on all institutions receiving Title IV aid

should be restored for degree-granting institutions. Federal requirements covering ATB should

apply only to those schools whose ATB enrollment exceeds 10 percent of their regular student

headcount.

TRIO Programs

Community colleges short* support the TRIO programs (special programs for students from

disadvantaged backgrounds), particularly those programs that serve ethnic minority students.

With the growth of both community college enrollment and community college participation in

TRIO, articulations should be added to the qualifying criteria: four-year institutions should no

longer be eligible unless they have comprehensive articulation agreements in force with one or

more two-year colleges. Such a provision would make TRIO more consistent with its own

"upward bound* philosophy.

Articulation and Program Development: "Pipeline Improvement

President Bush's budget references to the missing "pipeline* pinpoint one of the gravest

impediments to American competitiveness, which is the inadequate curricular articulation in

science and engineering education. Largely ignored through the years by both the Education

Department and the National Science Foundation, this problem shoncircuits both the supply of
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highly trained Wit:MAU and teachers and the productivity of the workforce as a whole. In
particular, many more ethnic minority students must be encouraged in these fields. The Bush
budget's (FY'90) apt words on the "pipeline are worth repeating:

Even if the historic average holds, and 5 r. :cent of 18-20 year olds obtain S &
E degrees, the resulting shortfall in the S & E workforce could reach into the
hundreds of thousands, Moreover, many students with an expressed interest in
science and engineering camas leave the pipeline before getting a degree in
science and engineering. This is particularly tnie for undenepreserned minorities.
Currently Black and Ifispanic child= constitute 25 percent of our school
children; by the year 2000 this percentage will rise to 47 percent. Yet it is these
groups that are now the most underrepresented in the S & B workforce....

The problem calls for siren and immediate cooperation between the Education Department and
the National Science Foundation. Articulation grants should be made to high schools, community
colleges, and four-yeas schoois to form partnerships that enable their faculties in science,
engineering and technology to build and maintain continuity in learning and the most efficient
transfer tracks. The Education Department and NSF should also work with the Labor
Department to provide additional grants that help such partnerships to answer the critical skill
needs of employers.

The Minority Institutions Science Improvement Program (MISIP) could make a substantial
contribution to 'pipeline improvement if its authorization were increased tenfold, allowing
colleges with concentrations of Hispanic enrollment to become as much the focus of the program
as the predominantly Black colleges. Likewise, the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education (FIPSE) should be reauthorized with a new focus, giving priority to initiatives and
innovations that promote "pipeline articulation and human resource development.

Assistant Secretary

To direct these initiatives, ACCT and AACIC ask Congress to provide an Assistant Secrmary
for Adult-Community College Education and Educational Partnerships. Even as community
colleges have grown into higher education's largest sector, now enrolling six million students
in credit Ind degree programs mid another four million in non-aedit continuing education
programs, the Education Department has done little to employ administrators and specialists
from commtmity college backgrounds. A key role of this Assistant Secretary would be outreach
to other federal agencies, to corporate and employer communities, and to other programs within
ED that support education and training programs in order to maximize coordination and return
on the taxpayer investment. An educational 'pipeline that delivers comprehensive human
resource development cannot be achieved without such coordination among federal programs and
the employer community.

9
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Steengthenhsg Institutions Program

The Strengthening Institutions program (Titk III) has contributed more than any other HEA

program to the advancement of institutional quality, notably in colleges serving larger en-
tollments of ethnic minority and economically disadvantaged students. Its importance has been

consistently affirmed by Congress by higher funding than any other non-Title IV program.
AACIC and ACCT strongly support the renewal of Title III. The Pan A floor of $51 million
for comnnmity colleges enacted in the 1986 Amendments was a reaction in pan to Mile
neglect of two-year colleges in its early years and should be renewed. This Title should be
renewed and the asir-ota period should be abolished It hurts the momentum gained from a
successful Title 111 project in a college that deserves consideration for another grant. Special

attention should be given toward strengthening the endowment section of this Title enabling
colleges to leverage private dollars many times over.

Community colleges feel strongly that the endowment Challenge Grants should be expanded and

open to all colleges that establish Title III eligibility. Confining such grams to those schools that
currently receive Title HI support is inconsistent with the basic intent of the program.
Elimination of this restriction would widen considerably Title IWs impact on institutional
quality, by accelerating private contributions to endowments for the otherwise eligible Title III

schools and federal investment.

The criteria given in the 1986 Amendments sharpened the focus and equity of Title III and
should be retained. Authorirations for each Part should be increased, and regional and national
consortia' of needy schools should be ma& eligible. For rural and urban colleges, consortia could

be especially effective in meeting some of their toughest problems.

ACCT and AACIC also propose that the Minority Institutions Science Improvement Program

(MISIP) be added to Title III, with a ten-fold increase in its authorization.

Instructional Development

Instruction, access, networking, and articulation can all benefit from the rapid growth of
communications teChnolOgies, as well as from technology transfer from both industry and
governmental research and development. Business, industry, and mate governments should be

encouraged by federal incentives to help colleges form resource sharing networks, using state-of-

the-an technology to increase access for working adults, enhance language and civic skills for
the growing non-English speaking population, and raise both the quality and availability of
technical and professional educatico. The most pressing needs are in curriculum development,
instructional systems, library and information networks, technology transfer, simulated learning,

and in-service training.
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Higher education server * highly mobile population, who prefer durir instruMon at thenearest
delivery point. Competing demands make such students impatient to see instruction linked
demonically to improve a variety of services, from library collections and counseling to =SC
descriptions, transcrtins, and the transfer of course credits.

Colleges generally lag In outreach to homebound learners, adults with full-time obligations to
work or family, and students in rural areas and communities isolated ftom campuses. New
technologies brighten the hope that these students can be better served through long distance
learning. Federal incentives should encourage initiatives in these areas.

Innumerable advances in technology, accumulated from contract research, are being stockpiled
by federal agencies rather than put to classroom and other productive use. The need for
tozhnology transfer, especially in instructional technology, is most acute in the Department of
Defense (DOD). The reauthor'eation should unction the broadest possible application of such
advances.

International education

The rising national need for American expertise in languages, area studies, and other
international fieldsspurred by the President's quest for a new global ordercall for the
expansion of Title VI programs and a commitment to undergraduate teaching in these fields at
least equal to the Title's current support of graduate studies.

Language barriers have become a formidable handicap to Americans and American interests both
domestically and globally. Because community colleges are the doorway to higher learning for
the majority of women and minorities, as well as immigrants and first generation citizens, and
to cross-cultural understanding for enormously diverse adult student populations, the faculty of
community colleges need much greater access to study abroad and to the international resource
centers at domestic universities and the arca resource centers abroad. In contrast to the graduate
students who use such centers primarily for research, community college faculty would use them
for instructional enrichment.

As presently written. Title VI provides only a 10 percent setaside for undergraduate education.
Onl., 16 percent of this funding in FY 90, amounting to just 10 grants, went to community col-
legesfar out of proportion to community college powmial for advancing language studies and
international education. The Title VI authorization for undergraduate programs should equal the
authorization for graduate work, if the nation is to excel in these fields.

Professional Development

Today's reed for good teachers is the most acute the nation has faced. Only world-class teachers
can produce worldclass schools. To replace retirees and staff new courses, the need in commu-
nity colleges could eaceed 500,000 new faculty by the year 2000. The accelerating demand for
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worker training and retraining could Fish credit enrollment in the community, technical, and
juniot colleges from the current six million to nine million students within the decade; an
increase of 500,000 students is expected in the California community colleges alone. The
demand for new teachers will be much greater still at the elementary/secondary levels.

Yet supply is but one facet of the teaching profession's multi-dimensional problem; changing
demographics have heightened the need for cultural diversity and minority leadership in the
classrooms and for the recruitment and retention of minority teachers, while global competition
has elevated the importance of subject mastery. Looking at any or all of the National Governors
Association's six goals for education, the indispensable ingredient is teacher excellence.

The Higher Education Act's support for professional development should be similarly multi-
dimensional. Though community colleges are centered in classroom instruction and serve the ma-
jority of Americans starting college, they are poorly utilized as a source of new teachers and
teacher development. Scholarships should be authorized for community college graduates, partic-
ularly minorities, wio want careers in teaching. The professional -pipeline in teaching could
be strengthened by greater community college participation.

Title V should be redrawn to direct some of the dollar flow to community, technical, and junior
colleges for purposes of in-service professional development activities. With an estimated one-
half of the faculty and administrators leaving colleges during the decade of the 1990s,
professional staff development moves beyond being a nice thing to do . . . to being absolutely

essential.

HAWAII ISSUES
In addition to the national issues spelled out above, I believe that there is a special opportunity
for the new legislation to play a significant role in responding to the special needs of Hawaii.

Native Hawaiian Education

In light of the historir participation rate of Hawaiians and pan-Hawanit-s in higher
education, and the recent history, of Congressional efforts to focus resources towards addressing
the health and social services needs of native Hawaiians, consideration should be given to to
expanding those efforts to include programs ard services within the purview of the Higher

Education Act. Our experiences gained through the development and implementation of
programs supported from the set-aside for native Hawaiians in the Carl Perkins Vocational
Education Act of 1984 support our belief that resources focused through such set-aside programs
do make a difference.

For many years, the native Hawaiian community has been concerned about the inability of
significant numbers of native Hawaiians to participate fully in the social, cultural, and economic
life of the State of Hawaii. Although native Hawaiians make up approximately 21% of the state
population, they are disproportionately represented on a variety of socioeconomic indicators.
Research indicates that native Hawaiians have the shortest life expectancy, lag behind the rest
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of the population in academic performance in school, are ova-represented in less-Wiledand
unskilled occupations, are over-represented in the prison and welfare population, are under-
represaned in post-secondary education, and are under-represented in !killed, technical, and
pmfessional occupations. Reported to the U.S. Congress, these findings contributed to the
passage of federal legislation which included native Hawaiians in the definition of 'Native
American' and increased appropriations for native Americans to allow participation by native
Hawaiians. In early 1987, Mu Like, Inc., the native Hawaiian corporaticm designated by the
Govenior of the State of Hawaii to be the recipient of funds set-aside far native Hawaiian
programs, and the U.S. Secretary of Education, met with representatives of the UHCC in order
to design a program for the purpose of making each of the UHCC campuses Mit effective
institutions for native Hawaiians.

In Fall, 1987 the Chancellor for Community Colleges convened the Native Hawaiian Community
Colleges Advisory Council, comprised of faculty and staff from each campus and a similar
number of represanatives from the Hawaiian community from each campus area. This group
inviewed existing campus services and programs and provided recommendations for the
development of plans to increase the enrollman, the nue of mention, and the rate of graduation
of native Hawaiian students, and for the development of a plan to assess the progress of the
colleges in meeting those goals. The Native Kawffilalf Cornmwthy Colleges Advisory Council
Final Report documented institutional and personal barriers that Hawaiian student face and
provided the basis for the development of the NEEP. Through the process of campus visits,
discussions with students, staff, and community members, a review of current literature, and
data collection, seven features were identified as barriers to native Hawaiian student access and
success: financial pnablems, personal problems, inadequate child care, absence of community
networking, poor self-image, institutional inadequacies, and insufficient student assessment and
monitoring. In order to respond to the issues identified, the UHCC have contrarted with the
native Hawaiian corporation to implement those institutional changes necessary to increase native
Hawaiian student success. The NHEP was designed to include components for research
institutional analysis, program design and delivery, evaluation, and institutionalization.

The NHEP addresses the specific issue of under-enrollment, low persistence,and low completion
rate of native Hawaiian students in the UHCC. Historically, native Hawaiian students have been
the ,..Avest achieving group in education in HawaPi. Countless reports and needs assessments
Ova the past twenty years have documented the dire consequences of cultural alienation on the
native Hawaiian people. Among these consequences has been educational failure. Native
Hawaiian students, from about third grade in the public schools, begin to be over-represented
in lower groups and under-represented in upper groups on national achievement tests. Native
Hawaiians are highest in teenage pregnancy and highest school dropout rates. Relatively few
native Hawaiian students attend post-secondary educational institutions. As recently as 1980,
the percentage of native Hawaiian students in the University of Hawaii system was only 4.3%.
with only 1.9% at the four-year and graduate campus. The percentage of native Hawaiians
holding a college-degree was only 8.7%.
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The UHCC is committed to addressing the problem of under-tepresentation, low persistence, and
low completion rates of native Hawaiian students by focusing on the development of institutional

programs and practices which will facilitate institutional effectiveness. Furthermore, the UHCC
remain committed to addressing the needs of native Hawaiian students to enter and succeed in
those occupational areas in which they are currently under-represented.

In addition, it is the commitmon of the UHCC to institutionalize those programs and practices
which prove successful in meeting the needs of native Hawaiian students and to develop
additional programs and practices to serve native Hawaiian students even better.

The UHCC have identified the following as program goals:

To continue to increase the enrollment of native Hawaiian students.
To increase the number a native Hawaiian students persisting from one year to
the next.
To develop strategies to increase the number of native Hawaiian students

completing programs with degrees or certificates.
To institutionalize those positions, programs, and practices which foster the
increased enrollment of native Hawaiian students.

The major immediate result of the NHEP has been the increased enrollment of native Hawaiian
students in the UHCC in numbers and in percent of representatton over the three years of the
NNEP, From Fall, 1987 to Fall, 1990, the number of native Hawaiian students increased from
2,558 to 2,886. This represents an increase a 12.8% from 1987 to 1990, exceeding the original
goal of 10%. The actual ii.creases over the past three years. as the NHEP was established at
additional campuses beyond the three original campuses and as the NHEP refined the procedures
and activities undertaken and supported, were 0.1% from 1987 to 1988, 4.8% from 1988 to

1989, and 7.3% from 1989 to 1990. Finally, when the one campus which has not fully
participated in the NHEP is excluded from the calculations, the incrmse in native Hawaiian
students ls 14.7% from 1987 to 1990.
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Several activifies of the NHEP have demonstrated remarkable success. The NHEP has created
Summer Bridge programs at four campuses. OM' the past three years, more than 200 native
Hawaiian ouderns have been recniited for these programs. The subsequent enrollment and
persistence through dm following academic year has been over 80%. The baseline persistence
rate for the UHCC is approximately 50%. There has been a increase in the retention of native
Hawaiian students, as well as a slight increase in the completion and transfer rates.

Other accomplishments of the NHEP include the compilation of master lists of native Hawaiian
studo ts at each campus, creation and dissemination of information brochures detailing
workshops, financial aid, and campus events, publication of scholarship and financial aid
availability and assistance in application, de,elopment of workshops on study skills, exam
preparation, etc., for native Hawaiian students, close assocnition with native Hawaiian
community agencies and organizations and with local high schools and higher education
institutions to coordinate high school recnfornent and college transfer, nresentation of
orientations to incoming native Hawaiian students, establishment of early inteivention systems
to assist native Hawaiian maims experiencing academic difficulties, development of programs
to sensitize faculty and staff to cultural differences and native Hawaiian issues, publication of
articles of the NHEP in campus papers, local newspapers, and national journals, and presentation
of project reseaith and activities at local, state, and national conferences, creation of Native
Hawaiian Student Retention Task Force at each campus, with transformation to campus-wide
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Student Success Task Force, development of knitudinal Student Tracking System and program

of training in institutional research for faculty and staff, sponsorship of state-wide conferences

on isms of student success, and increased institutionalization of project activities.

I would like to close with a statement attributed to President 1olm F. Kennedy which aptly
summarizes the mission of the University of Hawaii Community Colleges.

*Not all of us have equal talent, but all of us should have equal opportunity to

develop that talent."

Thank you.
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Mrs. Mime. Mr. Dyer?
Mr. Dvea. Thank you. I appreciate the P 'ty to testify.
I have a couple of points I would like to . up, most of which
contained in written and submitted
Over the past years, I have been involved in . .:4. educationas an administrator and teacher, as an employer college workstudy students, as an individual who at one point in my career

made awards for college work study programs and in recent rare
as campus administrator charged wi maintaining and providing
human resources to meet the various needs of our own campus ern-
Pl

in the value of work as a very excellent way to balance
one's efforts hi college, having done it myself, I worked my waythrough, I appreciate very much the value and benefits one gains
as an employee going to school. It helps especially with the aca-demic that come along.

The Work program has basically served students well.
But I think e program has one major disincentive, and it is grow-
ing, so I think It begins to limit its value and particularly at our
lower cost---in our State low-cost, low4uition institutions.

As probably 3rou know, once a student has achieved a certain
level of financial aid resources, including earnings from work, they
can no longer work. Fix some of our students that means after 8 or
4 months on a college work study job, they can no longer work.
That isn't to nay they wouldn't like to work.

What has jimmied over the last several yearn is that less and
less of our fun are being spent to help a pew= that might be

dinethe proposal as I understand it, the Government
for work study. They want to the endre Ian

would now have us fund 50 percent of a work study_position essen-
tially saying institution you pick up half and we will pick up half.

And within the need to find that money from some place which
we heard earlier testimony about, I think it is rmWe to think
about removing the cap on earnings students must face to ertaxm
age students to partici te and to make it poesille for employers to
find employees to work.

We both win if we both are working and employing. Right now,we are not at that point.
The problem kw the institution, of course, is once we receive an

who is under college work study and they reach their
we terminate them. We lose and the student loses.

I think if you can manage own office trying to ilinction, say,
half way through the year, the counted you have working for you is
on a special grant and it dries up and you no longer have the re-
sources and services, you can imagine what that does.

The same halogens at a small college.
The second . would like to comment on is the value of the

IrdiZograms. I often said that is . k the best spent
money anybody has ever decided to . - . at least at our

caCuLTRIO funds at our cam_pus are used for student serv-
ices. Another campus is involved with Upwarl Bound program. I
found over the years students participating in that pwam, and
we have about 200 of them at our campus, continued to do better

S
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after a couple of years, tend more likely to graduate than even our,
=regular traditional student, and tend to make something of

ves when they left the campus.
I am pleaeed to see at our own campus the regular funding in-

maned every year. I have been especially pleased at the Congres-
sional delegation interested in preserving that program.

I would say it is a job well done that you are doing in that area.
We have many, many cases to support that when the time comes
for questions.

[The prepared statement of Peter Dyer followsl
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Testimony Before the House Committee on
Education and Labor

Relating to the
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

by
Peter T. Dyer

P-ovost, Windward Community College
July 1, 1991

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony
regarding reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I

intend to provide a perspective on only one item in the
Act, which may otherdise go unnoticed among all of the
information the committee may encounter.

Over the past 25 years of my career in higher education, I
have been involved with the College Work-Study program in
various capacities: as an employer of college work-study
program students; as a financial lids officer making awards
to students; and as a campus administrator, providing human
resources to meet campus needs including the need for
stuJent employees. Believing in the value of work as a
very excellent way to balance, and even relieve the
pressures of academic responsibilities, on the whole I have
observed the College Work-Study program as serving students
and the institutinn well.

Howover. th ,. program has one major disincentive, which has
limited its value, and at lower cost community colleges,
often causes students to turn down the opportunity to work
at a Colege Work-Study fumed job. The student must stop
working, and cannot pursue another on-camous job, when the
student has earned as much as his "financaal need" permits.
If that need is $1000, the student might easily earn that
amount in four months, and then sit idle for the next lour
months. Simte students usually want to work, they will
turn down a College-Work Study job in order to work
off-campus or attempt to find a State funded Student
Assistant position, where "need" is not a factor in
offering eiv..-Tment, and they can work the entire school
year.

with the proposal that the Federal College Work-Study
program in. funded 50/50 (50% Federal and 50% Institution),
I would alao urge that this regulatory "cap" on student
earnings be removed, such that students in the program may
continue to work at rewardlig on-campus jobs during the

53
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school year, without fear of losing those jobs simply
because they have at some point during the school year,
earned enough to meet the calculated "financial need." As
the program now operates, a student employee must resign
when wages exceed calculated financial need. Thus, a good
employee must be terminated. Both the college and the
student are the losers by such a policy, and this is
especially so when students compete for jobs fully funded
from non-federal sources which don't require "need" to
qualify for employment.

Tbar :,. you for your consideration.

2
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Mrs. MINE. Thank you very much.
Ms. McPhetres.
Ms. McPurrans. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
My name is Agnes Manglona McPhetres, and I am President of

Northern Marianas College which is located on the island of
Saipan in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. We
don't have this high tech were I came from.

I am grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and to the Members of your
Committee for traveling all the way from Washington to give us an
opportunity to meet with you. Your flight to Hilo has undoubtedly
given you some idea of the vastness of the Pacific Ocean.

I say "some idea" because your long tri
Hilo is stfil only halfway to where our co is located in the

Washington to

island chain which forms part of the western undary of the Pa-
cific.

That is one of the characteristics of Northern Marianas College.
We are remote, and isolated. If you think it is inconvenient to be
five time zones away from Washington when you are here in
Hawaii, consider our problem: we are 10 time zones west of Wash-

n.
reach a Washington Federal program officer at 4 p.m. on a

Monday afternoon, we have to place a call at 6 a.m. on Tuesday
morning.

But that's only part of our situation. Northern Marianas Collwe
is the only 'institution of higher education in the Commonwealth. It
was established just 10 years ago.

Presently the college library is the only library in the Common-
wealth. It serves not only college students but also students from
the public and private school systems and the general public as
well.

In 1983, the college consisted of a permanent staff of nine people,
all housed in a small, two-room building on the edge of the Mari-
anas High School campus on Saipan Island, with only 73 students.
Classes were taught in the late afternoon and evening, using class-
rooms at the high school.

Than, in 1987, the Commonwealth opened a brand new hospital,
and the old, weather-worn hospital (badly damaged by typhwn
Kim in December 1987) was turned over to the college which
became our present campus.

Funding was a real problem. Demands for scarce financial re-
sources by all government departments to meet operating needs,
critical infrastructure requirements to satisfy rapid growth and de-
velopment and to meet the basic infrastructure necessities of a

society such as elementary and secondary education,
th care, and general welfare made it difficult if not impossible

for the college to get assistance from the local government.
The college was faced with inadequate facilities, a need to ren-

ovate the old hospital into an educational institution and the cost
of devel an institution.

the of typhoon Kim provided some of the first
reconstruction and renovation funding. If you were to see our col-
e toda , you would be amazed at what we have accomplished

with miniinaj resources.

S o
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It is impossible for the Committee to understand that much of
what you would see in our facilities is directly a result of volunteer
work by our faculty, students and their families.

Rut these well worn-out buildings won't last much lomr. The
ravages of time, termites and more .1 " have taken thar.' toll.
Classrooms, adequate library, and er permanent buildings de.
z4.Sd for college use must be built soon to take care of the needs

an eveainereasing student population which last year numbered
close to 2000.

Mr. Chairman, the young people of the CNMI and their parents
and those of our neighboring islands are excited about *her edu-
cation.

Today, we have been unsuccessful in using the Title VII, Con-
struction, Reconstruction and Renovation of Academic Facilities
Act. As you know, the program is no longer a grant but a loan; and
with limited resources, we are unable to repay the loan.

As I mentioned above, the value of our institution in a financial
sense 5; greatly enhanced by "sweat equity." Unfortunately, this
kind of value seldom equates to that required by Federal programs
for matching funds or loan t

Title VII, etro : y recommend that the Committee
coitrdingietaer modifying this program as it pertains to the developing

Pacific Islands. A grant program or a long-term deferred repay-
ment loan program would be more helpful to us.

The tremendous growth of tourism since our Commonwealth
became the newest member of the American 'Meal family has
brought a rush of Asian and Pacific Island .rers to the Com-
monwealth to build hotels and other amenities needed to accommo-
date close to a half million tourists a year.

Our student body during this past year was made up of 10 differ-
ent ethnic and linguistic groups in addition to the CM=rro and
Carolinian students native to Saipan, and for all 12 of these ethnic
groups, English is a foreign language.

Almost without exception, our students need special assistance
with written and spoken English. Many also need special help with
mathematics and science. And each year, our enrollments of these
students climb.

We are aware of no precedents comparable to the unusual situa-
tions with which Northern Marianas College must contend.

The vast distance from the United States, the fact that the Com-
monwealth has "S bean self-governing since 1L8, the fact that 97
percent of the t population speaks a native language other
than English, the fact that the potion has doubled in 10 years
and the non-resident workers has from 8,000 to Am in
less than 10 years, the fact that the college is only 10 years old,
that moat students who enter the college are at least 7 to 8 years
behind their mainland counterparts in English and math, and the
fact that the college must deal with Federal laws and regulations
governing er education which take into account almost none of
these " "" " one make the administration of our college a chal-
lenge, to say the least.

We are very appreciative of aasistance received under programs
such as Title II. The Strengthening Institution program has al-

5 6



lowed our college to develop programs that meet the greatest needs
of the CNMI as we identify them.

However, a 5-year womm of assistance is simply not long
enough. Un -.d.aW.abV, most programs of the Eederal Govern-
ment are designed to meet the general needs of the typical Ameri-
can institutions or situation.

Unfortunately, institutions and the situation of the Pacific Is-
lands do not conveniently fit in the typical framework. Thus a pro-
gram such as Iltle II with its 5-year limitation maT not fulfill the
needs of our inst. Mions on the islands. Consider this set of circum-
stancesx

I. We support large numbers of non-traditional students diverse
in age, cultural background and geographical isolation.

2. Ninety-seven percent of our students do not speak English.
3. Many of our institutions have existed for only a short period of

time.
4. Most of us are still in a developmental stage and severely lim-

ited in financial resources.
Facing circumstances such as these, a 5-year program may not be

enough. Therefore, I strongly recommend that this Committee con-
eider the uniqueness of this situation and allow a second 5-year
award period, although I know that is really a regulation, but I
think this Committee could be able to look into that.

The CNMI appreciates the assistance we have received from the
Territorial Teacher Assistance Program ('ITI'AP). This program
has provided the public school system opportunities to upgrade
their teaching staff from high school diploma holders to associate,
baccalaureate and mastars level in cooperation with Northern Mar-
ianas College and other outside institutions of higher education,
such as University of Hawaii-Hilo.

While this *41 " has assisted in staff development, it has not
I. Tused on . new teachers. As a result, the Public School
System in the I must recruit 25 percent of all its new teachers
from outside the Commonwealth.

This past school year alone, this resulted in additional costs of
almost $3 million for recruitment, housing and repatriation.

Since this proram is extremely essential for the territories to
continue upgrading the teachers who have not completed their as-
sociate or baccalaureate degrees, I am requesting this Committee to
continue to provide the territories with this essential funding.

However, I recommend that the law reauthorizing funds for
rrrAp be changed to direct the flow of funds to go through the
institutions of I education. .

These insti II I . would then work with the school system in
planning and implementing training for teachers of the islands.

To reemphasize my proposal, the institutions should be the direct
recipients of the grant and should be empowered to develop and
implement teacher training programs. This will enable each island
territory to institutionalize teacher education relevant to the needs
of the islands.

Thia will enable us to provide not only continuity and stability,
but will provide in-eervice as well as pre-service training. This ar-
rangement will enable us to reduce external dependency for quali-



fied teachers and lessen the financial burden associated with bring-
ing teachers to the ielands.

In closing, Madam Chair, I want to thank all of you again for
taldm thl time and trouble to come to the Pacific to hear from us
and allowing me a minority among the minority to testify. As one
who traveled from the western edge of the Pacific to be here, I
want to assure you that it has been a pleasure meeting you half-

wirlie prepared statement of Agnes McPhetres follows:]
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COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

General Background Information

The Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands consists of 14 single islands,

one group of three islands (Maus), and several tiny islets, just over 6000 miles west

of the California coast. From the southenunost island of Rota to the northernmost

uninhabited island of Farallon de Pajaros (Uracas), the Northern Marianas chain

extends some 450 miles, and runs generally in a north/south direction with the

Pacific Ocean to the east and the Philippine Sea to the west. While the total land

mass of all the islands is only about 182 square miles, the ocean area covers almost

200,000 square miles including the exclusive economic zone

Most of the population of the Northern Mariana Islands is concentrated on the capi-

tal island of Saipan which has approximately 40,000 people including non-resident

and alien laborers. To the north of Saipan lie eleven uninhabited islands, and from

several of these rise active volcanoes. Tinian, which lies just four miles south of

Saipan, has a population of 3,007, and Rota, which lies seventy-five miles south of

Tinian, has a population of 2,338 including non-resident and alien laborers in both

instances. Forty miles to the south of Rota lies the island of Guam which is

geographically and ethnically part of the Mariana Islands, but is a distinct,

unincorporated U.S. territory politically separate from the Commonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands.

:I(
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In 1980 the population of the Northern Mariana Islands was abchit 20,000 with

indigenous people numbering approximately 14,000. In addition, about 25,000

tourists visited the islands that year. The public high schools on Rota and Saipan

were not accredited, and a local college would not be established until the following

year. The government was by far the largest employer in the islands, and the U.S.

government provided it with 80% of all its funds. Most professional positions in

tlw government were filled by non.indigenous people.

In those years there was little interest among the general populace in areas such as

studying the history of the islands, addressing philosophically the relationship

between the indigenous languages and English (the language of government),

dealing with the problem of limited literature developed by and for indigenous

people in their own languages, studying the numerous archaeological sites of

ancient Chamorro and Carolinian habitation, or thinking critically about what it is

that makes the local people and institutions of these islands unique.

By 1990 the population of the Commonwealth had grown to more than 43,000 with

the indigenous population only 50% of that number. Over 400,000 tourists visited

the islands in 1990. The local college had been established by law under its own

Board of Regents, and was fully accredited by the Western Association of Schools

and Colleges (WASC). The public high schools on Saipan, Tinian and Rota had

likewise been accredited by WASC. Government work as a percentage of overall

employment was less than 30%. The private sector was multilevel, diversified, and

expanding, Local revenues now amount to more than 80% of the entire local

2
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govermnent budget. Although many professional positions are sdll filled by people

recruited from outside the Commonwealth, a significant number of local people are

returning as doctors, lawyers, engineers, architects, educational administrators and

the like. And this process will accelerate as more and more of the hundreds of local

students who have left for training in the US. return to their home islands.

The census figures in 1990, when compared to those of 1980, indicate extraordinary

changes in the makeup of the population of the Commonwealth over a ten year

period. In 1980 there were only 2,866 nonresident workers in the entire

Commonwealth. In 1990 this number had jumped to more than 21,000. In 1980

there were 16,780 indigenous (native) residents in the Northern Marianas. In 1990

this number had increased to only 23,258. In other words the composition of the

Commonwealth has dropped from indigenous residents constituting 85% of the

population in 1980 to only 50% just ten years later.

To put it another way, in 1980 ranking population by ethnic groups put Chamorms

first, followed by Carolinians, U.S. born residents, and all others. In 1990 the

ranking by population puts Filipinos first, followed in descending order by

Chamorros, Koreans, Carolinians, Micronesians, and all others. In just ten years the

indigenous population has dropped from being first and second in number to being

second and fourth. This trend is expected to continue and even to accelerate. In fact,

a study by the CN1.2 Criminal Justice Planning Agency in December 1990 indicates

that local people comprise only 38% of the population.

3
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This ethnic shift is also making its impact felt on the local school system. ln 1982

Chamorros and Carolinians made up 76% of the student population. This was fol-

lowed by Micronesians (8%), Filipinos (2.7%), Americans (2.3%), others (2.1%),

Koreans (0.9%), Japanese (0.7%), and unknown (7.3%). Today native Chamorros

and Carolinians make up 73% of the students (down from a high of 79% in 1984)

followed by Micronesians (12%), Filipinos (7%), Koreans (4%), Americans (2%), and

all others (3%). It is expected that the Filipino, Micronesian, arid Korean student

populations will increase even more dramatically over the next five years as the

children of immigrants from these areas reach school age.

The implications of this ethnic shift are even more significant when one considers

other demographic statistics. For example, anions the indigenous population 44%

of the people are aged 0 to 14 years, and more than 60% are aged 0 to 25 years old.

The median age of the indigenous population is 17 years old. Compare that with

the fact that only 7% of both sexes are aged 55 and over.

NORTHERN MARIANAS COLLEGE

Overall Situation

Northern Marianas College (NMC) is the only institution of higher education in the

Commonwealth and is located on the island of Saipan, the capital of the
Commonwealth. The College was established just ten years ago in May of 1981 by

Executive Order of the first Governor, Carlos S. Camacho.

4
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Practically 100% of the students at Northern Marianas College speak a mother

tongue other than English. Besides the students indigenous to Saipan who speak

Chamorro or Carolinian, other NMC students are native speakers of one of the

following languages: Palauan, Yapese, Trukese, Ponapean, Kosraean, Marshallese,

?wan (Philippines), Chinese, Japanese, or Korean.

In 1983 the enrollment at the College was 73 part-time students, and only one of

those students spoke English as a first language. At the present writing (1991) the

enrollment at the College is over 2,000 of which 423 attend the College full-time.

We are aware of no precedents comparable to the unusual situathms with which

Northern Marianas College must contend. The vast distance from the United

States, the fact that the Commonwealth has only been self-governing since 1976, the

fact that 97% of the student population speaks a native language other than English,

the fact that the population is made up of Native American Pacific Islanders and

others from the Pacific area and Asia, the fact that the College is only ten years old

and is the only institution of higher education in the Commonwealth, the fact that

the population of the Commonwealth has more than doubled in just ten years, the

fact that most students who enter the College are at least seven years behind their

mainland counterparts in English and math, and the fact that the College must deal

with federal laws arid regulations governing higher education which take into

account almost none of these conditions make the administration of our College a

challenge to say the least.

5
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In light of the unique circumstances of the Commonwealth and of the College, we

have carefully reviewed the Administration's legislative proposals for

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Based upon this review we

recommend the following.

TITLE I. POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS FOR NONTRADITIONA v. STUDENTS

Comment There should be a program of assistance developed sptzifically for

colleges, such as Northern Marianas College, that must deal with student
populations which are almost 100% non-traditional.

TITLE a INSTITUTIONAL AID

Part A- Strengthening Institutions

Comment: Colleges such as ours, which support large numbers of non-traditional

students, and which have existed for a only a short period of time and are therefore

Mill in a developmental stage, should be allowed a second 5 year development grant

The strengthening institution program has allowed the College to plan and begin

implementation of a nursing program, a Marianas/Pacific Studies program, and a

secretarial science program. In addition the College was able to plan and begin

implementation of a computer network linking together our admissions, financial

aid and fiscal offices.

6
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None of these projects could have been implemented without TTLE III support,

and each is of great importance to the Commonwealth and therefore to the College.

Currently 90% of all muses in the public health system are recruited at great expense

from outside the Commonwealth. Our nursing program, when fully implemented,

will gradually reduce this dependence.

14 is vital that a people know their own history and their relationship to other

counftles and cultures, especlally as they enter into the modern world of nations.

Prior to the Marianas/Pacific Studies program there was no organized study or

...trrkulum development of the history of the Northern Mariana Islands and their

relationship to other Pacific areas and other countries outside the Pacific. The goal

of this Title 111 project is to fill that void.

Until the secretaria. science program was initiated at Northern Marianas College

under Title In there was no training available tor secretaries beyond high school

typing classes. As a result the best a high school graduate could expect was a

beginning clerks position with correspondingly low pay. As a result of NMC's

TITLE III secretarial training program, graduates are entering the job market as

trained secretaries with on-the-job experience and with correspondingly higher

salaries and benefits.

The problem is that in a young institution such as ours geographic isolation and a

small popuistion severely limit financial resources with the result that a five-year

program of ass:stance is simply not long enough. And there are other programs
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equally important to the improvemeni of the Commonwealth that have yet to be

implemented at the College.

Reauthorization legislation stqm Id recopize these facts and provide for an

additional term of assistance in our kind of circumstances, e.g. where a college

serves a large number of non-traditional students, where a majority of the students

are of limited English proficiency, where the school is located in a remote or rural

area, when the school has only been in existence for only a short period of time and

is still in the process of developing, or a combination of these various factors

Part C. Endowment Challenge Grants

Comment This grant discriminates against small, two-year colleges in rural mess

ith large numbers of non-traditional students. Many of our students work full-

time, or are parents and homemakers and can therefore attend dasses only as part-

time students. The formula for determining which institutions receive an

endowment challenge is weighted heavily on full-time equivalency (FTE). Large

numbers of part-time students significantly reduce FTE counts In Colleges such as

ours the FIT requirement should be waived, or the part-time numbers should be

counted at 80% or 90% of FTE.

Part D. General Provisions

Comments: Two-year colleges which are rural and serve mostly non-traditional

students should receive a set-aside to assist them in meeting the special needs of

these students. The set-aside for institutions serving predominantly minority

8
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groups should not be removed. Or the contrary, it should be expanded, especially

for developing special services in language, mathematics and science for these

students.

TITLE VII. CONSTRUCTION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND RENOVATION OF

ACADEMIC FACILMES

Comments: Small, rural, developing colleges have not been in a position to qualify

for most of these prowams in the past. These programs should be continued and

even limited to certain coileges meeting criteria such as limited length of time in

operation, unavailability of local funding for construction and renovation, large

numbers of non-traditional students, etc.

Northern Mariaws College, for example, occupies fnrmer hospital buildings which

were built in the late 1950s of concrete block with metal roofs supported by wooden

rafters. Unfortunately these materials do not hold up well in a tropical island

climate beset by typhoons (north Pacific hurricanes) which reach velocities of 200

miles per hour. And the early swarming of flying termites has wreaked havoc on

wooden rafters as well as interior walls.

Neither the College nor the local government has the resources to undertake the

construction of permanent college facilities. During its ten year history the College

faculty and administration have worked extremely hard on developing quality

education programs to earn and keep accreditation. Now that we are accredited, our

9
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foci.* must turn to providing permanent buildings desired specifically for college

use. TITLE VII programs are absolutely essential to adtieving this goal.

TitEATMENT OF TERRITORIES AND TERRITORIAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Comments: The Secretary should have the authority to waive any provision in this

ACT which can be shown to be detrimental to the Territories. There should be set-

asides for specific programs available to the Territories, such as MISIP, and there

should be discretionary programs limited to the Territories.

General Comment We support the consolidation of TRIOprograms. However, the

regulations should provide that in an area like the Commonwealth, where there is

only one institution of higher education, the responsibility for carrying out these

programs should rest will. the College, and the funding associated with these

consolidated programs should flow directly to the College for administration.

As the institution responsible under law for all higher education programs in the

Cotrunonwealth, Northern Marianas College has provided teacher education and

training programs for local teachers since inception of the Territorial Teacher

Training Assistance Program (ITTAP) some ten years ago. In light of the fact that

ours is a young and growing institution, it would be genuinely beneficial to our

work in teaching education 0 the College were the recipient of TITAP funding.

In the past ITIAP funds have flowee to the Public School System (PSS) which then

developed various training programs for their staff. In these efforts the College has

1 0
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worked as closely as possible with PSS. While the pmwams have assisteu in staff

development, they have not focused on training new teachers as a maJor goal. As a

result, the Commonwealth must recruit approximately 25% of ail public school

teachers and staff from outside the Commonwealth. This past school year alone this

resulted in additional costs to the government of dose to$3,000,00a

The goal of improving the quality of teachers already in service has been achieved

for the most part. However, reauthorization legislation should provide for TTTAP

funds to flow to the College which would then work with the Public School System

in planning and implementing a long-term, comprehensive teacher training

program for new teachers. Without continued TITAP support it will not be

possible to implement such a program in the foreseeable future, and the

Commonwealth will continue to spend millions of dollars recruiting teachers from

outside the Commonwealth.

I 1 I
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ADDENDUM

For several years now the chief executive officers and Board chairpersons of Pacific

Island colleges and universities have banded together for mutual help in an
association called the Pacific Postsecondary Education Council °TEO. Among the
members of PPEC are my colleagues from the College of Micronesia which has

branches in the Republic of Palau, the Federated States of Micronesia, and the
Republic of the Marshall Islands.

As you know, the students from these areas were once again made eligible for
student financial aid by the U.S. Congress. However, the College of Micimesia itself

is no longer eligible for Higher Education Act funds.

I have been asked by the PPEC representatives from the College of Micronesia to

request that this committee kindly consider reinstating the eligibility of the three
branches of the College of Micronesia in the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. I do so now with the genuine hope that their request may be
granted.

1 2
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Mrs. Mugs. Thank you my much.
One of the purposes for us having our hearing is to make it possi-

ble for communities like yours to have a voice.
itty colleagues have any questions of this panel?
Mr. WASIIINOTON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, I have no

question&
ME; JEFFERSON. No thank you.
Mrs. Mptx. Thank you ver much. We appreciate your testimo-

MS. TSUNODA. I might be cheaung a little, but I forgot to mention
two things I would really call to your attention, although it is in
my _testimony.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Madam Chairwomandid you talk much about
the proposals that we might incorporate in the act to assist in re-
tention and retainment of students?

You made the point that access is not enough. You talked about
that?

MS. TSUNODA. That was one point I thought maybe deserved a
specific look. I want to call that to your attention.

There is a section in the Higher Education Act that supports pro-
fessional development focus and in that area, we would like to en-
courage focusing on providing scholarships for community college
graduates, particularly minoeities who want careers in teaching.

There has been a lot of call for more teachers, better teachers in
our education system, and yet I believe the community colleges are
centered in classroom instruction and serving a large majority of
Americans who start college.

The community colleges are poorly utilized as a possible pipeline
for these future students, future teachers. If there can be, through
the professional development program, scholarships to heir iitu-
dents who go into teaching, I think that would be very helpful.

The other element was we talked about international education
and promoting the knowledge of intercultural, international cul-
ture issues for our students.

Title VI of the Higher Education Act is focusing a great deal on
of graduate studies and not enough proportionate of under-

uate studies, including community college education.
And we would like to see Title VI authorization for undergradu-

ate programs be equal to that for graduate work in order for us to
achieve our goal in promoting international education.

Lastly, in the area of application of high tozhnology to education,
we understand that many, many technological advances have accu-
mulated from contract research; and these have been stockpiled by
Federal agencies rather than to be placed in classrooms and other
productive use.

This is especially true in the Department of Defense, so we would
like to encourage reauthorization should sanction the broadest pos-
sible use and application of these advances and knowledge.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Madam Chairwoman, may I ask one small thing?
Mrs. Mimi. Yesgo ahead.
Mr. JEFFERSON. That is a good response. I want to ask a different

question now just very briefly.
There have been complaints about the effect of proprietary

schools, schools that grant licenses for very limited training periods
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and siphoning off money in competition with junior colleges and
students taking up those avenues of opportunity as against the
community college avenues.

Have you felt any pressure here from that sort of phenomenon,
or has it beer a problem?

And, if so, do you have any suggestions how we get after that?
MB. TSUNODA. We have had some proWerna and some pressures.

Not to a 'great extent like areas like Ca lifmmia have. I think the
solutions lie not necessarily with the Federal Government but with
ourselves and our own accrediting institutions be more rigorous in
the accrediting and sanctioning of the commercial use of education-
al

reseezasois. Thank you.
Mr. WASHINGTON. May I inquire?
Mrs. Mom Yes.
Mr. WASMNGTON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Ms. McPhetres, there is a point you made. There is an ongoing

consideration in the Congress to expand what started as a pilot
program, I believe, at either Rutledge or Brown University, some-
where up in New Jersey on the East Coast.

The concept isand it is addressed to the obvious need you ex-
presced about teachers. You have to go out and recruit teachers.

This programyou may be familiar with it as is one of forgive-
ness of loans if the student has been directed in my areamy
vision was not broad enough to understand the need that you
would have, but as soon as you mentioned it, it came in to focus for
me.

We have a problem with attracting teachers to the innercity
schools, as you might imagine in a State like Texas or a city like
Houston.

We also have concomital-type problem of getting teachers in the
rural areas. Those are the least attractive areas in my part of the
world in Texas.

I am very much in favor of this concept that is developing where-
by young peoplewell, people who are willing to attend college and
become teachers, if they will go into these, quote, targeted areas for
a period of 8, 5 years or something like that, then during the
period of thatelapse of that time, the obligation that they have
for whatever financial obligations in the nature of loansand un-
fortunately we see an increasing trend toward loans as opposed to
grants and work study and other things which I think all of us
would favor tilting back in the other direction, but wenthetically
putting that aside, given the needthe obvious need for some stu-
dents to be able to make loans in order to fmance their college edu-
cation, do you see any merit if you are not already included in that
program if we =Id find ways of inclusion so you would be a,
quote, targeted area?

Maybe use a threshold based upon some percentag:e of the under-
representation of teachers in that area so you would automatically
be triggered without regard to any other definition, that that
would be helpftil to you in getting teachers to come back to your
area and teach if theyif their loans for their college education
would be forgiven in the same ways they would for innercity and
rural area persons in my area?

ji
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Ms. Mammas& I think the public school systems are taking ad-
vantage of that, but they have not been advertising it.

I would go further, though, because we are the only higher edu-
cation training institution to extend that to people who will be

in postsecondary education.
this is where the committee should be looking into. I

am not so sure they have beenthose people who are teaching in
community college or at the university have that privilege.

And that will certainly help. That will certainly help.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Mrs. MINI. I have one question, Dr. Tsunoda. You mentioned

you disagreed with the prior panel with respect to the $52 million
floor. Could you elaborate on that? Do you feel that floor is a safety
net for community colleges?

Ms. Tampa. Yes, I defmitely do. The Title III institutional de-
velopment has been one of the main reasons why Hawaii's commu-
nity colleges have been able to develop.

We have used the money for developing necessary programs such
as student services, and many, manyamong the 1,222 colleges
there are many small colleges, inner-city, rural and so forth, who
do not have the staff and institutional wherewithal to compete on
an equal basis of some of the 4-year institutions to go after those
grants.

That is the reason for which we have advocated the floor for set
aside sake because of the need for equalizing the playing field.

I think that need still remains.
Mrs. MINK. Counsel tells me that more funds than the floor are

currently allocated for this program, so perhaps some of the rea-
sons for moving it is that CAmgress has allocated more money than
the $51 million. Is that your understanding?

Ms. TSUNODA. I am not sure. David lha from Kauai, who will be
testifying tomorrow on Maui, is much more familiar with the
recent developments.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, members of the panel. I ap-
preciate it very much.

We will move now to .;he next panel, Steve Miller from the stu-
dent body of the University; and Myron Arakawa, College Admis-
sions CounDelor for one of our private high schools; and Ginger
Hamilton from University Hawaii campus, Student Support
System.

Again, for the panel members, we have your statements and all
of it will be inserted in the record at this point.

We ask you to summarize your statements and try to keep your
limit to the 5-minute rule.

Myron, we will call on you first. I understand Mr. Miller did not
appear. He was our new traditional student who is enrolled less
than full-time and working full-time. I guess he is working today.

So, Mr. Arakawa, welcome to the committee, and we will be
pleased to have your testimony at this point.

4
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STATEMENIS OF STEVE MILLER, ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII. HONOLULU, HAWAII; MYRON
ARAKAWA, COLLEGE ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR, KAMEHAMEHA
SCHOOL, HONOLULU, HAWAII; AND GINGER HAMILTON, STU-
DENT SUPPORT SERVICES PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
OF HILO. HILO, HAWAII
Mr. ARAICASVA. Last week I was a tourist in Washington. When I

came into this building with thP air conditioner off, the humidity
and heat reminded me of what Washington was like. I thought we
might have done that to make you feel comfortable here.

Ms. Chairperson and Members of the Subcommittee on Postsec-
ondary Education, I am Myron Arakawa, Secretary of the Hawaii
Association of College Admisidon Counselors. I am also College
Counselor at the Kamehameha Secondary School.

I am ;Pleased to be here today on behadf of the National Associa-
tion of College Mmission Counselors and its local chapter, the
Hawaii Association of College Admission Counselors, to speak in
su ..rt of the Student Counseling and Assistance Network bill of
1! or SCAN (H.R. 1524).

Also, Mrs. Chairperson, I would like to thank you and the entire
Hawaii Congressional delegation for cosponsoring the SCAN bilis
in the House and Senate.

The purpose of the Student Counseling and Assistance Network
bill is to establish programs to promote mcreased xcess to higher
education through ear y intervention counseling and financial aid
infermation.

The members of our association believe that the key to increas-
ing postsecondary education pursuits among our young - le is
the establishment of early intervention programa that ". e in-
formation and counseling and guidance services to intermediate
school students and their families.

In Hawaii, our association tried to fill this need by adapting a
national program, Parents and Counselors Together, and present-
ing a series of evening workshops for intermediate school students
and their parents.

However, no matter how successfiil this and other similar pro-
grams are, ty can reach only a small fraction of those who need
such support That is why we call for a Federal early intervention
program.

In the secondary school years, students must have access to im-
proved Precollege guidance and counseling services to assist them
as they ezplore and make decisions about postsecondary education
opportunities.

I am fortunate to work et Kamehameha where our trustees and
administration support a strong college counseling and guidance

=rite, however, that the real heroes in my profession are my
colleagues in the public sector. They are committed to aselstinç stu-
dents of varied abilities and aptitudes from a myriad of
nomic and ethnia backgrounds, often with little administrative or

support.
I am amazed at the dedication of counselors at Farring-

ton, McKinley, and Roosevelt High Schools whose student/counsel.
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or ratio is over 4001, especially when NACAC and the American
Association of School Counselors recommends and strongly believes
that an optimum, effective ratio is 1001.

To address this concern, our association has initiated several pro-
Ezto assist the counselors in the public schools. "Counselor
" a mentoring program, matches a counselor new to the col-

lege/career guidance ana with a more experienced counselor.
We also offer College Flanniiig Workshops for Students and Par-

ents on all of the major Hawaiian islands.
These programs are prepared and presented by association mem-

bershigh school counselors and college officials who volunteer
their spare time and energy.

Instead of such programs which need to rely on the dedication
and commitment of sometimes "stressed out' and overextended
volunteers, SCAN would provide a comprehensive: Federal pro-
gram to train and up&te school and college admission colors.

A major concern of our association, and one which the SCAN bill
affects, Ls that far too many students, especially minorities and the
economically disadvantaged, remain underserved in American edu-
cation.

Locally, we find that although Native Hawaiians constitute
about 20 percent of our adult population, they comprise only 9 per-
cent of the total student enrollment in our State university system.

Furthermore, at the University of Hawaii at Mama, Native Ha-
waiians represent about 5 percent of enrollees.

In terms of graduation rates, they constitute only about 3.5 per-
cent of students who start as freshman and persist through to
der ii9r4nzlettren vciiamthphiliimpcegiaole 1006 iyars.

ish Estate Schol hip
iniiiated a pilot Career Explorations program in ninth

grane guidance classes in public schools on the Big Island of

We tried to get parents and students interested in postsecondary
training and career planning by providing opportumties for them
to review career interest inventory information, !earn about college
application and financial aid processes, and develop working part-
nerships and exchange of information with older students and se-
lected working adults.

At the same time, we discovered a great deal about the range of
perspectives among students in our multicultural society.

It was sobering for us to learn that only about 35 percent of
Native Hawaiian ninth grade students aspired to complete 4 or
more years of college. This contrasted with rates of 50 percent for
Caucaaian studente and 41$ percent and 76 percent for students of
Filipino and Japanese ancestries, respectively.

Data from the University of Hawaii Institutional Research Office
show that about one-third of the State'sgraduating seniors proceed
in the fall to one of the 10 campuses in the statewide university
system.

However, in schools that have the highest concentration of
Native Hawaiian students, we find notably lower rates of immedi-
ate system entry.

For example, at Nanakuli H*h School, where about 65 percent
of its students are of Native Hawaiian background, less than 15
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percent of graduates proceed withcut interruption into a 2- or 4-
year in our State system.

A :ii L pattern can be seen at Waianae High School, where
the Native Hawaiian population is about 40 percent of the student
body.

In conclusion Ms. Chairperson, the members of the Hawaii Asso-
ciation of College Admission Counselors remain committed to pro-
viding quality couneeling services to all students, including the un-
derserved and underrepresented groups, as they make their post-
secondary plans.

We often hear that not everyone is suited to a college education;
that such students need to pursue a course of study that pepares
them for the workplace. This is true. College is not an acWevable
ar appropriate educational goal for all students.

However, the Hawaii Association firmly believes that all stu-
dents should be educated and guided in a manner that includes
postsecondary education as a viable option.

School counselors and college admission counselors need the pro-
grams, tools and training to reach our youth early enough to make
a difference in their lives.

Students and parents deserve to have the best, most accurate
and easily understood information about college admissions and fi-
nancial aid programs that we can provide.

The Hawaii Association of College Admission Counselors believes
that the provisions of the Student Counseling and Assistance Net-
work bill go a long way toward providing these services.

In keeping with our multicultural milieu, I would like to para-
phrase a Chinese philosopher: If your plan is for I year, plant rice;
for 10 years, plant trees; for 100 years, educate people.

We ask you to join us in educating the people of our State and
Nation by supporting the Student Counseling Assistance Network
bill.

ThInk you.
(The prepared statement of Myron Arakawa followsl
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Testimony of Myron Arakawa

Westr.rn Regional Assembly of the College Board:
Member of the Executive Council
Member of the Admissions and Guidance Committee

Hawaii Association of College Admission Counselors:
Secretary

Department Chairman, Counseling and Guidance
Coffege Counselor:

The Kamehameha Schools
2601 Puna Street
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jury 1991
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MYRON S. ARAILAWA
College CounselociDepanment Head, Kamehameha Secondary School, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Mr. Amkawa vas raised in Walpaiw. Oahu, graduated hom Punahou School, recehcd his bachelors degree in
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Cheisperson, I am heron Anima% mammy of the Hawn Association of College Admission Counselom

I ain dm College Counselor at the Kamehameha SecondarySchool, a school which saves Nalisc Americans

- Native 14seisliam

arn pleased to be here today to speak In support of the anuischne components embodied in ate Student

Counseling and Ambiance Nemo* Act of 1991 or SCAN. The National Association of Coliege Admissive

Counsehim(?lACAC)and hs Mush dimmer plum the highest priority on thislegislatkin because of the many

uudents and families who will be helped by hi provistoof.

The Natioual Association consists alma SAO emotion working in American education whose primary area

of expertise is guiding students through the difficult and sometimes confusing osmium ham high school to

postsecoedary education. The Hawaii Association of College Admission Coumekes(HACAC) bas over 200

members who work at both tbe secondary school and college level: and can be found in public, private. and

parochial insmunons.

There are three truisms about student peaks that I will covet in my testimony.

1. Studeras peed atone precollege guidance und counseling and college admission counsebng

programs to assist ID the venous IrnitSitions that tky will face in their schooling experiences.

Students need better and more accessible informanon about preparing for. choosing. and

enrolling m postsecondary educanott

Far too many students, cipecalb inillaritien and the economically disadvantaged. remain

underserved in American education- Locally, the Name Hamden. Fllipioo, and Samoan students arc severely

underrepresented in colleges and universities within the State.

Underlying that needs are Or frustrations suffered hy students, parents and ehnnAeldrs alike an they try to

formulate well-informed. quality decisions about postsecondary education

NEED_FOR FART thITER9ENTION PROGRAMS

Tbe members of our asaCionlinn believe that the federal financial aid system can provide Incentives to find a

limy out of the povertrwelfare cycle for young Americans who are st-risk because of family arcurtutances

beyond their control. We also think this uorbng families of modest Mans can hope for a proem-me way

of life for their children. because of die body of ecluention ptomains that now costs. The key to this success
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lies with early intervention, which means providiste information and counseling and guidance saviors to

unermedisle school students and their families.

There is a mtsconceptioo that precollege counseling begins in the later pars at the high school years. Certainly

plans air solidified during the 11th and 12111 jades, but exploring postsecondary educationalhareer optiam.

planning appropriste high seisml course selections, and iosestipting financial aid resources must start at an

earlier age. For instance, at Kanehamelsa, we offer Guidance Sections and Parent Workshops on college

planning at the /i12 and fhb ride levels. These =LOOM, especially the parent workshops, have been w,cli

attended and well received.

NACAC, with a grant from the Edna McConnell Clark Fouudation. developed a program called PflreM ancl

Coinwelors Together or PACT, that is directed specifically at elemental,' and middle school populations and

provides information so parents, end training for those v Ito serk with families and youth from counselors

and prinupals to playground supervisois and case workc, s about the possibilities of postsecondary cduzation.

The Hawaii Associative of College Admission Counse.'ors adapted and localized components of the PACT

program and initiated a series of evening focus group wakshops for intermediate school students and their

parents. I might add that these workshops were sponsored by a private Hawaii banking mahatma. and

coordinated and staffed by volunteers from tbc Hawaii association.

No matter how successful ttus sad similar programs are. however, they can reach only a small fraction of those

who need such support. That is why we call for a federal early inteivention program.

The federal program should include a componem that colloms informatton about existing programs and that

makes the details availabk to communmes thin want to install Of upgrade programs of their own.

It should also comnin provisions to alert families to the Voce tar associated with each educational option.

including the spectrum of grant, loan, and scholarship programs that =1st for qualified students.

Finally, it should contain a counselor wattling component. Counselors must receive better training.

tniormation, and ream= to enable them us better serve tbe public.

FTRENGTHENING COUNSELING IN 11J cnoms
Following the early school years. students must have access to improved precobege guidance and counseling

and college admission counseling programs that assist students in the exploration and decision-maktng process.

At this stage. students need specific information about the admissions process and financial aid programs, how

2
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they work, who is eligible, how to apply, and the timelinen for notification.

Many schoob today do not place an emphasis on es even provide an adequate precollege guidance and

eournelmg program. We know that MDSI COUIVIClers WitAl if3 alakC ibis a part of their offerings, bin they lack

time, resources, and formal training

About 15 years ago, the coueseling staff al Kamehaintha recognized this was a program area ammo that

needed to be andrased. With the full support of administration, we reorganized and added staff positions,

initiated mandatory 7-12th grade guidance chasm with an age-appropriate CurriCaluth, and provided funds and

release time for staff development and anunelor veining. The reattha were dramatic. In MB, 67% of the

graduating class enrolled in a psstsecondary educatamal institution. Foor yean later, 81% of the class of 1981

carolled in a post-high school program In the past ten ,cars, that figure has held betweeo 82% and 84%.

In 1978. just over half of the senior class took a College Brant Entrance Esanunation In 1991. over 90% of

our senior class voluntarily, but with strong counselor eacouragernent, took the Scholastie Aptitude Test

(SAT) or the American College Test (ACT). Last year, 62% of the class of 199) enrolled in a four-year

college or university versus a figure of 44% for the class of 1978.

1 do eon believe that we haw any brighter sun:team at Kamehameha in 1991 than we bad in 1978. do letl,

however, that our curriculmn and apectations our students haw increased considerably, and our precollege

counseling and guidance services went from somewhat adequate to exemplary within the pass decade.

I am fortunate to work at Kamehameha where our trustem our president al* Mar prinCIPal suppon a strong

counseling and guidance program that attempts to address individual student needs But the real heroes in

my profession are my cohorts in the public sector. Their commitment to assist modems of varied abihum and

aptinala from a mynad of socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds, often with litate administrative or budgetary

support, ts both inspiring and disheanentng. I am always amazed al the dedication of counselors at

Farrinpon. McKinley, and Roosevelt High Schools whose studenticounselor ratio ts about 021. (NACAC

and the American Association of School Counselors recommends and strongly beheves that an optimum

effective ration is ICIV.1.)

Given what seems to be an overwhelming responsibility for counselors in our pablic schools, the Hawaii

AsiodattOP of College Adam/watt Counsels= has initiated meta) programs to assist us members. 'Counselor

Kokiss' is a =snoring program where a new counselor to college/can= counseling is matched up with an

=passaged veteran in the field. Our quarterly mammy focus on infornsatiottal workshops like financial aid

or chaN es in athersions procedures at local universities, rather than on association business matters. College

3
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Planning Workshop; for Students and Parents are offered at several Oahu Men and on thc neighbor islands

rr) our assanaatum membera. This pmt pul, HACAC and Kamchanieba Schools cospomored a twv-day

NACAC 'Took of the Trade* Insulate for 60 counselora statewide. Two ceperienced and nauonally recognized

counselors from the mainland shared their maneo in areas sorb as organizing a college night, preparing school

transcripts and profiles. 101 preparation, how admission decision are made, and heiping students select a

colkge. At our annual 5pring conference, both local college officials sod mainland cage admissions deans

from the Universny of California at Berekely. Santa Clara, Princeton, and Stanford Unnersity have presented

workshop smsions. In addoion, Kamehamcha Schools has been the host site for the fall College Board and

College Scholarship Service's workshop to update local counselors.

M you can sec, there are a number of activities for counselor training and development. But for the most

pan, these are coordmated and umducled by professional associatiorts like The College Board. HACAC. and

the Pacific Association of FUDIDO31 Aid Administrators. All of the HACAC program are prepamd and

presented by vokmusirs high school counselors and college officials who donate their spare umc and mere

in hopes of Improving and enhancing the profession, and thereby. having a positive impact On Ihe lives of

students and their families as they seek educational opportunities beyond high school_ It would be wonderful

to have a cohesive, federal program, as is provided in SCAN, to train and update school and college admission

counselors, Instead of solely relying OD dedicated and committed, but sometimes *stressed our and

overmaended counsetor volunteers.

IMPROvED 6112 ACCMSIBLE INFORMATIQN

As students consider their options, they have the right to accessible, quality information show postsecondary

education. But given recem treads and events this information is becoming more dill-1=11 to acquire.

FOr example, until last sear. the Education Department published a comprehensive and much-used balsa/oak

shout federal student financial aid titled The Student Quids': lanancial Aid front the VS. Dominion of

fillatioD. This =Meru publication was reduced from 82 pages to under 20 pages last year because of

cutbacks at the department.

Rather than eliminating guidance resources, NACAC belicsa that the federal government sb ...ra develop

better quality, more complete IIISOUTOU end disseminate them to a wider audience. Such took must include,

but not be limited to, traditional prim materials such as the Guide. They should encompass videotapes,

audioupes. software odor:union prepays, and others that employ contemporary technolocr for their

dissemination. The Student Counseling and Assist nce Network Act will address this concern.

113
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The proposed legislation will establish a cs.,e -chemise data base system containing financial aid source*

capionsucas of the MIMI papaws, who is bow to apply, and admission information. This system

would be available to schools, libraries, youth waters and elsewhere. In Hawaii. this system sxmld be

implemented fairly easily through Career Kokes, computerized arms guidance program with terminal sites

at specified public schools and libratim throughout the slam la other weds, a system and hardware

components &wady alas locally. The provisions in SCAN would improve and emend the services and

network accessibikty to all interested students and their famfllce

THE urinots-ERra) moungaiyucrimErntn Qom,
At Kamehameha Schools/Bishop Estate, we have both assining with the postsecondary scholarship needs of

ow graduates since 1961. ln 1974 we broadened ow service to the Native Hawaiian community by dewsloping

a scholarship program (No Hookama A Psuahi) open to all Native Hawaiians in the State of Hawaii.

Recently. we've added additional programs to saw non-Kamellameha graduates. At our selective Secondary

School we can only serve a small percent of the gradueting Native Hawaiian youth in any pen war. Our

other effom art able to saw about 1.000 more students sums a wide range of ars. Altogether we serve

perhaps 10 to 15 percent of what we set as the smiled ellon. Clearly.ox cannot do evetything through our

own enolls.

As persistent as we haw tried to be. we find that we are still concerned about the pord-smstodwy ednational

mamma of our people. Atthough Native Hawaiians have a proud histwy of early and pervasive literacy

mans to the efforts of early Mialoaaries, and our people graduate from high school ai rates New then the

national avenge, at the post.secondary level we lag far behind where we aspire to be.

in 1980 national data showed that 10 percent of Native Hawaiian adults age 23 and over had completed four

or more years of college. br the State of Hermit My 8.3 percent had attained this educational plateau. We

think we an do hates, ane we most do better Uwe are to assume an scrim role in shaping ow society during

the coining comm.

lrxally, in ow WIC WOwTsity systak ye find that although Native Hawaiians constitute about 20 paean of

our adult population, they comprise only 9 percent of the soul student enrollment across all compact.

Furthermore. at oer flagship, four-yea, bacodaureateinsiting amino in Manes, Wive Hswailans represent

about fite percent of enrollea. Unfortunately, they cooslitute only about 15 percent of students who sun

as freshmen and persist through to degree completion within a period of sot wars from entry.

5
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We are particularly hnerested in the prospect of early intesseation. In 1944496, we bunted a pilot Career

Explorations program le ninth grade Guidance classes in public seboon on Me Big Island of Howell. We tvere

attempting to gel parents and students immested in planning ahead reprdmg posi-seonidary owning and

career opportunities. We included opportunities for students and RUMS 10 Mien/ Cat= intenut *memory

information, to learn about collep applications and financial aid processes, and to develop working

penneriblp and embange of Mfornmtion v4th older students and seleMed working adults. It was an

interesting project. and our evaluation dam suggest that se bad some documented impact

At the same time, we learned a great deal about tbe range of pimp:Ones among students in our multicultural

society. FOT us it ten sobering to learn Ow only about IS percent of Native Hansitan ninth grade students

aspired to complete foar or more yew of college. This connasted with rates of 45 percent for Ponuguese

students, 46 percent for Filipino students. 50 percent for Caucasian students, and 76 percent for Japanese

students

Even more telling was the finding that after the four years of high Wool about half of the Native Hawaitans

who hati aspired to complete college bad lowered thest aspirauons. This was not paroculatly unusual in Our

sample overall Houever. with the Native Hawaiian group. comparatively fewer students who had less than

college-level aspirations as mnth guiders raOen those aspirations during high school The net effect was that,

by Senior year, about 30 percent of the Native Hawaiian youth m our study aspired to complete four or more

years of college study. This net decline in aspiration level was also found for Portuguese youth. but not for

the other major ethnic group in our Rig Island schools.

Recently, we analyzed data from our Statewide university system which consists of sewn community colleges,

West Oahu College. the Unwersity of Hawaii at Hilo, and the Unwenny of Hawan at Marion. The University

of Hawaii Institutional Research Office routinely prepares an analysis of our local 'Going Rate`-the

percentage of High School graduates from Hawaii High Schools that proceed immediately into programs at

one of the 10 campuses of our state higher educational system. White this Tate has been dropping Statewide

during the past demde--and this trend is of some concern to educators locally at many levels-we find in the

data some encouraging newsas well as indications of the magnitude of the task before us

In brief, our college-level system presently expects about one-third of the Miles total senior class to proceed

Immediately into a Univenny of Hawaii program during the Fall after High School paduatkin. However, In

looking at the schools that have the highest concentration of Native Hawaiian students, we find netatity fewer

rates of immediate system entry

6
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For esample. at Nanakoli High Seheal, where about 65 percent of its students are of Native Hawaiian

backgrouad, las than 15 paean of gradmitea proceed without interniptioo into a two- or four-year program

m our State system. Whitt is ts passible that these nucleon may be going to private schools or to the

Mainland fo college (and we have Do data to refine this), the socioeconomics of the community and the

educational achievement pattern at the school make this a highly unlikely scenario. A similar pattern can be

se= at Waist= High School. where the Native Hawallen population ts about 40 percent of the student body,

and at other schools as well.

The eacouragtng pane= that we see in the data concerns the 12 sites where our Federally-funded Talent

Search program has been saving all modems, sot only Native Hawaiians, since 191Z-1986, Specificelly,

looking at the LIM mien* high school-to4ollege direct contitusation tate for the Fall semesters of 1987 and

1989. 10 of 12 snes showed Fossilise growth- The is, the patent of graduates proceedmg directly into the UM

system increased at least slightly, or in selected ones. markedly (reboil). Beyond this. the Wasakea site in Hilo

showed only a slight decline that does um appear to be significant. and for the snia/l program at Honokaa on

Ike Big Island it appears that a comparauvely small number of students created a marked decline in the

pereent rate for the period considered.

For us this is good news. The nuirMem are moving in the direction we feel is msential But by no means is

our goal near at hand Our dream is that the noble history and teaditions of our aboriginal forefathers will

be adequately represented and preserved m our beloved homeland moves ever-so-rapidly toward the 2151

Canary. Education ta critical to our dream. litis is right. This is pat. This is fair.

The Student Counseling and Assistance Network Act will not solve all of our concerns as Nat= Americans,

and we know that we must expect to work diligemly along with the new services and rmources that this

legislation will bring. We applaud your vision, and we welcome you to the task at band.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion Ms. Chairperson, the members of the Hawaii Assocumon of College Admission Counselors arc

commuted to providing quality counseling SeIVICCS to students moving through the school to college transition.

We often hear the argument that not everree is suited to a 2-Acre educaume that such students need to

pursue a cause of study that prepares them for the workplace. This is undoubtedly true. College is not an

achievable or appropnath educational soot for all students. However. HACAC Onnly believes that all students

should be educated and guided in a manner that includes postsecondary edueatios as a viable option. In

keeping with our multicultural milieu, i'd like to paraphrase a Chinese philosopher.

7
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If pin plan is lor oae year. plant rice.

For ten mus, plant treet;

For a hundred years. educate people.

School counselors sod college admission counselors need the program; tools, and training to reach our mob
early enough to Make a Okra= m thee hues. Students mid parents deserve to have the hest. most accurate
and easily understood information about aillege admissions and financial aid programs that we can provide.
The Hawaii Amociation of College Admaston Counselors beheves that the various provesom of the Student

Counseling and Assistance Network Act go a long way toward providing thew services. This Am will certainly
help us educate people as we plan for a hundred years.
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Mrs. Mum. Thank you very much, Myron.
Ms. Hamilton?
Ms. HAmwroN. Aloha Congresswoman Mink and Congressman

Jefferson of the Subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity to
offer testimony regarding the reauthorization of Special
for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds [Subpart 4 of lart A
of Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965), which are also
known as TRIO

My name is GrAram8Ha;nilton, and I am currently the Acting Di-
rector of the Student Support Services Program (SSSP) here at the
University of Hawaii at Hilo (UHH), and these views are based on
my experience.

I, myself am an underrepresented ethnic minority and first gen-
eration college student like many of the students I work with.

The history of Hawaii TRIO programs is reflected of the pro-
found impact these programs have had in this State since 1966,
with the inception of the first Upward Bound Program at UH-
Manoa.

There are currently 10 TRIO programs on three of the major is-
lands in the State, serving over 3,000 studeats each year, for a total
of about 25,000 standards overall.

The precollege and postsecondary programs network extremely
well, providing comprehensive support in helping students in all
phases of the college experience; preparation, enrollment, persist-
ence and graduation.

Evidence shows that students who fall within the eligibility crite-
ria of TRIO programs (low income, first generation, or physically
handicapped) are also academically disadvantaged and need the
su t rt of successfully matriculate and graduate from college.

this State, there is a large number of underrepresented ethnic
minorities who meet these criteria Hawaiians and Filipinos are
among the most underrepresented group§ in higher reduction and
yet theg are among the largest ethnic groups in the State.

TRIO programs target these students who are "at risk" and for
the past 25 years has been very successful in increasing access and
retention of this population.

Apparently the model works and what was initially three pro-

=(Upward Bound, Talent Search and Student Su .rt Serv-
has expanded to six programs (including Education portuni-

ty Centers, Ronald McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Pro-
grams and the Training Grants programs.)

Our country has recognized the need for establishing these pro-
grams, and the need I. still present and pervasive.

For the reasons stated above with regards to the success of TRIO

F=ramand
the continued need at the national level, I am not in

onfthe recommendations to restructure these programs and
instead recommend that current procedures be continued with re-
spect to the following. issues;

I. Consolidating the Precollege Outreach Programs (UB, TS, and
ZOO and zeallocathig them under State block grants.

2. Eliminating prior experience, from the process of a
SSW grants; to institutions that have prior experience. The o
nal intent authorizing prior experience was to give recognition and
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merit to previous programs that carry out what they say they are
to do.

3. students with learning disabilities to also meet one
of the two criteria for ebility (low income or first
tion) while other students who meet the TRIO definitkon or prirylit
Wally ..,"-1"- would not he so

To increase - effectiveness and of these programs, I
would like to further recommend lengthening the grant cycle for
TRIO programs from 3 to 5 years.

I thank you for allowing me this opportunity to present my con-
cerns about the future of programs for disadvantaged student; in
this State. I think latec on in the afternoon we do have time stu-
dents who will be testifying, also.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
As I understand your last three points, Ms. Hamilton, you are in

opposition to these three points with regard to the State block

renitand
the cnp of criteria on experience and requiring stu-

atis;rith learning thsaMlities to meet the low-income criteria.
Ms. HAMILTON. That is right
Mrs. MINX, Or the first generation which is not required for the

other?
Ms. HAMILTON. That is right.
Mrs. Mtwx. Thank you very much.
Any questions, Congressman Jefferson?
Mr. JIEFFERBON. I am glad you cleared it up.
Ms. Busivrow. I (lid say I am not in favor of these recommenda-

tions. Sorry.
Mr. JErnasow. Okay. That eliminates the question about the

block grant approach. We had discussions about that which basical-
ly contend every time a program is placed under the block Fent
block grant authority t we end up inevitably shortening the
money for block grant as years come and go and eliminating the
program because the money g-ets shorter. So I was wondering
whether you meant that, but I see you don't. That clears up that
particular area for me.

Mr. Arakawa, let me ask you a question. You talked about 15
percent of the native Hawaiian students are going to college, 2- or
4-year. How many are going to 4-year schools?

Pdr. Maxim*. I am not sure. 'I would venture to guess that--
Mr. JEFFERSON. Would it be safe to say the inkfority are going to

2-year?
Mr. ARAKAWA. It would be safe to say that. Yee.
Mr. JErnasow. The 4-year schools are even more sorely lacking

in_participation by native Hawaiian students, you would say?
Mr. Mumma.. In terms of this State, I think there is a larger

proportion cf native Hawaiians at the 2-year echools than the 4-
year institutions. Yes.

Mr. Arneson. You are talking about a program that will pro-
vide an early intervention opportunity. That has been a common
thread. How well are the provisions of the educationof higher
educationwhat are you that we ought to do
to amend the act to have t rrt=rdiissPaccoffin ca4cern

Mr. MAMMA. My understanding isit is not an act yet. It is a
bill that

_al 1.

I 2 (
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Mrs. MINA. It is a rurrent law, higher education.
Mr. Jereiresori. I was not talking aboutI think he is talking

about the Student Counselinir Assistance Act. I was not reallgca:lk
ing about that so much as I was talking about the Higher
tion Assistance Act. It may turn out the proposals you are discuss-
ing may be followed into this Higher Education Act as we move
along.

Mr. AaatzAwa. I am not aware, but I don't think, and I haven't
been exposed to programs that address the early years. And I think
that as I do more and more in this job I find out that to be effective
college counseling really starts as early as possible. And, hopefidly,
at the intermediate levelsizth, seventh, eighth grade, if not earli-
er.

Mr. JErrzesori. You make a point not every student is suited for
college, but you say students have to have the alternatives present-
ed squarely to them so they will know where the options are.

If we were trying to fashion a program in Wash*gton to address
that concern that you have, what will we use to guide our ap-
proach to it? How would we identify the students who ultimately
we want to target for direct help to move into a college environ-
ment? Or how do we make these decisions? How do we focus a pro-
gram? What do we do to reach your concern here?

Mr. ARANAINA. I thinkthe main concern is that the informa-
tionI think the premise is that especially for college students and
Federal financial aid, a lot of the students and families that qualify
for that kind of aid don't even realize that it is available or are
confused about the process.

And so in answering your question I think I would first to, to
target that group that would most benefit and qualify for Federal
financial aid programs. Possibly on income levels. The underserved.
Certain minorities.

Mr. thIPTIOMON. I am just curious aboutthis doesn't have much
to do with the Higher Education Act, but you said in the survey
you conducted 80 percent of the native Hawaiians, minority grade
classification, aspire to even go to a 4-year college, whereas the per-
centage was much higher among the other students.

Was it because they thought they didn't have the opportunity to
go, they didn't know how they would work it out or where the
money would come from? Or was it for some other reason?

Mr. AftAzawa. I think that is primarily true, what you stated. I
also think that their sense of opportunities beyond high school may
be limited. And that may be traditional. I am not sure, but it cer-
tainly doesn't address their lack of ability or aptitudes. They are
certainly there.

And at my own school in 1978, only about 67 yercent of our grad-
uates went on to postsecondary institutions. 1Then we instituted a
very college counseling program, within 4 or 5 years that
has juin to 81 percent

, getting the information out and encouraging the students
are the most important goals.

Ms. HAMWON. I waild like to maybe add one more item that
maybe contributes to the problem, and that could be the lack of
role models. I think encouraging these students wheo they do go to
college to enter into education I think also would be very helpful.
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Mr. Jameson. Thank you. 
Mrs. Mum Thank you very much. 
Do you have any questions? 
Mr. %simian:mi. No questions. 
I want to add one thought. What about the availabilityfol- 

u on Congressman Jefferson's question to both of youdo 
you part of the reason that we need to emphasize postsecond- 
ary education more on one end would have to do with the availabil- 
ity of jobs once a person graduates? I mean, it is all well and good 
to go into the school and provide counseling and other o rtuni- 
ties to suggest to peoplebecause we know fully well w they 
should get as much education as possible. 

i But n my experience it is kind of like talking to a brick wall 
sometimes because the answer that I get back is, well, that is nice 
and it sounds good, but ifI invest 4 years of zny life in postsecond- 
ary education and when I get out I will make the same or perhaps 
Jess money than I would have made had I gone straight to work 
with a less proficient A or one that rFquires less education, I am 
bileing the benefit of those 4 years, Craig, and you can't really con- 
vmce me why I should do that. 

My question is, is that also an aspect of the problem hare in 
Hawaii? 

Ms. HAMIIITON. I think that is dermitely a factor. I think espe- 
cially we are ": that on Maui Community College. Some re- 
node here, =.- v in the tourism area where students from 
when they are in b' h school they are offered these jobs at good 
salaries, and I kn with respect to the Upward Bound in Maui 
that a couple yean, ago they started to have difficulty recruiting 
students into their programs because of the need for jobs. 

And I think students msy not be looking really into the long 
term but the more immediate, present needs. And somehow we 
need to instill in them to look more into the ffiture because those 
situations could be very temportuy. And also because of the fact 
that a lot of them come from low income families. There is that 
needtohelpsuS.. the families, too. 

Again, it is 4 to the famflim and talking to them about the 
benefits of education. 

Mr. Vissimanxis. Which then goes back to Congresswoman 
Mink's earlier point and one of the essential reasons we are having 
these hearings. 

It seems to me the emphasis must be place', on the so-called non- 
traditional student because the more flexibility we allow the more 
we can go out and meet those needs. A person can go to work and 
work part-time. A person can get financial assistance through a 
work/study " It is not an all or nothing proposition. And 
then they can ts to their personal needs, i.e., assisting with the 
financing of their family, whether it is their parents and other sib . 
lings or whether they started a family on their own, while at the 
same time getting the benefit of - an education. 

It seems to me when you buil that may have had some 
good purposes 10 years agoI learned in law school when the 
reason for the rule ceases to exist the rule should not exist. 

It seems to me we are at a tand under the distinguished 
leadership of our chairperson these hearings we need to em- 
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brace the concept of broadening the opportunity as you
because there are MAY other reasons why a person shouerretfi-
nanclal asaistance and at the same time be able to assist them-
selves in part.

A lot of times we don't have enough housing. I read in some of
the testimony they built a new 248 bed college dormitory and still
had a waiting list of 250 wore students.

It seems to me uniquely because of the situation here on the Is-
lands, if you don't have enough housing for students, basically it is
a disincentive for students to come to school. If they can't live in
the community they need a job to be able to pay for that housing.
It is kind of like a cycle. You meet yourself coming back.

Mr. Aascsws. I would just like to address your questions about
ifnot everybody would want to go and how do you convince a stu-
dent when the ahort4erms gainsI think that is the choice some-
times that the student makes.

My point was that if he has got enough information to make the
Lecision, that is what I think the concern is. Get that information
to take them to that point where they can make the choice to go
this way or another.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Mum I think where we are in terms of our country's histo-

ry is that many students find it necessary to postpone the decision
to go to additional schooling after high school and that phenome-
non is registered by the fact that on almost all campuses the aver-
= age of the students is far beyond the mid-20s. It is in the late

is a consequence, I think while we look at hifh school statistics
too often to measure where we are in a community, what we really
need to understand is that there is a burgeoning development on
campus where students initially after they finish high school
decide they want to get a job and get out into the world. Very soon
they begin to understand that a high school education is woefully
inadequate especially if they have potential for more. They have
this great appetite for continuing.

And that is where I think the Higher Education Act must be
flexible in helping these students who out of their own initiative
not because of any kind of a program that we put into place after
they finish high schoolbecause of their own initiative decide to go
back to college in the evenings or weekends to take additional cred-
its and are stimulated to continue on to perhaps even getting a col-

lie degme.t is those students that I think are the remarkable self-starters
in our society that need support and why I am anxious to find ways
to improve upon our higher education WI. I commend bath of your
statements that point as in that direction.

I have one question to ask Myron Arakawa. That has to do with
the native Hawaiian emphasis you have in your testimony which,
of course, is a very important area in this State, an area that we
are continuing to try to emphasise in all phases of war State pro-
gramsin housing and health and education and all of these areas.

One of the things the Federal Government has done to provide
extra fUnds to the liative Hawaiian Education Act, $6 million, and
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I understand that comes under the jurisdiction of Kamehameha
School& Is that more or less administered by your institution?

Mr. ABAKAV/A. That is correct Yes.
Mrs. MINK. To what extent are those funda being used to accom-

plish those goals which you outlined in "our - to
eathe students' uncle of opportunity and theirLli.

zone to compete for post educational experiences wherever they
t exist?
. ABAKMVA. I think one of the real novel things that program

has tried to do is tried to instill a etrong counseling component
with the financial aid grants that are awarded. I think we found
out from our werience sometimes just to award money without
any precounseling and follow-up sometimes it is throwing money
down the drain.

I think our community education program that administrates
that ihnd has placed a great deal of emphaiss on the counseling
component and where theiliaireh itryZt very hard to not only enroll
native Hawaiians in post educational institutions, but
the retention model, following up very closely to see that they are
in progress towards a

deMrs.MINK. What do&r:feitatistics at Tour school show of the 80
percent that go on? How many stay in it, say, over a 5 or 10 year
period and go on to completion?

Mr. MANAMA. Are we specifically talking about King h...oeha-
meha Secondary School?

Mrs. Mum. Yes.
Mr. ABAKAWA. Okay. We followed up with the class of 1986 over

the periods, and we found that over halfI am sorrywithin the
State of Hawaii, our attrition rate is close to a half of those that
enroll, and that it does take longer for them to graduate and get a
degree. We are trying to address that concern with Kamehameha
students why that is.

The largest attrition rate is at the university of Hawaii at
Manoa. Althotkgh we don't have any studies on this yet, I think a
commuter State institution, a large school, has something to do
with it.

Mrs. Mini. How many of your graduates go on to postsecondary
experiences on the mainland?

Mr. ARAKMVA. About at third of the class.
Mrs. MINK. How do they farethe third that go to the main-

land?
Mr. ARAKAWA. Actually their retention periods are much much

higher. Let's say in the 80 percent. Maybe because ofthey usual-
lyif they go to the malnnd they usually tend to go to small
school& Much stronger sumitt service& Also, there might be
again, this is a gut feeling-re might be a stronger sense of com-
mitment in terms of money that the family is doling out for them.

Moat of those schools are residential campuses, and I think that
makes a big impact on the learning environment.

Mrs. Mom. Thank ypu very much.
Mrs. MINK. We will move now to Panel 4, Mr. Flemming, Ms.

Annabelle Fong, Ooleen Jongeward and Margaret William. Mr.
Fleniming of the Hawaii Pacific Univereity, and Annabelle Fang
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from the University of Hawaii-Manoa, Coleen Jongeward and Mar-
garet Williams.

Mr. Flemming.

STATEMENTS OF WALTER J. FLEMMING, DIRECTOR OF FINAN-
CIAL AID, HAWAH PACIFIC UNIVERSITY; ACCOMPANIED BY
ANNABELLE FONG, DIRECPOR CF FINANCIAL AID, UNIVERSITY
OF HAWAII AT MANOA; COLEEN JONGEWARD, DIRECTOR OF
FINANCIAL AID, HAWAII LOA COLLEGE; AND MARGARET WIL-
LIAMS, PRESIDENT, HAWAII INSTITUTE OF HAIR DESIGN
Mr. FLEMMING. Madam Chairman, Representative Jefferson,

Representative Washington, aloha. I would also like to say aloha to
other staff members, parents, educators, counselors, fellow fman-
cial aid administratms and ladies and gentlemen present here for
the hearings.

I want to take this opportunity in the beginning to thank you for
giving us this opportunity to present some of our suggestions and
opinions on the future direction of Federal support for higher edu-
cation.

Speaking on behalf of the Pacific Financial Aid Association
(PACFAA) es this year's President-Elec! let me first say that we
are particularly pleased that these hearings are being held here in
the State of Hawaii. Since the membership of PAC'FAA is com-
posed of individuals from postsecondary institub'ons (both public
and private), proprietary schools and agencies in the State of
Hawaii and other far-flung locations in the Pacific who are directly
responsible for the day-to-day administration of fmancial aid, we
consider this to be a special opportAmity for us to state our views
and offer suggestions from the perspective of the front line trench-
es,

We wholeheartedly support the retention in law of Part A
(Grants), Part B (Guaranteed Student Loans), Part C (College
Work-Study) and Part E (Perkins Loan) of the Title IV Programs.
We believe that these already successful programs can be rendered
even more effective with some minor modifications.

More specifically, in the grants to students area, we support the
proposal to raise the statutory maximum Pell Grant award to
$3,700 which we feel will help ensure that low and moderate
income students have broad access to postsecondary educational op-
portunities.

PACFAA does not support, however, the administration's propos
al for new Pall Grant award rules. We feel that some common
ground must be found in this area to accommodate both low
income and moderate income families.

In the case of the supplemental grant (SEOG), it is deemed ap-
propriate that schoola contribute non-Federal aid dollars up to a
maximum of 20 percent of the Federal aid allocation dollars and
that these allocations be phased in over a reasonable period of
time.

PACFAA does not support the repeal of the grants to States for
State Student Incentives. We feel that eliminatinF Federal funds
from the Hawaii program during these economically uncertain
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We believe that the College Scholarship Service's formula for
caagmindg home ecrof:t three times income to protect applicants

that really do not increase their ability to
m, be This is an especially sensitive issue to PACFAA.

We believe that the Independent student definition, except for re.
taining the aid administrator's authority in determining the condi-
tional criteria of selfeufficiency, be modified as stated in the ad-
ministration's report.

We believe that all married students and all graduate or profes-
sional students should be considered independent

We believe that veterans' educational benefits should be elimi-
nated from the needs analysis formula but that they be counted as
a resource for the year in which received.

We believe that no special provisions for displaced homemakers
and dislocated workers should be included in the need analysis cal-
culation&

We feel that the current application system is too complex and
confiising and needs to be simplified. In this regard, PACFAA be.
lieves that the time has come for the Association to strongly recom-
mend that the Federal Processor for the Pell Grant program
should be eliminated.

When the single need analysis formula is in place, the Federal
Processor will no longer be needed since the Multiple Data Entry
(AIDE) agencies can process the grant application. They are already
certified by the Department of Education and currently process the
output document, the Student Aid Report (SAR).

We also believe that the SAR should be eliminated as a useless
document since it contains the same information as the output doc-
ument already produced by the MDE and Financial Need Analysis
Report

Institutions currently have the capability, via approved Depart-
ment of Education software programs, to process corrections to the
Financial Need Analysis Report, so there is no compelling need to
resubmit corrections to the Federal processor. The added benefit of
this proposal is that the coat savings can be directed back into Fed-
eral student aid programs.

In closing, let me thank you on behalf of PACFAA for arranging
this public forum. We, members of PACFAA, know that many
other issues will impact the reauthorization of the HEA. In the
final analysis, however, we believe a system of student aid that
best serves both students and taxpayers must be implemented.

As you conclude these hearings today and begin other deliben.-
tions tomorrow and throughout the year, PACFAA wishes you suc-
cess in shaping a plan that will, hopefully, guarantee the educe-
tional needs of our ihate and the Nation. Ifthalol

[The prepared statement of Walter J. Flenuning follows:j
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Wades Cheirman, distinguished members of the Cossittus, ladies and
gentlemen, once again, thank you for this opportunity to address
the Committee on behalf of my school, Hawaii Pacific University and
sy President, Chatt Wright. Although I may have already touched
on these issues in my earlier testimoey, my comments will be
directed toward a further explanation of selected issues of major
concern to the University, which by the way, is now the largest
independent, nonprofit college or university in the State of
Hawaii.

First, we ars very supportive of Senator Akaka's bill to amend the
MIA regarding methods for qualifying students under *ability to
benefit* criteria at institutions of higher education. We believe
that public and nonprofit institutions should be allowed to utilise
their own assessment tests, counseling setheds, and equivalency
degrees for determining ability to benefit am they could under
prior law. In support of default reduction. we do, however,
support the bill's provisicm for mandatory Department of Xducation
approved testing for ability to benefit students who are entering
proprietary schools.

Although Hawaii Pacific University does not recommend the
elimination of home equity in the calculation of a family's net
worth, we do support a formula that mor realistically ties home
equity to the family's adjusted gross income. The College
Scholarship Service's proposal to cap home value at three times
income to protect aid applicants against housing booms(or just
inflated equity like in Hawaii) that really does not increase their
ability to pay, is supported, This treateent of hose equity would
provide an equitable analysis for families who are on fixed incomes
and own or have innerited their hoses.

oh are concerned about the Administration's proposal that
institutions provide a dollar-for-dollar match for SHOO swards to
students. Contrary to this opinion expreseed in the
Administration's suamary of proposals that schools receiving
federal SHOO allotments have broad discretion to make swards that
serve institutional objectives as well as the needs of low-income
students, we find little or no discretion in tefir use, outside of
helping meet the needs of eligible students. This proposal, if
implemented, would seriously jeopardise our ability to administer
the program since, adequate matching funds may not be available or
st a minims, funds would have to be redirected from other
educational needs. In tbe long run, this proposal could force

4161 Salt* Street Manovou. Mame eilt3 Taispriona 3444253 Toa Poo t 60343151724 Fax t.s0o..544.1131
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independent school* to increese their tuition thereby further
limiting educational opportunities for manystudents. ee remsomand
capping natching allocations at the 20 percent level.

Like the SIM proposal, we do /tot support the adianistration' plan
to inaresoe the employer share of College Mork-Study payments to
students from 30% to SO% in 1992. Although imboole do recognise
some benefit in decreased labor costs by =playing students, we
feel that the primary purpose of this progra, is to provide a
practical application and/or training Asper once to supplement a
student's overall postsecondary learning experience, while at the
ease time allowing the student to help finance his/bor education.
Ihrogreethat providing an Institutional share of s student's pert -
tine wages does establish a partnership between the Federal
Government and the school that is appropriate. However. the
institutions share of the contribution ahould be reasonably
proportioned and phased in over time. We believe that there are
many schools without the financial ability to meet the So%
requirement for all the students desiring to work. This condition
will force many schools to reduce the scope of their work study
programs., abandonlieneelystudents to less rewarding alternatives.
V. recommend that the share requirement remain at the current 30%

level.

In closing, lot se soy that there ars two basic areas which we
believe should be addressed in order to improve the effectiveness
of the student aid system. First, we must isprove equal access to
postsecondary education to low and moderate Income students.
Second we must simplify the delivery of federal student aid.

Hopefully, our small pert of tha testimony given here today will
help in addressing these ccmcerns.

Thank you.

ilea ammo &Iwo Sonedulu. Halm 561113 Tospisone 5d4-0,733 Tel Free $400-6494724 Fa 1e0o.SMi 36
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PACIPAA supports, in general, S. 923. A bill to asend section 484(d)
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 regarding methods for
qualifying as an *ability to bensfit* etudent at institutions of
higher education and prnpristary institutions of higher education,
and for other purposes. As stated in the bill, this legislation
will mandate that proprietary institusicm students who hove not
graduated from high school must pass an independently administered
examination approved by tbe Department of Education prior to
enrollment. This action will maintain the originnl intent of the
Student Default Initiative Act of 1990. Public and nonprofit
institutions will be allowed to utilise assessment tests,
counseling methods, and equivalency degrees for determining ability
to benefit as they could under prior law. Ie addition, should they
choose, they may also use the Department of Education approved
testing method. Finally, in order to strengthen the integrity of
State-supported educational institutions, the Secretary of
Education would be directed to recognize a State-approved method
for determining ability to tenefit.

On behalf of our proprietary schools, although PACFAA does support

testing of ability to benefit students under Department of
Education guidelines, some latitude should be given to these
schools to devlop and administer approved test(s)/testing methods
that measure a student's learning potential rather than only prior

knowledge.

=BM INSUEISECLUIUMI

PAMPA,. does not support the Administration's proposal to require

use of the Federal Application Form. Flexibility in the financial
aid application format must be maintained in order to meet the
informational and geographical data needs of different types of
inmtitutions in determining the needs of their students.

Institutions must have the latitude to solicit information on
application forms that allow the determinetion of eligibility of
applicants for all forms of aid, e.g. institutional, state, private

agencies. Students nornally submit the forss required by the
institution(s) they wish to attend, anticipating a nominal charge

for processing. The "free" form concept would not be universally
accepted by students when they know that additional forms may be
required and delays in processing 4.4 their aid will occur.

IBM= MIADAMISIS

PACFAA supports the Administration's proposal that a single need

analysis formula similar to the general need analysis, or
Congressional Methodology, would determine eligibility for all
need-based Title IV student aid progress. It is agreed that
establishing a single need analysis system would simplify Federal

program delivery by providing one axpented family contribution

outcome. In this regard, PACFAA recommends adopting the following

guidelines:

3 4?
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- PACFAA concurs with the proposal that all independent
students without children would be treated equally in need analysis
calculations, regardless of marital status. Currently, the
financial contribution expected from married independent students
without children is determined by the more liberal formula used for
families with children (see additional comments below).

- PACFAA is strongly opposed to the elimination of hone
equity in the calculation of a family's wet worth and supports the
College Scholarship Service's proposal in assessing home equity.
This proposal provides a formula for the routine treatment of home
equity for familise in a fair and equitable manner, particularly
when hoes velum; are determined to be out of lin, with family
income. This proposal would cap home value at three tines income
to protect aid applicants against housing t really did
not increase their ability to pay. The elininati home equity
from the need analysis system, although having the advantage of
simplicity, could result in a significant redistribution of aid
from less advantaged to more advantaged applicants. This is an
especially sensitive issue to those of us in the State of Hawaii
since Hawaii's average single-family home sales price iS the
highest in the nation. This treatment of hone equity would provide
an equitable analysis for fasilies who are on fixed incomes and own
or have inherited their homes.

- PACFAA supports modification of the independent student
definition proposed by the Administration with the following caveat
concerning self-sufficiency: That the modified definition clearly
state, that if in the opinion of the aid administrator, supported
by clear and documented evidence, that a dependency override is
warranted, the professional judgement of the administrator will
take precedence in the matter. Far too many unusual and mitigating
circumstances may have to be considered in determining the
independent status of students to preclude the use of professional
judeament. Of all areas addressed in the need analysis, this one
mtv.:t mandate the maximum latitude in allowing professional
judgement on the part of the local aid administrator.

- PACFAA also concurs that all married students and all
graduate or professional students should be considered independent.
This proposal would eliminate confusion and simplify program
delivery and application procedures. In addition, PACFAA
recommends that the treatment of income and assets for this group
of students be changed so that married students without dependents
are not allowed to shelter more resources than other independent
students. Under the current need analysis there is a glaring
inevity when both husband and wife are students in that the
standard Maintenance Allownce and cost of attendance allow for
double the adjustments and expenses of the couple. It is proposed
that :married students without children be treated similarly to
single independent students since they have no parental financial
obligations and true financial strength is not accurately assessed.

1 33
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- PACFAA concurs that veterans educational benefits be

eliminated from the need analysis forsula. These benefits should

be considered as either a resource or financial aid when

determining need.

PACTAA too recommends that no special provisions for

displaced homemakers and dislocated workers be included in the need

analysis calcUlations. Unique student and family financial

circumstances of this nature can best be considered under

professional judgement in applying special conditions. This action

will also shorten and simplify the application process thereby

supporting efforts to enhance the effectiveness of the delivery

system.

PACFAA concurs with the Adainistration's promal that

allowances applied to the dependent student's income would be

increased by the amount of the negative parental available incone

whim parental incase is less than the living allowances provided

in the formula and the calculated expected contribution from

parental assets is insufficient to offset tha negative available

income.

2110aILL illUMILTILAISBErat

PACFAA concurs with the proposal to raise the Itatutory maximum

Pell Grant award to $3,700, which we feel will help ensure that

both low and moderate income students have broad access to

postseconderyeducational opportunities. Puma doss not, however,

support the Adainistration's proposed new award rules (a percentage

of financial need or the maximum award minus the RFC) in

determining the eligibility of students. Wa foal that some COMM
ground must be found in this area to accommodate moderate income

PACFAA is =Med to the proposal to repeal the current provision

permitting a financial aid administrator to adjust without limit-

-an individual student's expected family contribution or cost of

attendance in *special circumstance*. The authority of the

financial aid administrator to use professional judgment in

determining the Congressional Methodology PC, based on sperlal

condition data, in awarding campus-based aid and guaranteed loan

funds must be maintained. This provision does not provide the

opportunity for significant program abuse at the institutional

level. Administrators Who are on scene must have the authority to

make these *special circumstances* decisions.
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The proposal that institutions provide a dollar-for-dollar ;match
for $MOG awards to students is strongly opposed. Contrary to the
opinion expressed that Schools receiving Federal SBOO alloteents
have broad discretion to maks awards that serve institutional
objectives as well as the needs of low-income student*, gdmimal
discretion in their use, outside of helping meet the needs of
eligible students, is available. This proposal, if implemented,
I=.14 seriously jeopardise the ability of some private, independent
schools and others to administer the SECO progrma. It is deemed
appropriate that schools contribute non-qadaral aid dollars insoles
reasonable proportion to Federal aid dollars phased in over time.
It might also be reasonable to expect that state funds be
permissible in the *matching" of funds.

PACFAA does not support the repeal of the Grants to States for
State Student Incentives. Although the State of Hawaii has a
viable SSIG program, liminating Federal funds from the program
during a period of economic uncertainty will seriously impair the
student incentive grant program in its efforts to help the truly
needy students of this state.

ISSMIL SIMIUMMID-1111SEMLIAMLINIMM

PACFAA endorses the Adainistration's proposals to increase the
annual loan limits to help students meet the rising costs of
postsecondary education as follows;

- -Increase the Stafford loan limit from $2,625 to $3,500 for first-
and second-year undergraduates.

--Increase the Stafford loan limit from $4,000 to $5,000 for third-
jourth-. and fifth-year undergraduates.

--Maintain the current Stafford loan limit of $7,500 for graduate
students.

- -Maintain the current SLS limit of $4,000 for a full year progras
for first-year students; and

- -Increase the SLS loan limits from $4,000 to $6,000 for
undergraduates (excluding the first-year students) and from $4,000
to $10,000 for graduate students.

PACFAA also supports the default prevention and collection
proposals as summarised below:

-Easnaim-lindsziLla_airfamaraclitzlnaka..
diihureae.nt.
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PACFAA generally supports the Administration's measures to ensure
the financial stability of existing guarantee agencies as outlined
in the sunsary report under the headings: guarantee Agency
ImProvehmhts, Risk Sharing, and Other Proposals. PUMA supports
limy of ths specific proposals listed, but rammeves turthercomment
until the appropriate agency positions are known.

MEM MCIMIZSMILMOXISMI

MOM dais not support the proposal to increase the employer share
of payments to students from 30 percent to SO percent km 1992.
Althmailisome benefit is recognized from decressed labor costa, the
primary purpose of this program is to provide practical
application and/or training experience to a students overall
postsecondary learning experience: while at the same time allowing
the student to earn money for his education. The Mork-Study
program should not be viewed as a means of providing a pool of low-
wage workers for the benefit at the institution. Fund, are not
directed to eligible students the school most desires to enroll -
- thily are directed across-the-board to students who demonstrate

financial aid need and who have a desire to work. Providing an
institutional share of 4 student's part-time wages does recognize
the partnership between the Federal Ocvernment and the school and
is appropriate. However, the share should be reasonably
proportioned and phased in over tiger. Schools without the ability
to meet the SO percent requirement for all tha students desiring
to work will be forced to reduce their program, abandoning some
students to less rewarding alternatives.

=BM 414 401.) "1 t I r=',4441 s. -

SIMMigt

PACYAA supports the requirements for credit checks of borrowers
aged 21 and over, as well as borrower provision of driver's license
number and other skip-tracing inforastion.

1 t;
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Minh does not support the proposal to repeal the authority for
new Federal capital contributions for the Parkins Loan program.
The Perkins loan program is a vital pert of the caspus-based loan
programs and should retain its vieb.lity. if the capital
contribution is eliminated, the will not have the
gueranteed stability necessary to to the needs of the
students. in the view of PACFAA, the Stafford and 313 loan
programmers far sore heavily subsidlaed by interest and collection
efforts than the low-inimumet, but collectable, Perkins loan
program. This program suet be maintained at current levels or else
the education of millions of needy students is at risk.

..41(

in order to streamline the delivery system PACFAA supports
development of a national data system to track, not only defaults,
but also to monitor all aspects of an individual's experience with
the Federal student assistance progress.

ZaZEIL As. i 41k

PAM& is strongly opposed to the SCIXLP proposal to require
vocational credit hour prugrasa to measure training in cloak hours
for the puxposa of d.t.zuininq institutional eligibility to
participate in Federal etudint aid progress. This action is
considered inappropriate, having the effect of imposing Federal
standards upon institutional and accrediting policies dealing with
academics.

=Ms. ill111=2112331AMICIIRALI4 ICZ

The costs of administering and managing the Title XV proqra have
increased to such an extent that the 5 percent strative fee
allowed to Renege these expenditures is no longer outfit:tient to
cover the cost involved. The loan default reduction regulations,
financial aid try:script requirements, OSL regulations, changes in
laws other than the Higher Sensation Aot which require immediate
implementation by institutions have all impacted on these higher
administrative requirements. The idiosyncracy of the expenditure
fee is that the inetitution matches all cespue-based programs so
the 5 percent administrative foe in reality, a combination of
Federal and institutional funds. PACFAA recommends that the fee
allowance be raised to 0 percent.

PAMAA also recommends that institutions be allocated an
administrative allowance of $20 per student recipient of the
Stafford loan, MS and the PLUS loan prograss to compensate for the
costs of handling applications, conducting interviews, mailings,
check handling, and reporting to guarantee agencies and
confirmation reports.

137
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=am atamazaa.Amunnummeraigina
PACIPAA recommends that the ceiling on the transfer of funds from

the Cellege Work-Study prommtto the= program be increased from

$30,000 to $40,000. pens.s, mainly salary in nature, have been

and will continue to increase every year. In order for this

program to renain viable additional funds are essential.

MEM figUllb&220022112

The Association feels that the current application system is too

complex and confusing and needs to be eimplified. In this regard,

we believe Uhat the time has come for the Association to strongly

recommend that the Federal Processor for the Pell 0rent program

should be eliminated. When the single need analysis formula is in

place, the Federal Processor will no longer be needed since the

Multiply Data Entry (MDE) agencies can process the grant
application (they are alrealy certified by the Department of
Education and currently process the output document, the Student

Aid Report (SARI). We also believe that the SAR should be

e liminated as a useless document since it contains the same
information as the output document already produced by the MDR, the

Financial Needs Analysis Report. Institutions currently have the

capability, via approved Department of Education needs analysis
software programs, to process corrections to the Financial Weeds
Analysis Report, so there is no compelling need v.° resubmit

corrections to the Federal Processor.

Althoughthe Federal Processor's current initiative to generate and

expand electronic student matches for Selective Service.

Immigration, and default status is supported, PACFAA believes that

this information can be reported by the NDEs in the Financial Needs

Analysis Report. In any case, institutions have the ultimate

responsibility in determining the status of students, especially

when students fail to subeit their SAR. In addition, the current

requirement for institutions to obtain Financial Aid Trapecripts

from other schools the student attended, does act as a safeguard
in identifying refunds due on the over payment of a fed-gral grant

and determining the utudent's default status.

The added benefit, and perhaps even sore important than processing

efficiency, is that the cost savings (probably in the millions of

dollars), can be directed back into federal student aid programs.

BEST COPY MAIM
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Mrs. Minx. Thank you vexy much, Mr. Flemming.
Counsel ted out a point you raised in your testimony about

the defini of an independent student in which you stated=
supported the administration's definition, and he t._4:

the current age is 24 and the President's -, . on is 26. Do
you support the 26-_year-old?

Mr. Fissontro. We do ell that. Yes. As long as the local fi
nancial aid administrator can use professional judgment in de-

tt=tiad.

the self-aufficiency of the student and family we believe

Mrs. Mors. Why do you feel it is necessary to increase the age to
26?

Mr. FLEMMING. One of my other colleagues?
Ms. Fomi. What we are seeing here very significantly is a lot of

students are still undergraduates at age 24, living at home. There
are more and more of them. I think the statistics that I saw in one
analysis showed that the increase in independent students there-
fore that call upon more resources has risen to 76 percent in the
last 2 years as a result of that 24-year-old. We are concerned about
the shift of flinds going to the older student and the younger stu-
dent There is a shift' of funds, and that is what our concern is.

Mrs. Mum. How much of a shift in funds have you seen?
Ms. FONG. We believe there is almost a 25 percent shift before

they graduate with a bachelor's degree.
Mrs. Mint. We will get to that point.
Ms. Fong.
Ms. Foila. I am not making a testimony. I am with the UHH. As

you know, there will be nobody from UI4B speaking because our
bosses have spoken.

I am President of Pacific Financial Aid Association. I want to
thank you, Patsy, on top of what Mr. Washington and Mr. Jeffer-
son said. I have been in the Thle IV Programs since 1965, first
with the TRIO and then being in the Financial Aid Office, and I
have sat through three reauthoriazations. I have seen Tom. I have
seen him in Washington, but we have never had a hearing here. I
always had to go to the mainland.

I thank you all for being here. You asked a question of Doris
Ching. Do you want me to wait until afterwards to say what she
wanted me to get back to you?

Mrs. Mom. You are free to do it now.
MEL FONG. Administrative overheadas she was talking about

the need for nontraditional students for which costs could be
picked up by the Federal Government, she didn't fully understand
what that administrative overhead was. We use a lot of it to pay
for our audits, to pay for loan collectors and to do other kinds of
things within Flnapélal Aid, so to speak, that we are not using for
other programs except for paying for the need to keep our financial
aid programs curramt, clean and accountable for.

So she wanted that clarified. Thank you.
Mrs. k Fine. Thank you.
Mrs. Jongeward.
Me. JONGKWARD. Aloha, Representative Mink, Representative

Hayes, Representative Washington, tativ3 Jefferson, staff
members, colleagues, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to Hawaii

1 3 1i
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and thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and recom-
mendations associated with the Reauthoritzation of the Higher
Education Act in 1991.

My name is Co leen Jonpward, and I am the Director of Finan-
cial Aid at Hawaii Loa Co fte. I am here as a practicing Financial
Aid Administrator with over 10 years of experience, and I am cur-
rently the Past-President of the 'Pacific Financial Aid Association.

There are many issues and problems with the current student
aid programs and delivery system which must be addressed and re-
solved during this reauthorization period in order to better serve
economically disadvantaged students. The present system is ineffi-
cient and overregulated. The goal of providing access to higher edu-
cation is not being achieved in a manner that reflects the advance-
ment of the technolmy and sophistication our Nation possesses.

Providing finandal support to those able to benefit from educa-
tion in ortter that they may have more successful, productive and
happier lives is the single best investment which government and

trdearyen

rs can make. Our willingness to educate and protect our
is a test of any decent and compassionate society. It is evi-

dent we can no longer compete and prosper in the global arena
when more than a third of our children are growing up in igno-
rance and a fifth in poverty.

If current trends continue, a disproportionate number of our chil-
dren will (frow up poor, untrained, uneducated and unmotivated at
the very time our Nation will need the children to be healthy, edu-
cated and productive. We must do more if our Nation will continue
to be a place where every man, woman and child will have the op-
portunity to reach their potential. Educating young minds is not
suscepUble to compromise. We must all work together to achieve
this goal.

I have identified several areas that I feel will assist us in achiev-
ing our mutual goal and will improve the student aid programs
and the delivery system as we enter the next century. I have sepa-
rated my recommendations in the five following areas: Pell Grant
Program, Home Equity, Need Analysis, Delivery System and Ad-
ministrative Overhead and Allowance.

Pell Grant Program. The Pell Grant Program is insufficient in
its current structure. This program was designed to aid the need-
iest of students, yet it is the single most bureaucratic and compli-
cated program for students and schools.

Students must currently submit a nationally-approved need anal-
ysis application to a processor such as the College Scholarship
Service or the American College Testing Service, who produces a
paper report that the student must submit to the school he or she
chooses to attend. When a student submits their need analysis ap-
plication in a timely fashion, it is submitted prior to the time most
families have comed their Federal tax returns, so the informa-
tion is estimated and usually not accurate. As a result, many
changes must be made to the report, and it must be resubmitted to
the central processor in Iowa. Students expect to receive their
funds at the start of the school term, not just prior to the comple-

tion.
There is currently an excellent system in place that provides

Federal financial aid., such as the Supplemental Grant (SEOG), Per-
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kins Loan, and college work study funds, directly to students by
the financial aid administrators at the campus level. This system
has proven to be quite effective.

We must eliminate the requirement that a student must return a
paper Pell Grant Report to the school and that corrections be made
to the central processor prior to payment. It is redundant to have a
student submit a three-page report which contains information
that the school has already received and in most cases has verified
for the other Federal programs. The responsibilities placed on the
student serve to deter them. It would be a logical course of action
to make the Pell Program a campus-based program.

Home Equity. One of the largest concerns of the residents of the
State of Hawaii is the current treatment ofhome equity.

In Congressional Methodology, one of the measurements for de-
termining financial strength is &vale equity, the difference between
the assessed value and the outstanding mortgage. The Standard
Maintenance Allowance or SMA is a critical element in the Con-
gressional Methodol -. need analysis system. The SMA is based on
the Bureau of Labor tidies Low Standard of Living.

The SMA for a student in Iowa is the same as a student in
Hawaii. For most Hawaii State residents, the SMA table is illogi-
cally low relative to their actual living costs. If we are concerned
about realistically measuring a family's ability to contribute to
their child's education, we must establish living allowances that
adequately reflect local costs to more accurately measure financial
need.

I believe that the CSS proposal that caps home equity at three
times income should be adopted. This ties assets to income in a fair
and concise manner and appears to be the best solution to a com-
plex problem.

Need analysis, In order to simplify Federal program delivery, I
believe a single need analysis system to determine expected contri-
butions be adopted. I support the proposal that Cmgressional
Methodology be used to determine eligibility for all need-based
Title IV student aid programs. Through the use of professional
judgment, aid administrators can make any appropriate corrections
or adjustment based on special documented circumstances.

Delivery system. It is time to simplify the process for which aid
is made available to eligible students. There should be a single,
universal form for applying for a Stafford Loan, Supplemental
Loan or Parent PLUS Lmn. The current process succeeds in con-
fusing and intimidating students. It is time to make the necessary
changes.

Administrative overhead and allowance. The costa of administer-
ing and managing the Title IV programs have increased at such an
alarmhig rate that the current 5 percent expenditure of Title IV
funds is no longer enough. I believe that the administrative allow-
ance be increased to 8 percent to offset expenses related to the
management of the Thle IV programs.
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I fitrther recommend that institutions be given an administrative
allowance of $20 per recipient of the Stafford, Supplemental Loan

to Students and the Parent Loan Program to Wed the costs of
handling the application% conducting entrance and exit interviews,
mailings, check hmdling, reports to guarantees agencies and status
confirmation.

Tn closing, I would like to thank you for allowing me this oppor-

tt ay to state my views and recommendations at this forum.
he prepared statement of Coleen Jongeward followsl
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REAUTEORIXATION OF TIE MGM EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
:OLT 1. 1991

Aloha Representative Mink. Representative Reyes.

Representative Washineton. Representative Jefferson, staff

members, collesones. ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to

Hawaii and thank von for the opportunity to Provide comments

and recommendations associated with the Reauthorisation of

the Nigher Education Act in 1991. My name is Cole=

Jongeward and I am the Director of Financial Aid at Ravaii

Loa College. I am here as a nracticing Financial Aid

Administrator with over ten yeart of erverience and I am

currently the Past- President of the Pacific Financial Aid

Association.

There are many issues and problems with the current student

aid Programs and delivery system which must be addressed and

resolved durino this Reauthorization period in order to

better serve economically disadvantaeed students. The

present system is inefficient and overregulated. The goal

of Providing access to hioher education is not ifeing

achieved in a manner that reflects the advancement of the

technology and sophistication our nation possesses.

Providing financial purport to those able to benefit from

education in order that they mar have more successful.

productive and happier lives is the single best investment

which government and tazpayers can melte. Our willinaness to

Pace 7 1
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*ducats and Protect our children is a test of any decent and

comoassionatis society. It is evident we can no longer

compete and prosper in the global arena when more than a

third of our children ere growing up in ignorance. and e

fifth in poverty. If current trends continue, a

disproportionate number of our children will crow uP Pour.

untrained. uneducated. and unmotivated at the Very time our

nation will need the children to be healthy, educated and

productive! We must do more if our nation will continue to

be a place where every man. woman. and child will have the

osmortunity to reach their Potential. Educating young mdnds

ls not susceptible to compromise. Re must all work together

to achieve this coal.

I have identified several areas that I feel will assist us

in achievino our mutual goal and will improve the student

aid Programa and the delivery system as we anti!' the next

century. r have separated mv recommendations as follows:

PELL GRANT PROGRAM

ROM/ EQUITY

SEEDS AMALTSIS

DELIVERY NUM

ADMINISTRATIVE OVERSEAD AND nworapcs

Pell Grant Proqram: The Pell grant program is insufficient

in its current structure. This Taverna was designed to aid

the neediest of students. yet it is the single mast

Page. - 2
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bureaucratic and complicated proaram tor students and

schools. Students Mit currently submit a nationally-

approved need analysis eoplication to a orocessor such es

the college Scholarship Service or. the American College

Testing Service who produces a paper report that the student

must submit to the school he or she chooses to attend. When

a student submits their need analysis application in a

timely fashion. it submitted prior to the time most families

have completed their F-4eral tax rturns so the information

is estimated and cauallv not accurate. As a result, many

changes must be made to the report and t must be

resubmitted to the Central Processor in Iowa. Students

expect to receive their funds at the start of the school

term. not just prior to the completion. There is currently

an excellent system in place that orovides federal financial

aid. such as the Suoplemental Grant (SECO). Perkins Loan,

and College Work Study Funds directly to student, by the

Financial Aid Administrator at the campus. This system has

Proven to bm aulte effective! We nust eliminate the

requirement that a student must return a paper Pell Grant

Ageort to the school and that corrections be node t; the

Central Processor prior to payment. It is redundant to have

a student ubmit a three page report which contains

isiformation that the scheel has already received and in most

awes has verified for the other fedral programs. The

responsibilities pleced on the student serve to deter them.

Page.- 3
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It would be a logical course of action to make the Pell

program a campus-based Program.

Nome Equity: One of the largest concerns of the residents

of the state of Bewail Is the current treatment of home

equity. In Congressional Methodology, one of the

measurements for determining financial strength is homer

equity1 the difference between the assessed value and the

outstanding mortgage. The Standard Maintenance Allowance or

SMA is a critical element in the Congressional MethodologY

need inalYsis system. The SMA is based /n the Bureau of

Labor Statistics-Low Standard of Living'. The SMA for a

student in Iowa is the same as e student in Bawaii. For

most Hawaii state residents. the SMA table is illogically

low relative to their actual 121,13141 Costs. If we are

concerned about realistically measuring a family's ability

to contribute to their child's education. we must establish

living allowances that adecuately reflect local costs to

mere accurately measure financial need. / belive that the

CSS oroposal that caos home eauitv at three tines income

should be adopted. This ties assets to income in a fair and

COUcise manlier and simmers to be the best solution to a

mulles Problem.

Seeds Analysis: In order to simplify federal program

delivery. I believe a single need analysis system to

determine expected contributions be adopted. I oupport the

1 .1
/
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proposal that Congrogaional Methodology be used to determine

eligibility for all need-based Title IV student aid

programs. Through the use of orofessional judgement. Aid

Adainistrators can make env appropriate corrections Or

adjustments based on special documented circumstances.

Delivery System: It is time to simplify the Process for

which aid la made available to eligible students. There

should be a single. universal form for applying for a

Stafford Loan. Supplemental Loan, or Parent PLUS Loan. The

current procss succeeds in confusing and Antimidating

students. It is time to make the necessary changes.

Administrative Ovrhead and Allowance: The costs ot

administering and managing the Title IV programa have

increased at such an alarming rate that the current 5%

ezpanditure of Title IV funds is no longer enough. I

believe that the administrative allowance be increased to a%

to offset expenses related to the manacement of tle Title iv

erograms.

further recommend that institutions be given an

administrative allowance of S20 per recipient of the

Stafford, Supelemental Loan to Students and the Parent Loan

Program to offset the costs of handling the applications,

conducting entrance and azit interviews. mailinos. check

Page -
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handling, reports to guarantees agencies and sLatus

confirmation reports.

There should be a coonisance that the changes in laww,

regulations and audit reguiremente have seriously impacted

institutions. Constant and untimely changes in student aid

programs wreak havoc with the verv students that the Higher

Education Act of 1965 were meant to assist. When social

policies. which have nothing to do with the determination of

students' financial need to either enter or continue

postsecondary education. effect eligibility. the endeavor to

administer and award aid to deserving students is subverted.

To exoect financial aid administrators to police social

behavior is unthinkable.

In closino. I would like to thank you for allowing me this

opportunity to state mv views and recommendations at this

forum.

Paws 7 6
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Mrs. MINIL Thank you very much.
Ms. Williams.
Ms. V/ lamas. Good morning, Honorable Chairperson Mink and

Honorable Representatives Jefferson and Washington.
My name is Margraret Williarns, and I am president of the

Hawaii Institute of Hair Design and president of the Hawaii Asso-
dation of Pacific Postsecondary Private Schools.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning
to address the reauthorization of the MO er Education Act, specifi-

the issues affecting private career school students.
beginning of the 1990's have not been easy. An economic

downturn deepened into a national recession. War in the Persian
Gulf, slow growth in productivity and a decline in real wages have
made life difficult for the people of Hawaii and the entire Nation.

Indicators underscore the need to get our economy back into
ting shape. A key to meeting the economic challenges of the

1 'a and beyond is improving the skills of our people--our most
valuable economic resource. We must ensure that our workforce is
educated, skilled_and w-Wuctive.

Last month, Pr.,,,t Bush announced his plan to revitalize
American education, "America 2000: An Education Strategy." In
that plan, President Bush said, "For those of us already out of
school and in the workforce, we must keep learning if we are to
live and work successfully in today's world. 'A Nation at Risk'
must become 'A Nation of Students."

It is the role of each citizen to pursue educational opportunities.
It is the role of tb.e public and private sectors to provide a variety
of opportunities among which America's students can choose. And
it is the role of local, State and Federal Government to assure that
those opportunities are available to all Americans who wish to
pursue them regardless of their race, gender or socio-economic cir-
cumstances.

We need "A Nation of Students," because the United States is
encountering intense international competition from Western Eu-
ropean and Pacific Rim nations who devote a significant amount of
their education dollars to workforce-related curriculum and train-
in&

American firms are more frNuently choosing to take advantage
of less expensive foreign labor. IVe can compete with this dynamic
in only two ways: one, reduce American wages to equal or lower
levels and thereby lower the American standard of living, or, two,
pivvide the educational opportunities working Americans at all
levels need to improve their existing skills or learn new skills to
make their work more valuable to American and International
firms

As the Commission an the Skills of the American Workforce said
in June, 1990, "America's Choice (is) high skills or low wages."

When the Higher Education Act was originally written in 1965,
it reflected the needs of a far different stud.ent body than we have
today. In 1965, postsecondary education served as a transition from
adolescence to adulthood for mostly white male middle-class stu-
dents pursuing a full-time liberal arts education at a residential
campus.
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While this profile still fits some students, many of today's stu-
dent: are older and seeking career-specific education and traininog
on a part-time basis while working and living off campus. Today to
students are also more racially and ethnically diverse and are
nearly balanced along gender lines.

Therefore, it is important that access to Title IV assistance be
mahitained for all types of students regardless of the length of the

gn
they plan to attend. Such access is especially vital for stu-

egrainsattending programs of 600 clock hours or less. Maay of these
students do not have the luxury of remaining out of the workforce
to obtain training for more than a 6-month period of time. Access
to loan assistance makes this opportunity possible.

At my school in Hawaii, a large percentage of the student popu-
lation are single mothers. These women must receive help in order
to get the training they need to get a job. We also serve a large
number of Vietnamese, Korean and Taiwanese immigrants. All of
these people rely on financial aid to get the education and training
they need.

Because we do serve a large number of immigrants, my institu-
tion is well aware of the special needs of these students. In some
instances the system of delivering student aid could be improved to
better serve these students. For example, as of July 1, 1991, we are
required to test all students who do not have a high school diploma
(with an ability to benefit test). This test is chosen from a list of
tests approved by the Secretary of Education.

Because many immigrants are unable to produce a high school
diploma from their own coun, we are required to treat these stu-
dents as if they never achieved a high school diploma. In addition,
these tests are timed testa, and for students who do not even have
as much as a cross language dictionary, this is nearly impossible.
Nor are these tests an accurate reflection of a student's ability to
learn and to do well.

It is my recommendation that the committee develop ability to
benefit tests which truly reflect their ability to learn. Moreover, I
would recommend that these tests should not be timed.

Also, short term programs are essential to students who cannot
afford to be absent from the workforce for a long period of time.
They need these programs to provide them with a solid, yet short,
education and training program in order to given them the skills
they require and get them back into the workforce as quickly as
possple so they may earn money and become productive, tax-
paying members of society.

The National Association of Trade and Technical Schools and the
Assocklion of Independent Colleges and Schools together represent
more than 2,200 private career schools and colleges serving nearly
1.5 million students. They have developed a comprehensive legisla-
tive proposal for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Briefly, the proposal calls for access to postsecondary education
opportunities for all students, including the poor and disadvan-
taged. It restores the proper balance between grants and loans so
the very poorest do not leave school under a huge burden of debt.
It improves the integrity of the aid programs. And it enhances the
effectiveness of the programs through simplifir_vtion and improved
administration.
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Theltlan recafta#es that Paa? la should have access to the type of
education that nest meets their needs and abilities. It calls for a
number of reforms that will clarify the accountability of all players
involved in the student aid programs and create ways to curb
abusereforms that will help restore everyone's confidence in
these programs.

Private career schools and colleges provide more than half of the
trained en evel workers in the United States. Acconiing to a
recent U.S. Department of Labor study, 18 of the 20 fastest growing
occupations are taught in private career schools.

As consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
of 1 I une you to take a new apir.-- 111 that addresses the
human capital needs of this Nation's ..3rce for the year 2000
and beyond by recognizing the diversit 3f postsecondary education
options availaMe to students with a variety of needs and goals; re-
store confidence in the integrity of student aid programs by
making every effort to prevent fraud and abuse in the Federal stu-
dent aid programs and requiring all postsecondary institutions to
provide information on the cost, education requirements, chanms
of succeeding and employment or continuing education possibilities
experienced by graduaterg and assure fairness in the student aid
programs and provide students with the financial opportunity to
choose among all schools by making student aid programs under-
standable and the application system appropriate to the individual
and guarantee access to student aid based on applicants' need but
not constraining aid on the basis of type of schools, default rates or
programs chosen.

Taking these steps will provide access to Federal financial aid
and thus to postsecondary education opportunities for all Ameri-
cans. I hope the House and Senate take this opportunity to refine
Federal education policy to reflect the changes in our Nation's pop-
ulation, economy and education and workforce needs.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my views with you.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Margaret Williams followsl
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Good morning, my name is Margaret Williams and I am

provident of the Newell Institute of Hair Design, and president of

the Bewail Association of Pacific Postsecondary Privets Schools.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this

morning to address the reautherisation Of the Nigher Sducation

Acts pecifically, the issues affecting private career school

students.

The beginning of the 1990s have not been easy. An 'commie

downturn deepened into a national recession, war in the Persian

Gulf, slow growth in productivity, and a decline in reel wages

have node life difficult for the people of Hawaii, and the entire

nation.

All of these indicators underscore the need to get our

economy back into fighting shape. A key to meeting the economic

challenges of the 19901 amd beyond is isproving the skills of our

peoPle -- our vont valuable ecoaosic resource. Ile suet ensure

that our workforce is educated, skilled, and productive.

In order to have an educated workforce, A/mica's elementary

and secondary schools suet lay the critical foundation. Students

must complete school with the ability to move on to the nest step

in order to be productive members of society.

Lent month, President Bush announced his plan to revitalise

American education, Amerios 110001 An laucation Strategy'. In

that plan, President Sash said, *For those of us already out of

school and in the workforce, we must keep learning if we ars to

live and work successfully in today's world. 'A nation At Risk'
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must become 'A Nation of Students.** I understand that to mean

ell Americans of all ages and beekgrounds need to take advantage

of the opportunities available to thee, to continue their

education, to prepare them for their first Jobe, to inprove their

skills for their current jobs, or to enable thee to switch careers

if they so choose.

It is the role of each citiren to pursue educational

opportunities; it is the role of the public and private sectors to

provide a variety of opportunities *Along whi0h America'. students

can choonet And it is the role of the local, state and federal

governments to assure that those opportunities are available to

all Americans who wish to pursue them regardless of their race,

gender, or socio-economic circumetanoes.

We need "A Nation of Students," because the United States ie

encountering intenst. iternational competition from Western

European and Eacif.41 Rim nations who devote a significant amount

of their education dollars to workforce-rlated curriculue and

training. American firms are more frequently choosing to take

advantage of lass expensive foreign labor. We can compete with

this dynamic in only two wsyst 2) reduce American wages to equal

or lower levels and thereby lower the American standard of living,

or 2) provide the educational opportunitis working Americana at

all levels need to improve their existing skille or learn new

skills to make their work more valuable to American and

international firm,. As the Commission on the Skills of the

Anorican Workforce said in June, 1990, 'America's Choice (is) high

skills or low wages."

lry-
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When the Higher Hducation Act was originally written in 1965,

it reflected the needs of a tar different student body than we

have today. in 1905 postsecondary education served as

transition from adolescence to adulthood tor mostly white male

siddls -clay. students pursuing a full-time liberal arts education

at a residential campus. While this profile still fits some

students, many of today'. students are older and seeking career-

specific education and training on a part..time basis while working

and living off campus. Today's students are also more racially

and ethnically diverse, and ars nearly balanced along gender

lines.

Therefore it ie important thet access to Title ry assistance

be saintained for all types of students regardless of the length

of the program they plan to attend. such access is especially

vital for students attending prograes of 600 clock hours or less.

Many of those students do not have the luxury of reaaining out of

the workforce to obtain training tor sore than a six sonth period

of time. Access to loon assistance makes this opportunity

possible.

At my school in Hawaii, a large percentage of the student

population are single mothers. These women met receive help in

order to get the training they need to get a job. We also serve a

large nusber of Vietnamese, Korean, and Taiwanese immigrants. All

of these people rely on financial aid to gat the education and

training they need.

Because we do serve a large number of isaigrants, my

institution is well aware of the special needs of these students.

I5f;
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Ia SOaa instances the system of delivering student aid could be

improved to better serve these students. Tor example, as of Zuly

1. 1991 we ars required to test all students who do not have a

high school diploma (with an ability to benefit test). This test

is chosen from a list of teats approved by the Secretary of

Education.

Because many immigrants are unable to produce a high school

diploma from their own country, we are required to trait those

students as if they never schieved a high school diploma. In

addition, these tests are timed tests and for students who do not

even have as much as a cross language dictionary, this is nearly

impossible. Par at* these tests an aocurate reflection og a

student's ability to learn and to do well.

It is my recommendation that the committee develop ability to

benefit tests which truly reflect their ability to learn.

Moreover, I'd recommend that these tests should not be timed.

Due to their economic circumstances, many of today's

students -- again, my chool is a perfect example -- cannot

continuously attend school for four or more years. Yet, current

regulations are biased against short-term programs. Short-term

programs are essential to tudents who cannot afford to be absent

from the workforce for a long period of time. They need these

programs to provide them with a solid, yet short, education and

training program in order to give them the skills they require and

got them back into th workfare* as quickly as possible so they

may earn money and become productive, tax-paying members of

eocisty.

15/
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With the 1991 reauthorisation of the Higher Bducation Act at

hand, the U.O. Congress has en opportunity to help America meet

its education and workforce needs for the 21st century. Rather

than addressing the financial needs of postsecondary students as

if all were pursuing s traditional baccalaureate degree, Cangress

can explore the needs of America's students and provide the

financial assistance neceseary to encourage them to develop their

skills and knowledge to become Tmoductive and valuable citizens.

The Rational Association of Trade end Technical schools and

the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools together

represent more than 2,200 private career schools and oolleges

serving nearly 1.5 million students. They have developed a

comprehensive legislative proposal for ths reauthorization of the

Nigher Education Act.

Briefly, the proposal calls for access to postsecondary

education opportunities for all students, including the poor and

disadvantaged. It restores the proper balance between grants and

loans so the very poorest do not leave school under a huge burden

of debt. It iMprOves the integrity of the aid programs. And it

enhances the effectiveness of the programs through simplification

and improved administration.

The plan recognizes that people should have access to the

type of education that best meets their needs and abilities,

whether a four-year college or a private career school.

And, the proposal calls for a number of reforms that will

clarify the accountability Of all players involved in the student

aid programs and create ways to curb abuse -- reforms that will

15 s
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help restore everyone's confide:We in these programs.

Tomorrow's complex economy yin &Wand invreasing numbers of

skilled workers. More than 70 percent of all jobs over the next

decade will require some form of technical education beyond high

school, but only 50 percent of high school graduates will go on to

college and 42 percent of those students will not obtain a college

degree. Traditional Lour-year baccalaureate institutions also do

not offer programs in many of the highest growth occuipations.

Private career schools and colleges provide more than half of

the trained entry-level workers in the United States. According

to a recent U.S. Department of Labor study, le of the 20 fastest

growing occupations ar taught in private career schools.

As you consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act of 2945, 2 urge you to:

1) Take a new approach that addresses the human
capital needs of this nation's workforce for the
year 2000 and beyond by recognising the diversity
of posteecondery education options available to
students with a variety of needs and goals and
aesuring that financial aid is neutral and does nnt
give undu4 advaatage to one type of education over
another;

2) Restore confidence in the integrity of student aid
programs by making every effort to prevent fraud
and abuse in the federal student aid programs and
requiring all postsecondary institutions to provide
information on the cost, educational requirements,
chances of succeeding, and employment or continuing
education possibilities experienced by graduates;
and,

3) Assure fairness in the student aid programs and
provide students with the financial opportunity to
charm* among all schools by making student aid
programs understandable and the application system
appropriate to the individual; and, guarantee
access to student aid based on applicants' need but
not constraining aid on the basis of type of
schools, default rate's or program, Chosen.
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Taking these step* will provide access to federal financial

aid and thus to postsocondary *ducation opportunities for all

Americans. I hope the House and Senate tak* this opportunity to

refine foderal ducation policy to reflect the changes in our

nation's population, economy and education and workforae needs.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my views with you.
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Mrs. Mi Nil. My colleagues, questions?
Mr. WAIMMOTON. I have no questions, Madam Chairman. Thank

you.
Mrs. Muni. Mr. Jefkrson.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Ms. Williams, there is a grant deal of controver-

sy, as you may know, about the performancelet me ask you, to
niake sure I understand what you do, before I ask you this ques-
tion. Is your school Hawaii ImUtute of Hair Design?

Ms. WILLIAMS. Correct.
Mr. JEFFERSON. IS it a for-profit institution?
MS. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. Jiirrassom. There is a great deal of controversythe per-

formance of proprietary school graduates of those who participate
in the program. Performance in paying loans back. Performance in
getting jobe.

This morning I asked a question whether or not there was com-
petition between the community colleges and the private schools
that provide educational training in getting students in the 2-year
programs or getting them into 4-year colleges and that sort of
thing, and the available money being drained away in proprietary
school enterprises.

With the huge default rate that has been occurring in these
schools, the response I got, which was very limited, the problem
was not so much with the iesign of the Federal program but with
the accreditation agencies on the State and local levels, I guess.

Now, my question iswith that tong predicateis, do you agree
with some of what the critics are saying? Is there something that
needs to be done to make these programs work better to lower the
default rates and increase the opportunities for the students who
go through them to actually land a job and benefit from their edu-
cational experienms?

Ms. Wiliam's. Very definitely. The J Corps work for more com-
munication between the State, Federal and accreditation bodies. I
have been told abuse in the pastoftentimes process on abuse was
delayed because of communication and action taken between the
three. And there has got to be faster action on any reports of Fed-
eral abuse.

Mr. JEFFERSON. What about thethis, of course, goes more to the
heart of the issue as to when the aid programs ought to be avail-
able in the Vialy that you would argue theyshould be. That is, when
you provide aid to an enterprise that, in effect, has a commercial
aspect to it, a for-profit aspect to it, that the incentive for getting
the student of a mind to repay the loan isn't really there as it is
with an outfit that is not involved for profit Because for the for-
profit schools the deal is to get the students in there to make the
money, so you ought to regulate it differently. You ought to try
and get after the job of getting the students to pay back their loans
a little differently.

Do you feel that is necessary? Or do you disagree with that
Ms. WiLlam's. I do believe I understand your question, and ! do

disagree with that. I do feel that financial aid should be available
to students across the Nation, no matter what type of school they
choose to attend. Private postsecondary schools must charge higher
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tuition than the universities that are highly federally subsidized or
State subsidized.

I am not certain that our students are defaulting at h*her rates
than university students or not I really don't know or have that
tYee of figure.do know our students need access to loans to help pay for their
tuition and also for their living assistance, just as much as any
public sc? el student would need. Does that respond to the ques-
tion?

Mr. JEFFIEL8ON. Y88.
You know, it occurs to me, Madam Chairman, when we talk

about the use of home equity, that no matter what we do with it, it
is a criteria that cannot help but be applied unequally around the
country, when you consider the ingents that must go into de-
termining the value of a home.

Frankly, we arrue in Louisiana about unequal assessments from
parish to parish. So I would expect from parish to parish between
each State, and the difference in each State, no matter in the au-
thorizing act that you use home equity. That means different
things in different States for sure.

There is a substantial question in my mind raised when that is a
standard that can ever be used, because it can't be applied equally.
It is one thing to say purchasing powers will differ from State to
State. When you talk about assessing homes and how homes are
valued and the various marketing influences that go into that--you
talk about using three times the income factor, but does that really
get after the problem well enough, or is this something we ought to
use at all because it is subject to such fluctuation?

Mr. FLEMMING. We thought very hard and carefully on that
issue, and we do believe that home equity does help determine the
financial strength of the family as far as the contribution that that
family should provide toward the student's education. Because that
is certainly a current premise of fmancial aid in the country, that
the family and student will contribute something toward the educa-
tion based upon their ability to do so.

We certainly feel the equity should be counted in some fashion.
Again, we don't want it to reflect an unreasonable inflationary
amount of equityactually, in some cases will cause a family not
to qualify for financial aid. We feel it should be *ied to the income
level. And we have looked at the analysisthe college scholarship
service did, and it looks equitable. It will cause part of that equity
to count toward the contribution.

Ms. FONG. There is really no good way. We did an analysis for a
couple of students, and it is softer treatment for the student who
we have a lot of students who have worked full time, one who has
bought a condo in Hawaii. It has gone up so tremendouslywith
need analysis absolutely nothing. The contribution was so great.
We tie it to her income at three times, and it is about half. She is
still not eligible, but it is not as harsh a treatment.

Mrs. Mont. I think what the Congressman is suggesting is the
appropriateness of having any home equity factor at all in these
assessments. Since you already are doing the income, why not
think bigger and suggest to this committee that you do away with
it altogether? What is wrong with that?

48-413 0 - 92 - 6
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Mr. sImmitsors. I think she is right- At least, I am trying to make
the point here that if we adopt a standard it ought to be universal-
ly ". if you will, in an fashion.

.,, you take the home - -"v issue, automadcally we have to
admit it is arrived at in so many t ways from State to State
until there is no way can treat students the same. We talk
about the increases of ' In Hawaii. If someone looks at a fi-
nancial statement and sees a huge ""V there which we know is
not available to the student to pay - or her college, whatever,
and then Mum the prices go up necessarily meanwhat
I found, frankly, my experience is it is very differentthe 'y. it is
arrived at is very different, so you have built in a standard that is
totally unworkable.

13eyond that, if you use it once you can't use it again. For a
parent with more than one child you keep looking at the same
equity standard. You make a few acijustments, but you keep look-
ing at what they have, and it is not available for two reasons.
Home equity is really not available for people to use. It puts too
much of a strain on parents to expect them to use home equity.

If you have a parent with a hw expensive home, then there
will probably be some income parallel with that. We are not tal.lc-
ing &tout someone who is sitting on some million dollar home, be-
cause in order to pay for it the person has got to have something
that is quite substantial to go along with it.

I wonder if we can take a standard like home equitY and use it
at all. No matter what we dowhether we say two times or three
times or five times, it doesn't make any sense to me.

Ms. Foto. May I suggest if Congress decides that fmancial
strength does not have to become an issue, hallelujah for all the
Hawaiian people. Take that home equity out, and we will have a
lot more students qualify for the aid they need to attend schools of
their choice. We would go along with that.

Mrs. MINK. All the heads were nodding, may the record show.
Any other questions?
Mr. FLEMMING. Madam Chairman, could I make a couple other

comments?
Mrs. Mimic. Sure.
Mr. Fussnurco. I wanted to say a couple of things on behalf of

my University of Hawaii-Pacific. I want to mention things that
have to do, basically, with contrilmtions to the matching funds that
were mentioned earlier this morning.

We are concerned about the admmistration's propwal that insti-
tutions provide a dollar per dollar match for SWG awards to stu-
dents as well. Contrary to the opinion expressed in the administra-
tion's summary of proposals that schools receiving Federal SEOG
allotments have broad discretion to make awards that serve insti-
tutional objectives as well as the needs of low income students, we
find in administering that program little or no discretion outside of
helping meet the needs of eligible students.

This proposal, if implemented, would seriously jeopardize our
ability to administer the program since adequate matching funds
may not be available or, at a minimum, funds would have to be re-
directed from other educational needs. And in the long run we feel
this proposal could force independent schools to increase their tui-
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tion, thereby further limiting educational opportunities for many
students. And as I believe I mentioned earlier, the PACFAA report
would recommend capping the SEOG at a 20 percent level.

The other thing I would like to mention is, like the S1MG pro-
Meal, we do not support the administration's plan to increase em-
ployer's share of college workshare payment to students from 30 to
50 percent next year. Although schools do recognize some benefit
in decreased labor costs by employing students, we feel the primary
purpose of this program is to provide a practical application or
training experience to supplement a student's overall postsecond-
ary learning experience while again, at the same time, allowing
the student to help fmance his or her education.

We agree providing an institutional share of a student's part
time wage does establish a partnership between the Federal Gov-
ernment and the school that we feel is appropriate. However, the
institution's share of a contribution should be reasonably propor-
tioned, and it should be phased in over time.

We believe there are many schools without the financial ability
to meet the 50 percent requirement for all the students that depire
to work. This condition will force many schools to reduce the scope
of their work/study programs, abandoning the eds of students, as
I mentioned before, to less rewarding alternati s. And, again, we
recommend that the share and the work/study program remain at
the current 30 percent level.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much. No further questions. We
thank you very much for your testimony and your attendance.

[Recess.]
Mrs. Mom. All right. The subcommittee will reconvene and we

will take panel number 5 and we have Sybil Kyi of the State Coun-
cil, Dr. Musto, Executive Director, University of Hawaii Profession-
al Assembly; Buzzy Hong from Hawaii Building Construction Trade
Council and Warren Chong.

Welcome to the subcommittee and hearings on higher education
reauthorization. We call on Sybil Kyi.

All of your written statementh submitted will be incorporated in
your testimony as now delivered. We ask thea you summarize your
comments and try to keep your testimony to 5 minutes. We would
appreciate it. Thank you.

STATEMENTS OF SYBIL KYI. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, STATE
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; J.N. MUSTO, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL AS-
SEMBLY; WILLIAM NBuzzrf HONG. HAWAII BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL; AND WARREN CHONG,
HAWAII CARPENTERS UNION, LOCAL 745. KAILUA-KONA,
HAWAII
Ms. Ku. Chairwoman Patsy Mink, Representative Washington

and Representative Jefferson, I thank you for this opportunity of
the Higher Education Act. I am Sybil Kyi, Executive Director of
the Hawaii Commission on Employment and Human Resources,
State Council on Vocational Education and Tourism Training
Council.
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I would like to share my views and concerns on how the Higher
Education Act can and should relate to developing a competitive
work force, some particular needs for Hawaii and the erosiveness
evidenced in the national administration's proposed reauthoriza-
tion measures.

Recently, I have had the experience in the reauthorization bf the
Carl Perkins Vocational and Applied Technoloor Act of 1990 and
current discussions on the amendments to the Job Training Part-
nership Act, both of which emanate from your committee, and both
of which address the development and improvement of education
and employment training programs.

And the critical linkages in both these major federally-funded
programs are the role and services from postsecondary education
institutions and training providers. It is no accident that industries
requiring higher worker skills in their businesses have chosen to
locate near institutions of higher education that are willing to de-
velop collaborative education and training opunities.

Hawaii's efforts to diversify its economy, on business tenants
for its high technology parks and attract the new businesses who
demand workers with higher level skills will depend largely upon
the extent to which partnership9 between higher education institu-
tions and economic development can be forged. Rather than
weaken the provisions of Titles I, VIII and XI in the Higher Educa-
tion Act, as called for in the administration's proposal, these areas
for serving nontraditional students, providing cooperative educa-
tion program assistance and developing partnerships for economic
development should be strengthened.

This would redlect consistent action with other education and
employment braining congressional legislation. More importantly,
this would also enable postsecondary education institutions to build
their capacities to prepare students for the work force, to continue
to serve those already in the work force who will need to upgrade
and acquire new skills to remain competitive in the work force and
to be the key human capital providers in the business/education
partnership.

Those countries who are competing successfully in the global
economy have established and invested in the collaborations be-
tween their industries and higher education systems. Can we afford
to do less?

Hawaii is unique because it is the only island State in the union
of the United States. It is also unique because it is a place where
we can say you have met the iliture and it is us. Other States are
becoming more like us because their populations are becoming
more multi-ethnic, there will be no majority groups, increasing
numbers of women need to work and a I M: It portion of the
POP ton are foreign immigrants and non-

lic
. spftkers.

enro ent indicates t wall over a third
of Ha s high school graduates from both public and private sec-
ondary schools have entered higher education annually in Hawaii
in the last decade. Add another 15-20 percent of high school gradu-
ates who choose to pursue higher education opportunities out of
State and you will know the high values placed on education by
Hawaii's people.

1 Gti
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Data, from the State's seven 2-year community colleges show that
the proportion of women atudents continues to rise and is nearly
three-fifths of the total enrollment.

This figure correlates with the proportion of women in the labor
force which is the third highest female labor force participation
rate in the Nation. Part-time students continue to be the rule
rather than the exception on all campuses and is directly related to
the cost-of-living in Hawaii and in recent years to worker short-
ages.

The cost of going into higher education in Hawaii is, I believe, a
function of living costs in Hawaii, where 30-40 percent of a fami-
ly's budget may be going toward housing costs. Hawaii's poverty
family threshold is pegged higher because of higher living costs.
Our higher living costs are also recognized by the Federal Govern-
ment which gives its workers a cost-of-living pay differential.

The fact that it 'a becoming more difficult for low income fami-
lies to keep up is illustrated by the number of families in Hawaii
who are in poverty status (1988 figure) which represented an 11
percent increase from 1987 and a 29 percent rise from 1979.

What do these particular characteristics of Hawaii's people mean
for higher education? It means that minority individuals need to
continue to be assisted in accessing and completing higher educa-
tion. We need to remember that minorities is in terms of providing
educational opportunities, not so much a representation in the gen-
eral population, but the extent to which they are underrepresented
in highel- education and in the higher skill levels of the work force.

It means that women, who are increasingly carrying the burden
of heading single-parent families, need to be provided expanded op-
portunities for higher education with child care support services.

I cannot agree that qualifications for financial assistance should
exclude part-time students when they are the very ones who are
motivated to help themselves, and an increasing number of stu-
dents, especially in postsecondary vocational programs, are part-
time. I cannot agree that Vietnam-era veterans' higher education
needs have been met.

The adjustment for many of them has been a slow and painful
process and for our Nation to withdraw potential educational as-
sistance despite their declining numbers, is to deny that many may
still need the chance.

I cannot agree that child care services for disadvantaged college
students should be ignored and left unfunded. What the adminis-
tration proposes to substitute in tax credit provisions, State-admin-
istered voucher progrems for schools to operate child care pro-
grams really provide only for those with adequate incomes, shifts
the child care burden onto State' and shirks responsibility for na-
tional leadership in child care support. I cannot agree that the Fed-
eral share in work-study and cooperative education should recede
with States and higher education institutions assuming the slack of
our national government.

I believe there are words that place barriers to potential achieve-
ment in higher education. From my perspective as a human re-
sources advocate with a lifetime of service in government programs
to help the less fortunate, the administration's higher education

bill would result in impoverishing our Nation's higher education
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resources and capabilities at a time when we need to develop the
best work force.

We cannot simply talk about being a leading power in the world
without having a leading economy. We cannot be a leading econo-
my without the human talents which can only be nurtured by fully
capitalized higher education institutions and access to them for a
wide variety of people

[The prepared statement of Sybil Kyi followsj
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Mr. Chairman, Congresswoman Patsy Mink and Members of the

Subcommittee:

I thank you for this opportunity to share my views on the

importance of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I am

Sybil tyi. EXecutive Director of the Hawaii Commission on Employment

and Rumen Resources, State Council on Vocational Education and

Tourism Training Council. I would like to share my views and

concerns on how the Higher Education Act can and should relate to

developing a competitive work force, some particular needs for Hawaii

and the "erosiveness" evidenced in the national administration's

proposed reauthorization measures.

Recently, I have had the experience in the reauthorization of

the Carl Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Act of 1990 and

current discussions en the amendments to the Job Training Partnership

Act, both of Which emanate from your Committee, and both of which

address the development and improvement of eddcation and employment

training programs. Critical linkages in both these major federally-

funded programa are the role and services from postsecondary

education institutions and training providers. JTPA programs and

their disadvantaged clients are heavily dependent upon the

responsiveoess of public postsecondary education and training. The

JTPA clients' initial success in higher education nay lead to

continued learning, in which case, the range of support offered under

the Higher Education Act becomes an invaluable resource. In one of

Hawaii's four JTPA service delivery areas, the provider is also the

administrative entity. JTPA clients are not only serviced on a

postsecondary education campus but are offered all of the student

support services.
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In the Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act Congress has

focussed on serving special populations, lower income school

communities and promoting stronger relationships, even collaborations

with business industry groups and with lower education partners. It

is no accident that industries requiring higher worker skills in

their businesses have chosen to locate near institutions of higher

education that are willing to develop collaborative education and

training opportunities. Hawaii's efforts to diversify its economy,

obtain business tenants for its high technology parks and attract the

new businesses who demand workers with higher level skills will

depend largely upon the extent to which partnerships between higher

education institutions and economic development can be forged.

Rather than weaken the provisions of Titles I, VIII and Xl in the

Higher Education Act, as esuIt-0 f,r in the administration's proposal,

these areas for serving nontraditional students, provIALIg

cooperative aducatioo program assistance and developing partnerships

for economic development should he strengthened. Thi7 wr.uld reflect

consistent action with other eduation and employment training

Congressional legislation. More importantly, this would also enable

postsecondary education institutioos to build their enoacities to

prepare students for the work force, to continue to serve those

already in the work tocce who will nved to uppkde an!! iequire new

skills to remain competitive In the work force and to be the key

human capital providers in tho business/education pactnership. Those

countries who are competing successfully to the globel cronomv have

established and invested in the collaborations between their

industries and higher education systems. Can we afford to do less?
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Hawaii is unique because it is the only island state in the

union of the United States. It is also unique because it is a place

where we can say you have met the future and iL is um. Other states

are becoming more like us because their populations are becoming more

multi-thnic, there will be no majority groups, increasing numbers of

women need to work and a significant portion of the population are

foreign in-migrants and non-English speakers. Our fastest growing

population areas and, therefore, our public school enrollment areas

are on Maui, Kauai and Hawaii Counties, followed by Leeward and

Central Oahu. Our fastest growing ethnic groups are the Heave

Hawaiians, Hispanics, Blacks, other Pacific Islanders and those of

multi-ethnic origins.

Public postsecondary enrollment indicates that well over s third

of Hawaii's high school graduates from both public and private

secondary schools have ntered higher edueetion annually in Hawaii in

the last decade. Add another 15-20 percent of high school graduates

who choose to pursue higher education opportunities out of state aed

you will know the high values placed on education by Hawaii's

people. Data from the state's seven two-year community colleges show

that the proportion of women students continues to rise and is nearly

three-fifths of the total enrollment. This figure correlates with

the proportion of women in the labor force which is the third highest

female labor force participation rate in the country, after those of

Nevada and Alaska. Part-tine students continue to be the rule rather

than the exception on all campuses and is directly related to the

cost-of-living in Hawaii, and in recent years to worker shortages.

The cost of going into higher education in Hawaii is, therefore,

also a function of living costs in Hawaii where 30-40 percent of a

3
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family's budget may be going toward housing costs. Hawaii's poverty

family threshold is pegged higher because of our higher living

costs. Our higher living costs are also recognized by the federal

government which gives its workers a cost-of-living pay differential.

The fact that it is becoming more difficult for low income families

to keep up is illustrated by the 8 percent of families in Haweii who

are in poverty status (1988 figure) which represented an 11 percent

increase from 1987 and a 29 percent rise from 1979.

What do these particular characteristics of Hawaii's people mean

for higher education? It meet's thnr minority individuals need to

continua to be assisted in accessing and completing higher

education. We need to remember that minorities in terms of providing

educational opportunities are not so much a representation in the

general population as the extent to which they are under-represented

in higher education and in the higher skill levels of the work

force. It means that women, especiAly those who increasingly carry

the burden of heading single parent families, need to be provided

expanded opportunities for
higher education with ch:Id care support

services. It means that financial assistance should expand for the

increasing numberb nf those without adequate resourr7es, regardless of

other sonrces uf potential assistance which may not prove adequate or

may be designed more for other purposes.

I cannot agree that qualifications for financial assistance

should exclude part-time
students wLen they are the very ones who are

motivated to help themselves, and an increasing number of students,

especially in postsecondary vueationai programs, are part-time. I

cannot agree that Vietnam-era veterans' higher education needs have

been met. The adjustment for many of them has been a slow and

4
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painful process and for our nation to withdraw potential educational

assistance despite their declining numbers, is to deny that many may

still need the chance. I cannot agree that child care services for

disadvantaged college students should be ignored and left unfunded.

What the administration proposes to substitute in tax credit

provisions, tete administered voucher programs aod for schools to

operate child care programs really provide only for those with

adequate incomes, shifts the child care burden onto states and shirks

responsibility for K4tional leadership in child care support. I

cannot agree that the federal share in work-study and cooperative

education should recede with states and higher education institutions

assuming the slack of our national government.

In section after section of the administration's proposed

amendments to the Higher Education Act of 1965, as Amended, are

refrains called repeal, consolidate, changes to streamline, remove

set-aside, merge, eliminate, limit and simplify. These are not words

to encourage access to higher education. They are words that place

barriers to potential achievement in higher education. From my

perspective as a human resources advocate with a lifetime of service

in government programs to help the less fortunate, the

administration's higher education bill would result in impoverishing

our nation's higher education resources and capabilities at a time

when we need to develop the best work force. Wa cannot simply talk

about being a leading power in the world without being a leading

economy. We cannot be a leading economy without the human talents

which can only be nurtured by fully capitalized higher education

institutions and access to them for a wide variety of people.

5
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Our nation's government should be an equally committed partner

io the national enterprise of building an educated population and

work force together with the states, business and industry. I ask

that you as the Subcommittee on fesstaeLondary Education to prevent

any erosion of the Higher Education Acr and, instead, make the

federal commitment even stronger to meet the challenges ahead tor

America.

6
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Mrs. Minx. Thank you. Mr. Musto?
Mr. Musw. Thank you very much.
Congreteman Jefferson and Washington, aloha. It is a distinct

pleasure to testify before _you this morning. I am the Executive Di-
rector of the union which represents all of the professoriate em-pl - at all of the campuses in the University of Hawaii System.
Al . ugh our union has been in existence since 1974, this is, I be-
lieve, the first opportunity that any one of us has had to testify
before a congressional committee. Thank you for bringing Members
of Congress here to Hawaii to listen to our conzarns.

I am not going to read from my prepared statement. I want to
emphasize some points it makes.

Fh.d of all, I tInnk we need to set the "tage. The stage is a new
stage entirely. Terms like life-long learning are no longer simply
slogans. They are an integral part of the necessary technological
and economical development of this country.

If we do not address them, we will give up on our own economic
future. Other terms that have been used today are no longer rele-
vant terms like 2-year colleges and 4-year colleges. Relating the
number of years necessary for a particular degree is quite mislead-
ing. It takes on average 11 semesters to complete an Associate of
Arts or Associate of Science degree.

The average for a baccalaureate degree is probably in excess of 5
years. Certification to community colleges allied health program
takes 90 credit hours. The distinctions we have classically had on
postsecondary education are truly falling by the wayside. We cer-
tainly do not want to write legislation or create future policy predi-
cated on what might be our traditional notions of what postsecond-

education is supposed to look like.
y have spoken to the other major issue and that is people

both for th-'r own development and out of economic necessity are
relying upca nigher education on a part-time basis. They do not
have the choice of going full-time, anti sometimes they don't have
the choice of going Wf-time.

Half-time seems to be one of those places that we draw lines.
And if you are half-time or more you are given benefits. But, how-
ever, if you are less than half-time, no benefits arise.

We would suggest that the University of Hawaii and other States
of the union, as well as the Federal Government should riot choose
to subsidize students on the basis of their ability to take classes
from 8 a.m. in the morning until 5 p.m. in the afternoon on
Monday through Friday, or on their ability to take a certain
number of credit hours.

In addition, we hope there will be substantial changes in the Pell
Grant program to make it a bit more realistic for those persons
truly in need of aid, and enhancements in the college work-study
program and the supplemental opportunities grant. In addition to
that we would like to suggest that there be a new paradigmI
hate that wordin our view, of support for higher education, and
to that end our testimony includes a proposal drafted principally
by Dr. Bluestone entitled, "The Equity Investment in America Pro-

It is a unktue program. It is not entirely novel. I think the only
thing that might be novel about it is the concept can be found in
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both conservative and liberal political persuasions. Dr. Bluestone, I
believe, would probably be put on some liberal portion of the scale,
but Milton Friedman, earlier on, a quite conservative economist,
also proposed something similar to this.

We think, however, the Bluestone proposal goes towards an area
which can help persons, because it eliminates the kind of artificial
distinctions that we have had about our ability to take classes
when we take classes and our part-time status and so forth.

I will not go into detail, but I hope you take the opportunity to
read the congressional record where Dr. Bluestone and his col-
leagues have outlined the proposalit is attached to our testimony.

I would also like to point out to you that the Honorable Senator
from the State of Hawaii, Daniel MIAs, last Thursday introduced
a new bill into the Senate which was entitled, "the Income Depend-
ent Educational Assistance Loan Act of 1991."

Senator Akaka has taken off in the direction that Dr. Bluestone
lays out in his program, offering a slightly different funding mech-
anism, rather than the support through the Social Semrity Trust
Fund as the lender initially of the program.

We support vigorously Senator Akaka's efforts in this regard and
we would encourage the House and your committee to take a look
at this as well, because they both represent a real shift in the view
that we use towards funding assistance to students and higher edu-
cation in general.

It eliminates all of the other kinds of questions in large part that
we have to ask about whether your house is three times your
income, whether there are other factora. It really does level the
playing field and gives everyone an opportunity and acmes to fund-
ing.

I think that the questions that can be raised can be answered
and addressed. We are very encouraged by this as a proper and
mductive future for us and with that I want to end with this note.
'The United States of America, by every measure has probably the
best postsecondary education in the world.

AB much as we talk about how poorly we tend to do in the K-12
setting, no one has disputed at least since 1958, the colleges and
universities and development and access to higher education in the
United States has been exemplary. It is that thing, really, which
keeps us hanging on in our competitive edge, intellectually, eco-
nomically, socially.

We need to make sure that we continue to support that The
Higher Education Reauthorization Act is as Congresswoman Mink
stated in her opening comments. It is a vital piece of legislation.

It is vital to t.he history of the United States in the 21st century.
I encourage you to be bold in your proposals, to not simply say
well, this is the way it is. These are the current limitation& Let's
challenge the country. Let's challenge the current executive admin-
istration in Washington. Let's go beyond what is.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of J.N. Musto followsl
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STATEMENT OF DR. J.N. MUSTO

EXECU1WE DIRECTOR

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL ASSEMBLY

BEFORE THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDIMATION AND LABOR

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII HILO CAMPUS

JULY 1, 1991

Chairman Ford, Representative Mink, and Members of the Committee:

It is a distinct pleasure to testify before you this morning. I am the
Executive Director of the union which represents all of the professoriate
employed at all of the carnptmes in the University of Hawaii System. Although

ow union has been in aidstence since 1974, this is. I believe, the first opportunity

that any one of us has had to testily before a Congressional committee. Thank

you for bringing members of the Congress here to Hawaii to listen to our
concerns.

We are here today to testify on behalf of the Reauthorization of Higher
Education Act. Much has been said about the state of American education, as
compared to that which other nations offer their citizens. Despite criticism, one
aspect of American public education, her colleges and universities remain the
best in the world. Our nation maintains its technological position, as well as its
economic position, because of the education and research opportunities
afforded in America's colleges and universities,

The Higher Education Act of 1985, now being considered for
reauthorization, is a successor to tr National Defense Educational Act of 1958.
That Act revitalized American science and education. The Higher Education Act

built upon it to provide money for student aid, to provide for the development of

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
NCFLTSIONAL ASSEMBLY

16441 Like= Mew HanoWkt. Wein 96815
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the Pell Grant, as well as the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Federei aid to

post-secondary /*cation has done more to broaden the middle class and to
improve the quality of life for all Americans than virtually any other single
legielallve action. What this Act does Is help to give every student an opportunity

to fulfill his or her dream. This Act attempts to give young Americans a level

playing field with those who might be more economically advantaged than

themselves.

We, here in Hawaii, have a single statewide system of public education

which feeds into a single statewide system of pubfic post-secondary education.
At the same time, Hawaii's citizens are burdened by what many ccotend to be

the highest cost of living In the nation. Simuttaneously, more so than arty other
state in the Union, we we influenced by, and have contact with, the countries of

Asia and the Pacific Rim. Hawaii's educationai strategic importance to the nation

ought to be underscored and, because we have a single system feeding into a

single system, a high cost of living and multi-ethnic population, we need

Congress to reauthorize those policies and allocate those resources which will

serve the needs of Hawaii students and, by extension, the needs of our country.

Currently, the maximum Pell Grant available to students from low income

families is $2,410 - a figure which is generally far too low to pay the cost of
education - also, the maximum family income to quality for the grant is far too

low.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program, which has, in large measure,

taken the place of grants is, we believe, inadequate in that it tends to price too

many people out of the education marketplace. The best thing that we think can

be said about the Guaranteed Student Loan Program is that it is better than
nothing. However, we believe that our government ought not be satisfied with
`better than nothing.' The American people deserve more, and that is why we

support the Equity Investment in America Program, which has been
promulgated by Dr. Bany Bluestone of the University of Massachusetts and
three others. We think that the federally sponsored grants and loan programs

2
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ought to be expanded; but we think that this expansion should corner in
conlunctIon with the Bluestone proposal which is entitled, *Equity Investment in
America This proposal, which our own Senator Akaka favors, would
dramatically change the face of post-secondary education in America It IS a
universal program not related to income and not requiring a needs test? It can
be applied to training and retraining, as well as college and university education,
and it proposes to replace itself with the current patchwork system of loans and
grants for higher education now in effect.

Time does not permit us to go into the particu'ars of the Bluestone
propbsal at this time; however, we have appended it to our testimony today in
order that the Committee may study it at its leisure. You should know too, Mr.
Chairman and Members of the Committee, that our union has invited Df.
Bluestone to address our members on January 18, 1992. We believe that his
proposal is of sufficient worth that yLu should consider insfituting it as a federal
program.

Post-secondary education has become increasingly costly to its
consumers, while simultaneously there is an ever expanding noed for it.

America cannot afford to be a country that educates only the elite and those
who are so poor that they can qualify for grants.

President Lincoln was once quoted ES saying that, "Government should
do for the people what ti ;tannot so easily do for themselves.' This is
precisely the reason that government ought to provide a far greater portion of its
available resources to students to attend post-secondary institutions of
education. Whether a stuaent is going to school full time or part time, aid ought
to be provided by the government to en...ble students to get an education.

it is important, in closing, to remind the Committee that more and more of
Amenca's post-secondary students work either full or part time and attend
School part time. Very Ms is done to accommodate the needs of these part
time students, and considerrdon also should be given to them. Education is a

3
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1km
life-long learning process. The federal government, which owes its citizens
opportunity, is itself benefited by the outlays of education dollars. because the
correlation between more education, a high standard of living, and a broader tax
base is Inescapbble.

Please put every available dollar into the hands of those who not only
need it the most and can do the most with it, but who can return it as Americas
profit in the best investment - America's students.

4
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Mrs. Mix& Thimk you very much, Dr. Musto.
Mr. Hong?
Mr. How. Good i , Representative Mink, Representative

Jefferson, Representative Washington.
My name is Buzzy Hong. I am with Hawaii Building Trades

Council. I represent the concerns of the labor force in Hawaii, and
I will be on behalf of our Hash Kaiwa.

Being good pmeonnel, as we are, acquiring our prescribed
lunch hour of 1120, I will abbreviate my testimony.

I would like to speak briefly rbout the proposed amendments to
the Higher Education Act of 1965 which emphasizes the needs of
individual students with regards W financial aid for postsecondary
education.

In considering labor's viewpoint, I would like to explain the pos-
sible consequences of these reforms for Hawaii. Curivntly, the
State of Hawaii hes one of the lowest unemployment rates in the
Nation at 2.7 percent.

Ht.wever, the economista say this constitutes a labor shortage of
economy workers and actually hinders our economic growth. As
one of the Nation's ten fastest growing cities, jobs are
away from ture to the more skilled and educational-orien
construction , hotel industry, and the communication field,

well as : tech industries.
These - .1 are important as they demonstrate the increasing

need of the work force to obtain some sort of postsecondary educa-
tion or training. Over 57,000 Hawaii students are already on this
higher education track and many more would like to increase skills
as welL

The one thing that usually stands in their way is the cost of an
education. This is the purpose of the Higher Education Act to
assist the students in paying for their schooling. After reviewing
the rummary of the proposed amendments submitted by Lamar Al-
exander, Secretary of Department of Education, I have grave con-
cirns about some of these reforms.

My specific concenr; are, absence of cost of living adjustment in
the formula determining financial needs and the restrictions on eli-
:41 ility for financial aid for some vocational and skilled programs

use of their short duration.
Hawaii's cost of living is the second h'est in the Nation and

rose 72 percent in the first half of 1990. While nationally it rose
only 4.9 percent, Hawaii has the highest prices in the Nation for
gasoline, housing, and retail foods.

For exainple, the median price of a home in Hawaii is $352,000,
compared to a natioual median price of $95,500. As you woukl
expect, the merHan family income is eighth highest in the Nation
at $39,800. However, on the Federal level, nothing is done to adjust
the family income level for the cost of living when fmancial need is
being considered.

to the proposed legislation net home equity would not
be i,c1 in the calculation of networlk for families with income
under 0:1,000. With higher incomes and land values, what hope do
Hawaii residents have of being eligiMe for financial assistance?

Although the average Hawaiian foraily may make $39,800 and
own a home worth $350,000, they are f a' I I just making it in the so-
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called middk class. With the cost of education rising each year,
members of our industry are having a very difficult time financing
their children's college tuition since they do not qualify for any
type of aid.

Maybe a cost of livin4 adjustment could be factored into assist
these gap group parents in our industry. I wonder at this point how
many students from Hawaii are turned down for financial aid be-
cause their parents cannot .qualify for thesepaotlars.

There are many good points to these pro owever, for ex-
ample, many programs have been streamlined and consolidated
and outdated programs have been repealed. Also the limits on Pell
Grants and Federal loan programs have been raised to a level more
consistent with today's educational costs and inflation.

For labor this is good news. If the qualified members of our in-
dustry can better upgrade their own schools and also send their
children to school where they can learn a trade, the nature and de-
mands of the work force today require a higher degree of education
and skill that can only be required through postsecondary educa-
tion. Now, more than ever financial aid is the key to obtaining this
education. Postsecondary education should be an opportunity for
everyone. Thank you very much for this opportunity.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Mr. }long. I appreciate very
much your presence here not only as a representative of the build-
ing trades and related unions but as one of the few witnesses not
related to an institution or one of the providers for student assist-
ance but as a member of the general public.

I think what you said here this morning is really the key.. How
do we make the opportunities for higher education affordable by
the middle range of our families throughout America? That really
is our challenge.

I thank you very much for corning here today and providing us
the very necessary element which is so often missing. Parents
cannot come to Washington and testify, and so often they are
missed in this kind of a forum. I am really very appreciative of
your coming here and giving us your input.

I know that is the same situation of Ddr. Chong as a representa-
tive of the Carpenters Union. While you are here representing
your union, basically, I think your testimony will reflect the needs
of your membership, not only as members of the union, but as fam-
ilies. Mr. Chong.

Mr. CHONG. Thank you very much, Confresswoman. Welcome to
Hawaii. Last I lookPd outside the weather is beautiful.

I thank Mr. Hong for keeping it short and not getting paid for
the half minute he went past the 11:30 on a time-and-a-half basis. I
have heard there are important investigative activities you folks
would like to pursue this afternoon, so, likewise, I will keep it
short.

I am a field representative for the Hawaii Carpenters Union.
Likewise, we do have union membership for the united brother-
hood across the Nation with the mAjority of our members in the 20
to 60 year old

age rap.The ideas that hope to share this morning I think are impor-
tant, regardless of what background or what field of interest you
come from. We see a definite need to provide funding for a group of
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so-called average people with average income, some Mr. Hong
talked about, this itroup of people that have not been afforded the
opportunity to participate using traditional education fmancial aids
tMt our government currently offs's.

There are all types of definitions of what encompasses a good job,
and I will share ray attempt. I consider a good jobnfor a person to
hold what is considered to be a good job, they must be challenpd
in a field that interests that particular individual. This includes
the opportunity to be creative and apply one's uniqueness.

They must also be financially compensated in a fair manner.
And they would like to be appreciatW for his or her work or ac-
complishments.

haTe noticed out in the work field that a person changes jobs
approximately every 7 years or so. At least that is what the statis-
tics say. And it seems to me that this occurs because a person
simply cannot know what one's place is in lifeuntil they have
been out in the job world and they have an opportunity to reflect
upon their life and then make a clearer decision on what they
would like to do.

We look forward to our membership participating in your appro-
priations in ways that can help them define what they really want
to do in life. Typically, in the middle agemiddle ages of a person's
lifeyou are limited because you have expenses such as preschool,
house mortgages, job otability and earning power. Also the type of
restrictions that accompany these responsibilities.

The lack of financial options leaves many that are in our Na-
tion's most productive age group in a frustrating career. A situa-
tion which, in turn, leads to lack of full productivity.

I was a teacher before moving into the carpentry field, and I
recall many stories I have heard from other teachers about how
frustrated they were. And yet they only had 15 years that they had
taught, and they only .Md 10 more years to stick it out We all
know that a frustrated teacher will only lead to a frustrated stu-
dent.

Unfortunately, I am only part of a small minority that had the
courage to try a change. I currently am working with an account-
ant, a career resort manager and a long-time State harbors manag-
er who are trying to find a finandal balance that would allow
them to enter our carpenters' apprTnticeship p

rI also deal with many of our journeymenogimtwould like to
pursue different fields such as law, business and teaching. They are
looking for fmancial aids that could afford them the same opportu-
ni to advance their education and expand their horizons.

cial sacrifice often is the limiting factor, but it should not
be. We need to provide opportunities for those who are courageous
enough to pursue their goals. We must earmark some of these
funds for this gap group, people like Buzzy and mywif that maybe
might look good and smell good, but we are broke and we can't
pursue those educational opportunities. This would allow them the
financial aid that will continue their education or their re-educa-
tion. This will lead to lives that will be more productive, satisfying
and challenged.

And I am oure all of you know of individuals personally that
could benefit from fmancial aid. I do know we have programs such

o
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as Alulike that currently funds those native Americans, whether
they be Indians, Hawaiians or other groups that are native Hawai-
ians. But what I am looking for is maybe some opportunity to pro-
vide financial aid for the common folk that would like to pursue or
has a burning desire but doesn't have that financial backing
behind them.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Warren Chong followsl
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Hawaii Carpenters Union
United Bollterhood of Carpenters and joiners of Americk Local 745

July 1, 19111

Rep. William Pord
and Ilimabere of the Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. Dome of Representatives
2441 Rayburn Rouse Office Building
makilorhon, D.C. 201115

IX: Post Secondary iducation Funding

Deer Chairman Ford and Committee Members,

Wy name is Warren Cbong. I am a rigid Representative
with the Bewail Carpenters Union. our meabership totals
over 6,090 statewide, vith Os majority of our members in
the 20-40 age group.

toss ses a datnits need to provide funding tor this
group of so called average people wIti average income. That
group of people the% have not been afforded the opportunity
to participate using the traditional Eduoation Program
Financial Aids that our government offers.

There are all types of definitions of what encompasses
a *good jobs. I will share my attempt.

For a person to hold whet is considered to be a *good
job". they must:

1) be oballangod in a field tbat interests that
,particular individual. This includes the
opportunity to be creative and apply one's
uniquaness.

1 2) be compensated financially in a fair sanner.
3? be appreciated for his or her work or

accomplishments.

Tbe searching tor a "good jobs or for one's "place in
life' is evident as statistics say that a person changes
jobs sosswbara about 7 years. Often, an individual
sisply cannot knew their interests in life until some later
stage in life when experiences have ellowed same feedback to
refine a career direatioa.

We look forward to have our membership benefit Cram
your committees appropriations in ways that will allow them
to pursue new opportunities. It is unfortunate that these
opportunities are often lisited by the responsibilitie, that
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Hawaii Carpenters Union

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and joincr4 of AITIVIial. boa 745

correspond to the economics of middle age. *sponse* such as
Pro-Sobool, Muse Nbrtgages, Job Stability and awning
Power, and Time Restrictions that accompany these
responsibilities. The lick of financial options leaves
Saw, that are in our nations most productive age group, in
a frustrating caresr. A situation, which in turn leads to
lack of fell productivity.

I was a teacher before soving into the Carpentry Yield.

There are many stories I pursonsUy heard from other
teachers, of haw frustrated they ware. Iet, they already had
13 years =edit and only had 10 mOre years to stick it out.

You and I both know that frustrated teachers only produce
frustrated students. Sadly, I m only part of the smell
minority that had the courage to try a change.

I am currently working with an Accountant, a Career
Resort nanag,r, and a long-time State limbers Ilsnagsr to trY
to find the 44nancial balance that would allow them to
pursue our Carpenters Apprentice Program.

V. also deal with sally of our Journeymen that now are
burning to oxpand their potential in tields ouch as Lew,
Business, and Teaching. They likewise tr. looking for
financial aid that could afford them that sue opportunity
to advance their education and expand their horizons.
Financial Sacrifice is often the Major limiting factor. It
should not bel

We mod to provide opportunities for those who arw
courageous enough to pursue their goals. We must earrark
some of these funds for this *gap group*. This will allow
thes the Financial Aid that will allow continued education
or re-education. This will lead to livas that will be sore
productive, satisfying, and challenged.

Sincerely,

4,LJ
Warren Chong
Field Representative
Hawaii Carpenters Union
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Mrs. Mmix. Thank you very much, Mr. Chong.
Any questions my colleagues have?
If DA thimk you very very much, and especially your comments

with Wa.mw to Senator Akaka's bill. Senate Bill 928, I believe, is
the number. I am not sure. That l WaLtion is, of course, very im-
portant, and I am sure the House will be looking into all of its pro-
vhdons.

The Senator would have wanted to be here today, I know, but he
has his own hearings going on in Honolulu. We have to make use
of the time we have away from Washington. He had to cover his
agenda in Honolulu and could not be here. Thank you very very
much.

Mrs. Mom Our final panel is headed by Ms. Lorraine Teniya,
Executive Director of the Hawaiian &location Limn Program, and
Hansford Chock. If both of them will now come forward. We wel-
come you, Lorraine Teniya and Mr. Chock from Bank of Hawaii.

we have your testimony. It will be entered in the record
in full. You may summarize.

STATEMENTS OF LORRAINE TENIYA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HA-
WAIIAN EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAM, AND RANSFORD CHOCK,
MANAGER, STUDENT LOAN CENTER, BANK OF HAWAII

TINIYA. Good morning Representative Mink and Members of
the committee. My name is Lorraine Teniya. I am the glecutive
Director of the Hawaii Education Loan Program, known as HELP.
It is a privilege to have tb, opmrtimfty to appear before you today.
In sh., I am representing t.U. - tee agency.

I woWd like to describe the it.. at role the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program has played in assisting Hawaii students from
all income levels and all ethnic backgrounds in accessing postsec-
ondary education and to discuss the strengths of the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program. Despite reports in the press, abuse is found
mly in isolated pockets.

The Federal student loan program is not perfect, and our state-
ment suggests several ponible modifications aimed at
the financing 1 '. available to students and lessening the
to the Federal t " -. t and the taxpairer. Rut we are convinced
that the laws au " 14, the current Federal student loan pro-
gram are basically 101 policy decisions and have resulted In a
successful program of investment in postsecondary education. That
investment is necessary for us to acivance our national goals of
competitiveness and opportunity for every citizen willing to work
and study.

Let me briefly describe the background of the HELP ai is In
September, 1979, Governor Ariyoshi designated United t Aid
Funds, Inc. (USA Funds), a national I I a, student loan
guarantor, to serve as the guarantor and . tor of the guar-
anteed student loan program for Hawaii.

In October, 1979, USA Funds opened an office in Honolulu to de-
lender participation and inform the public about the avail-
of the program. The Hawaii Education Loan Program is the

name of the 08L program for Hawaii. The HELP Office provides
day-to-day guidance and technical support to Hawaii's lenders and

194
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We have several recommendatims for change, which have been
grouped into three areas: changes to redum the costs of the pro-
gram and to strengthen its structure; changes to increase the integ-
rity of the program; and changes to modifY the loan terms to bring
them into conce with the borrowers' needs.

'lb reduce costs, we recommend guarantors assume additional de-
fault risk through a reduction in Federal reinsurance to a flat 95
percent in lieu of the current sliding scale.

A second change recommended to reduce Federal oasts is chang-
ing the interest rate paid by Stafford borrowers to a floating rate,
as is the case with PL'US and SLS loans. This change would reduce
or eliminate the Special Allowance payments to lenders. The Spe-
cial Allowance was established in 1969 when the 7 percent interest
did not yield an equitable return to lenders but when many States
still defined usury as interest over 7 percent. We believe that once
a borrower is out of school and in repayment a Stafford borrower
can afford to pay a floating interest rate that is capped.

The stnicture of the program can be strentirthened by enhancing
the 3trength of guarantors. The administration has recommended
requiring guarantors to maintain a minimum reserve level and re-
quiring that they meet general standards of fiscal soundness. The
administration has also recommended that guarantors which do
not meet these standards cease independent operation. We concur.

Also, we believe that the program must continue to provide par-
enters with the opportunity and incentives to strengthen their fi-
nancial positions.

to increase the integrity of the program: One area in
which the integrity of the program can be strengthened has not yet
been addressed by legislation. 'This is the structure for establishing
eligibility for roprietary school participation in the Guarantmd
Student Loan . It has been established, most recently in
the report made the Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions, that the triad of State licensiire accreditation and Depart-
ment of Education Certification is not working effectively to deter-
mine the financial and administrative strength of the proprietary
schools prior to admitting them to participation.

The steps Congress recently has taken to tighten the program
and eliminate schools with excessive default rates have addressed
the "back end," that is, controlling schools' participation in the
program after admission into it. Our recommendation is to address
the "front end" by more tightly controlling initial eligibility to par-
tici te in the

nPiraaratile loans term to bring them into conform-
ance th borrowers' needs: Recently, the kcus of attention on
GSL has shifted away from the n Ws of students. The concerns
over costs and the pockets of abuse have grabbed press attention.
We believe reauthorization must also retain a strong focus on serv-
ing students. To wit, the annual and aggregate maximums are no
longer sufficient to cover a reasonable portion of the dramatically
increased costs at many schools. We su the several recommen-
dations by others for increased loan WEIL

Borrowers also would benefit from repayment options which
lower their monthly payments. Lengthening the maximum repay-
ment term will permit borrowers to lower their payments by es-
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tending them over a loupe period. The current 10-year term has
not been modified since it was established in 1965. It considers the
balances of that time, not those of today.

We suggest that the . - t terms for the GSL program be
based on those of the 11.. Loan Program. Borrowers who
need a longer repayment period find it is not to their benefit to re-
finance the loans with a conaolidatim loan because they lose cer-
tain benefits available under the Stafford loan program.

During the 1910's, while Federal aid failed to meet the needs of
low income students, it also was shifted away from middle-income
students. We believe that it is vital for Federal student aid policyto foster the ef lew.income students in postsecondary
education and at . same time ensure that middle-income stu-
dents do not lose access to higher education.

The administration has proposed increased targeting of grant aid
to the neediest students. We concur with tkis proposal. We also rec-
ommend that Stafford eligibility be again extended to middle-
income students during this reau

This concludes my testimony, Representative Mink and Mem-
bers. I thank you fm the opportunity to testify, and I would be
ha . to answer any questions you may have.

prepared statement of Lorraine Teniya follow]
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Good morning, Representative Mink and members of the Committee. My name is

Lorraine Teniya. I am the Executive Director of the Hawaii Iducation Loan

Program, known as E.P. It is a privilege to have the opportunity to appear

before you today.

I would like to describe the significant role the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program has played in assisting Hawaii students from all income levels and

all ethnic backgrounds in accessing postsecondary education, and to discuss

the strengths of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Despite reports in the

press, abuse is found only in isolated pockets.

The federal student loan program is not perfect, and our statement suggests

several possible modifications aimed at increasing the financing options

available to students and lessening the risk to the federal government and

the taxpayer. But we are convinced that the laws authorising the currant

federal student loan program are basically sound policy decisions and have

resulted in a successful program of investment in postsecondary education.

That investment is necessarY for us to advance our national goals of

competitiveness and opportunity for every citisen willing to work and study.
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Let me briefly describe the background of the HELP program. In September

1979, Governor Ariyoshi designated United Student Aid Venda, Inc. (USA

Funds), a national not-for-profit student loan guarantor, to serve as the

guarantor and administrator of the guaranteed student loan program for

Hawaii. In October 1979, USA Funds opened an office in Honolulu to develop

lender participation and inform the public about the availability of the

program. The Hawaii Education Loan Program is the name of the GSL program

for Hawaii. The HELP Office provides day-to-day guidance and technical

support to Hawaii's lenders and schools in the administration of all three

GSL programs - Stafford, PLUS and SLS - and information and advice to

students and parents.

In the last twelve years, HELP has guaranteed $211 million for 47.000

students with 6,706 students borrowing $19 million dollars in 1990 for an

average loan balance of $2,840. The loans are made to students of all

backgrounds, reflecting the diversity of the Hawaii population. The program

is carefully administered in this state, in which students, schools, lenders

and HELP have put together a successful record.

These loans support students at the two 4-year campuses of the University of

Hawaii and its seven community colleges. In addition, students at the six

private 4-year universities in Hawaii, and ten proprietary (for-profit)

vocational schools participate in these programs. Close to 52 percent of the

loans have gone to students attending schools in Hawaii, the remainder to

Hawaii students who have taken their loans to mainland campuses. The

2
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Guaranteed Student Loan Program provides over half of the financial support

available to Bavaii students.

Eighty-seven Hawaii lenders make guaranteed loans to students. Banks are the

larger lenders end a number of Hawaii credit unions make loans to their

members and members' children. All eligible borrowers have access to loans

under the HELP program; there has never been a student unable to obtain a

loan because there was not a lender willing to make the loan. We ars proud

of HELP's excellent record of service to Hawaii.

We are projecting a 3 percent default rate for HELP this year. Last year.

Hawaii's default rate was 3.07 percent. Over the last five years HELP'.

default rats has exceeded 5 percent only in 190G. when loans for the Pacific

Islands were merged with HELP loans for repoW 4 purposes. HELP's excellent

record of loan repayments is a tribute to the responsible student borr.wers

in our state, and also reflects our efforts to carefully screen our

participating schools for any patterns of difficulty. When a school shows a

pattern of defaults, it not only costs the government and the guarantors

financially, but represents a lost opportunity for the student. A healthy

loan portfolio is most of all a sign of successful students.

The current proven structure works very effectively to support Hawaii's

students in achieving the education to which they aspire -- be it vocational

training or academic pursuiti.

3
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The program also works largely without abuse throughout the country. Any

widely publicised twits:wee of abase are found in isolated pockets; they do

not describe the condition of the program. In fact, the program has never

been stronger.

In addition to eliminating schools with excessive default rates from

participation. Congress has taken steps over tha past several years to

tighten rules governing the program. Some of the key changes are the

following:

requiring that the checkm be sent directly to the school for delivery to

the student.

requiring that the funds be delivered to the student in multiple

disbursements which generally coincide with the academic periods.

reducing tbe SLS loan amount available to first-year students enrolled

in programs less than one academic year proportionally according to the

length of the program.

requiring a 30-day delay in releasing the first installment of SLS loan

proceeds to first-year undergraduate students, and subsequently

extending this delayed release to Stafford Loans.

elimdnating schools with default rates over 30 percent from

participating in the SLS program.

4
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liminating schools with cohort default rates over 35 percent for three

successive years from participation in the Title IV programs for a

period of three years.

These changes have Largely addressed the underlying causes of default, and

have served tc improve the integrity of the program. Because each change is

appropriately effective only into the future, its impact in seen over time,

rather than immediately.

To repeat, the program is serving students well, and instances of abuse ere

isolated. Therefore, we recommend that in the 1991 Reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act you focus on minor changes which strengthen the program

instead of on massive changes which we believe are inspired by isoleted,

sensationalized prase reports.

Re have several recommendations for change, which have been grouped into

three areas:

Changes to reduce the costs of the program and to strengthen its

structure.

Changes to increase the integrity of the program.

Changes to modify the loan terms to bring them into conformance with

the borrowers needs.

5
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st t its a ruc

Tbe prmgram is vulnerable to criticism because of the costs to tbs federal

government. We think several changes can be made to lower the costs and move

toward addressing this concern.

To reduce costs, we recommend guarantors assume additional default risk

through a reduction in federal reinsurance to a flat 95 percent in lieu of

the current sliding scale. A second change recommended to reduce federel

costs is changing the interest rate paid by Stafford.borrowers to a floating

rate, as is the case with PLUS and SLS loanr. This change would reduce or

eliminate the Special Allowanee payments to lenders. The Special Allowance

was established in 1969 when the 7 percent interest did not yield an

equitable return to lenders, but when many states still defined usury as

interest over 7 percent. We believe that arce a borrower is out of school

and in repayeent a Stafford borrower can afford to pay a floating interest

rate that is capped.

The structure of the program can be strengthened by enhancing tht strength of

guarantors. The administration has ram:mended requiring guarantors to

maintain a mirimum reserve level and requiring that they meet general

standards of fiscal soundness. The administration has also recommended that

guarantors which do not meet these standards cease independent operation. We

Concur. Also, we believe that the program must continue to provide

guarantors with the opportunity and incentives to strengthen their financial

positions.

6
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Changes to increase the integrity of ths program.

Om area in which the Into:pity of the program can be strengthened has not

yet been addressed by legislation. This is the structure for establishing

eligibility for proprietary school participation in the Guaranteed Student

Loan Program. It has been established, most recently in the report Rade by

the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, that the triad of state

licensers accreditation and Department of Education Certification is not

working effectively to determine the financial and adainistrative strength of

propristar? schools prior to admitting them. Tho steps Congress recently has

taken to tighten the program and eliminate schools with excessive default

rates have addressed the "back end," that is, controlliug school's

participation in the program after admission into it. Our recommendation is

to address the "front and" by more tightly controlling initial eligibility to

participate in the program.

Chanses to modify the loans terms to bring them into conformance with

12aemszLimuLt.

Recently, the focus of attention on GSL has shifted sway from the needs of

student*. The concerns over costs and the pockets of abuse have grabbed

press attention. Ma believe reauthorization must also retain a strong focus

or serving students.

20A3
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The annual and aggregate maximum are no Longer sufficient to cover a

ressanablo portion of the dramatically increased costs at many schools. We

support the several recommendations by others for increamed loan mexismme

Me beliers that borrowers also would benefit from repayment options which

lover their moothly payments. Lengthening the sexism repayment term will

permit borrowers to lower their payments by extending them over a longer

period. The current ten year term has not been modified since it vas

established in 1965; it considers the balances of that times, not those of

todaT. We suggest that the repayment terms for the GSL program be based on

those of the Consolidation loan Program. Many borrowers who need a longer

repayment period find it is Hot to their benefit to refinance the loans with

a Consolidation Loan because they lose certain benefits available under the

Stafford orogram.

During the 1950's, while federal aid failed to meet tha needs of low inmost

students, it also was shifted away from middle-income students. We believe

that it is vital for federal student aid policy to foster the participation

of low-income students in post-secondary education and at the same time

ensure that middle-income students do not lose access to higher education.

:he Administration has prepared increased targeting of grant aid to the

neediest students. V. concur with this proposal. We also recommend that

Stafford eligibility be again extended to middle-income students during this

reauthorization.

This concludes my testimony, Sepresentative Mink and members. I thamk you

for the opportunity to testify, and I would be happy to answer any questions

pee may have.

2n.1



Mrs. Mnqx. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chock.
Mr. CHOCK. Good afternoon Madam Chairwoman, Members ofthe Committee on Education and Labor. My name is Hansford

Chock, and I am an Assistant Vice President and the Manager of
the Student Loan Center at Bank ofHawaii.

In spite of the fiict that the program is very labor intensive and
not especially profitable, Bank of Hawaii fully supports the Staf-
ford Student Loan Program. We feel that this program meets the
needs of borrowers who either don't qualify for other bank loans or
borrowers who need additional funds in addition to existing loans
and other financial aid to cover the annual school

Most of the students we see would not qualify fOBir=sioans be-
cause they have little or no income, no credit history and no collat-
eral. Most students would also have difficulty in making the re-
quired monthly payments for bank loans while attending schools, If
Um parents ere unable to pay for the annual school expenses, a
student may not attend school at all.

To qualify for a Staffced loan, all a student needs to do is attend
school on at least a half-time basis and show that there is a finan-
cial need.

Some of the benefits of this program to the student include:
One, no payments are due while attending school. They begin 6

months after a student leaves school.
Two, relatively low payments since the monthly payments are

spread out over a 10-year period.
Three, low interest rates of 8-10 percent, which is quite low con-

sidering these are unsecured loans.
Four, flexibility. Deferment of payments are normally approved

to handle special situations such as unemployment, disability, mili-
tary service, etc.

Last year, Hawaii lenders made $15 million in Stafford loans, of
which $7.5 million were made by Bank of Hawaii. We have been
participating in the Stafford Loan Program since 1971 and since
then have made over $100 million in Stafford loans, With a current
portfolio of about $48 million, we are the largest Hawaii lender and
servicer of Stafford student loans.

Nationally, there have been lenders and schools that have
abused the program. We feel that the new, more stringent regula-
tions and monitoring the last 5 years have made good progress in
weeding out lenders and schools that abuse the program.

In closing, we believe that the Stafford loan business is still very
healthy. We are committed to the Stafford Loan Program and
to continue being active in both originating and servidng of
ford loans. We also plan to begin originating and servicing Paren-
tal Loans for Undergraduate Student loans, which is also known as
the PLUS loan program.

I wish to thank you again for the opportunity to present this tes-
timony.

[The prepared statement of Hansford Chock followsl
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Ah Bank or Hawaii

ST.PI'vl 104N (MtuttP

Good aftornoon Madam Chairwoman, Members of the Committee on

Education and Labor. xy name is sC:1......L._sock, and I am an

Assistant Vice President and the Manager of the Student Loan

Center at Dank of Hawaii.

In spite of the fact that the program is very labor intensive

and not especially profitable, Bank of Hawaii fully supports the

Stafford Student Loan Program. We feel that this progras seats

ths needs of borrowers who either don't qualify for other bank

loans, or borrowoxe who need additional funds in addition to

existing loans and other financial aid to cover the annual school

oxpenses.

Most of the students we see would not qualify for bank loans

becauss they have little or no incoas, no credit history, and no

collateral. Most students would also have difficulty in sating

the required monthly Fmysents for bank loans while attsnding

school. If the parents are unable to pay for the annual school

expenses, a student say not attend school at all.

To qualify for a Stafford loan, all a student needs to do is:

1. Attend school on at least a half-tias basis.

2. Show that there is a financial need.

P VP NCG P, leh46 )14-44toS
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Some of the benefits of this program to the 'student include:

1. Najaxpiatajujukwakt&ittgagiaLinuagy They

begin sin months after a etudent leaves school.

2. matiatialtaaiLsantati since the monthly payments

are spread out over a tem-year period.

3. idav_intemtzatia of S - 104.

4. Eligibility - deferment of payments ars normally approved

to handle epecial situations such as unemployment,

disability, wintery service, etc.

Lost year, Sewall lenders mods $15 million in Stafford loons,

of which $7.5 million were made by Sank cle Newell. We have been

participating in the Stafford Loan Program since 1971, and sinoe

then, have made over $200 Million in Stafford loans. With a

current portfolio of about $43 million, we are the largest Hawaii

lender and seminar of Stafford student loans.

Nationally, there have bees lender, aad schools that have hamed

the program. We feel that the mew, mere stria:gent regulations and

monitorial Le the last five years have made geed progress in

weeding ent leaders amd schools tbat abuse the pregram.
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In closing, wo believe that the Stafford las- business is still

very healthy. lho ere committad to the Stafford Loan Program end

plan to continue being natters in both originating and servicing of

Stafford loane. Me also plan to begin originating end servicing

Parental Loans for Undergraduate Student loans, Which ars also

known as the PLUS loan program.

I wish to thank you again for the opportunity to present this

testimony.

296
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Mrs. MINI. Mr. Chock, what is the default experience of the
bank on your loan program?

Mr. Noes. Right now I am sorry I am unable to give you that
figure. I could pmvide that to you later on.

Mrs. Minx. If you would, I think that would be of interest to the
committee.

Do you have any questions?
Mr. WASHINGTON. NO, Madam Chairman.
Mrs. Mum Thank you both vely much for your testimony. I ap-

preciate you very much for coining.
Mrs. Mum. With the permission of the committee, we have a

new panel that has been added to our morning's deliberation which
will conclude the formal testimony presented to the subcommittee.
I would like to call up the studenta who hare prepared testimony
and would like to present it at this time.

If the students would come forward. Gail Yoneoka, Renee Eche-
yea, Shirley Curl, Daniel Vaughn, Kealohalani Hanato and Nicho-
las Sunda I hope I pronounced them all correctly. If the students
would come forward.

STATEMENTS OF GAIL YONEOKA, RENEE ECHAVEZ, SHIRLEY
CURL, DANIEL VAUGHN, REALOHALANI HANATO AND WHO-
LAS SUNDAI, STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT
HILO

Mrs. Mmix. Gail Yoneoka. Welcome to the subcommittee.
Ms. Yorizox*. Thank you. Good morningif it is still morning

yetCongresswoman Mink, Congressman Washington and Con-
gressman Jefferson. Thank you for this opportunity to be here.

My name is Gail Yoneoka, and I am a freshman attending the
University of Hawaii at Hilo, and I am attending on a part-time
basis. At this time, my major is English for now, because I keep

But I
Chan8uf

ve a severe crippling disease called rheumatoid arthritis,
and it has impaired me physically to the extent that I use a wheol-
chair, crutches and leg fraces. And daily thingsdaily taskslike
eating and dressing are all difficult And I do take a lot of pain
medication and other means to keep my pain down.

The Student Support Services has helped me in these following
ways:

First, they have given me counseling guidance in helping me
choose appropriate courses geared towards a mAjor or towards a
BA degree.

Second, they have assisted me in hectic and tedious registrations.
Because I have rheumatoid arthritis mornings are very difficult for
me, and I do take quite a while just to get moving and sometimes
registration, the time that tW have me scheduled is like 8 o'clock
or in the morning. So maybe Barbms Lee or someone in the pro-
gram will do the registration for me. That is a bigs benefit.

Third, also because my ability to walk is limited I can, you know,
travel only short distances and classes, you know, time between
classes are so short just to travel from one class to another. This
past semester they moved one of the classes closerthe classrooms
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closerso I wee able to not only attend class in time but also I had
ample thne to use the rest room, which I often do.

And, fourth, they also helped me in one of my botany labs where
they had a student assist me in doing experiments which I am not
really capable of doing.

Also, when I do have to use the rest room, she is there to assist

Thank you.
Mrs. Mmrx. Thank you very much, Gail.
Ms. Echavez.
Ms. ECHAVEZ. Aloha, Honorable Congressman and Congresswom-

an. My name is Renee &have& I am a senior at UH-Hilo majoring
in Spaeth and Communication with a certificate in Performing
Arts. I first entered Upward Bound in 1985 and left in 1986 when I
graduated from high school.

these 3 years, I changed a lot. I grew mentally and aca-
y. U.B. taught me study skills, time management and set-

goals. Through thin program I was able to gat better grada in
school and have more confidence in myself. The goab I start-

ed setting in Upward Bound gave me the confidence which got me
where I am today.

I remember my first summer in U.B. and how insecure and con-
fused I was about life. Sometimes, now, I sit alone at n*ht and
think about how I was in U.B. and how I am now. From that con-
fused and insecure child, I have grown into a mature, responsible
and caring woman. And I have U.B. to thank for that. Not knowing
at the time where or what I was doing in life, to now, a year away
from graduating with my BA in Communications and then working
on a certificate in teaching.

Although my first 2 years I learned a lot and got a lot out of the
program, I feel it was my senior year that I rmlly benefited from
the program. We got help in filling out applications for colleges, fi-
nancial aid and applying for scholar&ips. Also, attending college
summer school after we graduated helped me get used to what col-
lege classes were like. Taking these classes also helped me prepare
for the regular college semestir.

U.B. has helped me in so many areas, it is hard to just talk about
one.

MY ftr:st_Year in college, I joined the Student Support Services
Program. Thanks to this program, my first 2 years were not as dif-

ficiail; I anticipated. I received tutoring in subjects I had a diffi-
cult time in. I got advice for my classes, help in filling out the 5-
nancial aid application and also personal counseling. I can't imag-
Me getting throu, especially my first year in college, without
their help.

Exchange SSSP helped me with the problems I was
Also, the I applied and got accepted to the National Student

having with financial aid and was just there to support me, which
was what I really needed at the time.

There is so much these programs have done for me. Words
cannot express how grateful I am for these programs and other
programs similar to these. All I can say is that I would not be
where I am and who I am if it wasn't for these programs. This is
the third summer since I left the U.B. program as a student that I

1
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have returned as part of the staff. As long as U.B. exists and I am
able to, I will continue to help U.B.

Mrs. Mum. Thank you very much for your testimony. That is
very powerfial endorsement of what the Congress has been
to do in supporting this program. And there really is no neViftr
you to A to express mar gratitude because it is m your achieve-
ment what you have done for yourself as a ruult of the pro-
gram that is all we need. It is examples like yourself throughout
the country that make this program such a worthy one and which
really commends our support in the future. We thank you very
much for who you are. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Renee Echavez follows:1

C I i
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STATEMENT Of RENEE ECHAVEZ
JULY 1,1991

My name is Revels Echsvax. I'm a fenior at US-Illo majoring in Speech

end Communication with a carticate in Performing Arts. I first entered Up-

ward bound in 1985 and left in 1987 when I graduated from Nigh School.

During these Chris years, I changed a lot. I grew mentally and academically.

U.S. taught me study skills. time management and Batting goals. Through

this program, I was able to get better grades in High School and have mors

confident* in nyself. The goals I started matins lo Upward Bound gave ma

the confidence which got am whirs I am today. I ramember my first summer

in U.S. and how insecure and confuss4 I was about life. Sometimes. now. I

sit alone at night and think about how I was in U.S. and how I am now. Prom

that confusad and insecure child. I've grown Inca a secure, rasponsibler and

caring women. And I have U.S. to thank for that.

Not knowing at the time when' or what I was doing in life, to now, a

year away from graduating with my S.A. in Communications and then working

am a certificate in teaching.
Although, my Mat two years I learned a lot

and got a lot of the program, I foal it was my senior yoar that I really

benafitsd from the proaraa. Me got help in filling out applications for

colleges, financial aid, and scholarships. Also, attending college summer

school after we graduated helpsd se sat used to what college clams were

like. Taking these clime also helped as prepare for the regular college

semester. U.S. has helped a* to so many areas, it's bard to just talk

shout one.

My first year in college. I joined the Student Support Services Program.

Thanks to this propos, my first rim years wasn't as difficult as I
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anticipated. 1 recievad tutoring in subjects I had a difficult time in, I

got help in advising for my claims, filling out the financial aid application

and also personal counselling. I can't imagine getting through, especially

my firat year in collage without their help. Aleo, the year I applied and

got accepted to theNational Student Exchange ProgranTM, SSSP helped me

with the preblems I was having with financial aid and was just there to

support me, which was what I really needed.

Thare is so much these program hey* done for me. Words cannot express

how grateful I am for these programs and other programa similar to these.

All I can say Is that I would not he wheys I ao and who I am if it wasn't

for these programs. This is the third *user wince I left the U.S. program

as a student. that I have returned as part of the staff. As long as D.B.

assists and I so able to. I will continue to help U.B.
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Mrs. MINK, Ms. Curl.
Ms. Cusu Representative Mink, Representative Wmhinn,

Representative Jefferson, ladies and gentlemen, my name I. ftir-
ley Curl, and I am a student at the University of Hawaii at Hilo. I
aleo work itir the Financial Aid Office as a Peer Counselor and
Need

I wonnlri% to thank the committee for their support in making
Federal funds available for higher education. I am a recipient of
financial aid, without which I would not be able to attend college.

Five years ago I was in an accident which resulted in me having
to change careers.

A large number of students at the University of Hawaii at Hilo
are receiving DSSH- Without the financial aid they receive it
would be impossible for them to attend schooL Without education
they would be stuck in low-paying Jobe that do not support their

Allowances such as elementary and secondary tuition and medi-
cal and dental expenses wouM help single parents more if it was
included in the standard maintenance allowance. The people with
lower incomes are not able to take advantage of this allowance,
and the people who have higher incomes are once again getting an-
other break.

Students at the University of Hawaii at Hilo have already been
determined to be extremely financially needy. Anything that can
be done to change the financial form that would take into consider-
ation the number of single parents who have returned to college to
ffirther their education would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Shirley Curl follow]
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Aloha Madam Chairman, Distiagniehed Members of the Committee, Ladies 6 Oentlemant

My name is Shirley Curl and I am a student at the University of Bewail et Hilo.

I also work for the Financial Aid Office as a Feer.Counselor. and Needs Analyst,

I would liks to thank the Committee for their support in mAking Federal Funds

available for higher education. I am a recipient of financial aid, without which

I would not be able to attend collge.

A large number of students at the University of Hawaii at Hilo are receiving

DSSO. Without the financial aid they receive. it would be Impossible for them

to attend school. Without education they would be stuck in low paying jobs that

do not support their families.

Allowances such ao, elementary and secondary tuition end medical and dental

expense, would help single parents more if it was included in the standard

maintenance allowance. The people with lower incomes are not able to take

advantage of this allowance. and the people who have higher incomes are once

again getting another break! Students at the University of Hawaii at Hilo have

already been determined to be extremely financially needy. Anything that can be

done to change the financial form that would take into consideration the number

of single parents who have returned to college to further their education would

be greatly appreciated.
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TO: Rep. Patsy Mink and the Hearig,Committee
FROM; Daniel L. Vaughn - a concerned student

I, Daniel L. Vaughn, am a senior at the University of
Hawaii at Silo in a dual major baccalaureate program, and expect
to finish with close to a 3.5 OPA. While in the scope of the
national norms I might well be considered a non-traditional
student due to my age (33), here at the UHR I would actually be
only just over average, since our median age is around 27.
Thus from a statistical standpoint, the propensity of our student
population towards thin more elderly figure gives a clear
indication that a significantly large number of our students
fall into the "non-traditional" category.

In my own case I can state unequvocably that without Federal
student aid I would not have benn able to attend school. In the
spring of 1987 I came to Hilo with $80.00, two suitcases and a
bicycle. I had just fled two sequential economic disasters on the
mainland -the steel and oil industries. So perhaps I had made
some bad career choices in the past, but my main motivation upon
arrival in flawaii was sheer survival. But with the help of
Title IV student aid I find myself to be a respected member of the
campus community and a scholar with an up and coming future.
This is certainly a far cry from the shambles of existence
I remember of March 1987. Indeed without this assistance I may
well have maintained my prior pattern of hopping from short job
to Job styles of existence.

From a professional viewpoint I have become very aware of
the value of Financial Aid. I have worked at the UNH financial
Aid Office since I first joined the campus communit:i and am
thus aware of the types and numbers of students receiving
aid. It seems that a large percentage (>50%) of those students
who receive financial aid a the tum are doing so for much the
same reason as myself - the career change/re-entry rationale.
These slightly older student generally do not have the built
in support facilities of ntraditional (younger) students'.
In fact, many give up menial and/or sheer existence jobs so
that they might better their lot in life by higher education.
Yet others are endeavoring to shed the blase existence of
public welfare by training for some professional situation.

Of course this is not to say that our younger student
population is wihtout financial need. In many cases these are
the children of our non-traditional students. It is not an
unusual situation for two to five members of the same family
to attend school simultaneously here at the USH. Perhaps the
people of the Big Island are seeing the need for diversification,
or perhaps we just have a disproportionately large number of
un- and underemployed. The bottom line is that a large portion of
our student body are of a category typified as "non-traditional"
and commonly are in situations of high financial need. Our
students don't have a lot of financial options, we don't just
want aid - we NEED it. Without it , education is not an option
for many of us.

So in closing I would state that personallp without programs
like Pell and College-Work-Study I definitely would not be
planning for graduate school today. So I wouId just like to say
- thanks, it's made all the difference in the world for me!

Sinc ely,

Daniel L. Vaughn
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Mrs. Mmx. Thank you very much, Mr. Vaughn.
Kealohalani Hanato, I had the opportunity to show you around

Washington recently, and it is my pleasure to welcome you to this
committee.

Ms. HANATO. Aloha Honorable Congressmen and Congresswom-
an.

My name is Kealohalani Hanato, and 1 am going to be a senior
at Pahoa High School in the fall. I come from a family of six. My
father is a hotel bellman, and my mother is a food waitress. I have
an ethnic mixture of Hawaiian, Chinese, Portuguese and Japanese.
I am the first in the family to even think of getting a 4-year college
degree.

I have been in the Upward Bound Program going on 4 years.
Before I became an Upward Bound participant I had low grades in
school, low self-esteem and poor motivation. When my high school
counselor told me about Upward Bound, I felt it was a good idea to
join.

The program has helped me to acquire good study habits and has
provided tutors for my college preparatory courses. I now make a
3.3 pade point average in my scWolwork.

1U program has also helped me with my college and career
plans, and I want to become either a lawye-- a civil engineer.
Igeither my parents, teachers or counselors corn. have provided the
kind of intensive academic and personal support and encourage-
ment I receive from the Uprd Bound Program. I used to say, "I
can't" all the time, but Upward Bound taught me how to think
positive and how to survive in school and in this world.

The fact that I am here giving testimony is proof that the pro-
gram works. I consider myself an independent woman who is striv-
ing to make my goals a reality. My outlook on life is positive and
full of hopes and dreams.

Two weeks ago Rosie Luis, another Upward Bound student, and I
had the opportunity to attend the National Student Leadership
Congress in Washington, DC. There we met with Congresswoman
Patsy Mink and Senator Daniel Akaka to talk about drug issues in
our Nation. Drugs among our peers are a primary concern for us in
Hawaii.

This trip would not have been possible if it wasn't for the
Upward Bound Program. Rosie and I were selected to represent the
State of Hawaii, and Upward Bound paid our total cost to attend
the Congress.

If prmmms such as Upward Bound are consolidated and reallo-
catM to State block grants, opportunities such as this trip would
not be readily available to the student& Given the bureaucracy of
the State's Department of Education, I am afraid that monies allo-
cated for Upward Bound will be used for things other than direct
student services. Therefore, I am against reallocating the money.

I would like to thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak
on behalf of the Upward Bound

p[The prepared statement of Kearloo= Hanato followsl
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TESTIMONY OF KEALOHALANI RANATO

UPWARD BOUND STUDENT

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT HILO

Aloha Honorable Congressmen and Congresswoman.

My name is Kealohalani Hanato and I an going to be a senior

at Pahoa High School in the tall. I come from a family of six.

My father is a hotel bellman and my mother is a food waitress. I

have an ethnic mixture of Hawaiian, Chinese, Portuguese. and

Japanese. I am the first in the family to even think of getting

a four-year college degree.

I have been in the Upward Bound Program going on four years.

Before I became an Upward Bound participant, I had low grades in

school, low self-esteem, and poor motivation. When my high

school counselor told me about Upward Bound, I felt it was a good

idea to join.

The program has helped me to acquire good study habits and

has provided tutors tor my college preparatory courses. I now

make a 3.3 grade point average in my schoolwork.

The program has also helped me with my college and career

plans and I want to become either a lawyer or a teacher. Neithr

my parents, teachers, or coulselors could have provided the kind

of intensive academic and personal support and encouragement I

receive from the Upward Bound Program. I used to say "I canht*

all the time, but Upward Bound taught me how to think positive

and how to survive in school and in this world.
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The fact that I am here giving testimony is proof that the

program works. I consider myself an independent woman who is

striving to make my goals a reality. My Outlook on life is

positive and full of hopes and dreams.

Two weeks agoRosie Luis. another UpWard Bound student, and

I had the opportunity to attend the National Student Leadership

Congress in Washington, D.C. There we met with Congresswoman

Patsy Mink and Senator Daniel Akaka to talk about drug issues in

our nation. Drugs aeong our peers are a primary concern for us

in Hawaii. This trip would not have been possible if it wasn't

for the Upward Bound Program. Rosie and I were selected to

represent the state of Hawaii and Upward Bound paid our total

cost to attend the Congress.

If programs such as upward Sound are consolidated and

reallocated to state block grants, opportunities such as this

trip, would not be readily available to the students. Given the

bureaucracy of the state's Department of Education, I as afraid

that monies allocated for Upward Sound will be used for things

other than direct student services. Therefore, I am against

reallocating the money.

I would like to thank you for giving me this opportunity to

speak on behalf of the Upward Bound Program.
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Mrs. Mum. Thank you very much. As usual, you are a very
forceful spokesperson for the program. We appreciate your com-
ments.

Our last witness is Nicholas Sundai
Mr. SUNDAI. Good afternoon Congressmen and Congresswoman.
My name is Nicholas Sundai, and I am a first-year student in the

Upward Bound Program. I come from a single parent home and go
to Waiakea High School. I am part Afro-American, American
Indian, Scottish and Irish.

Last summer I participated in the Upward Bound Program
through hinds from the State's Department of Labor. This year I
am a regular Upward Bound participant, and I will receive the pro-
gram's full services throughout the year rather than just the
summer. I waited a long time to get into the program.

Upward Bound is only limited to 50 students each year, but on
this island there are at least three times as many students wanting
to participate. 31 would help if Congress would allocate more money
for the prograra.

The prep am has taught me the value of an education, and I am
now striving to do my best in school. It has given me direction, and
my future does not look as dim as it once was. My self-esteem has
also improved since I have been in the program. I know I have a
lot of barriers to overcome to obtain a college education, but I am
confident that I can succeed in overcoming those barriers.

Recently, my mother enrolled in college so she can make a better
life for herself and me. I plan to do the same.

Right now I would like to enter either the medical or education
field after I graduate from high school. I identify most closely with
my Afro-American culture, and I know that in these fields Afro-
Americans are underrepresented. I would like to make a difference
in helping my people.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to speak to you on
behalf of the Upward Bound Program.

[The prepared statement of Nicholas Sundai followsj
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TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS SUMVAI

UPWARD BOUND STUDENT AT

THE UNIVERSITY or HAWAII AT HILO

Good afternoon Congressmen and Congresswoman.

My name is Nicholas Sundai and I am a first year student in

the Upward Bound Program. I come from a single parent hops and

go to Waiakea High School. I am part Afro-American, American

Indian, Scottish, and Irish.

Last summer I participated in the Upward Bound Program

through funds from the State's Department of Labor. This year I

am a regular Upward Bound participant and I will receive the

program's full services throughout the year rather than just the

summer. I waited a long time to get into the program.

Upward Bound is only limited to SO students each year, but

on this island there are at least three times ea many students

wanting to participate. It would help if Congress would allocate

more money for the program.

The program has taught me the value of an education and I am

now striving to do my best in school. It has given me direction

and my future does not look as dim as it once was. Ny self-

esteem has also improved since I have been in the program.

know I have n lot of barriers to overcome to obtain a college

education but I am confident that I can succeed in overcoming

those barriers.

Recently, my mother enrolled in college so fele can make a

better life for herself and for us. I plan tv do the same.

222
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Right now I would like to enter ither the medical or education

field after I graduate from high school. I identify most

closely with my Afro-American culture and I know that in these

fields Afro-Americans are underrepresentei. I would like to make

a difference in helping my people.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to speak to you on

behalf of the Upward Bound Program.
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Mrs. Mews. Thank you very much.
My colleagues have any questions?
Mr. JEFFERSON. I don't have any questions so much as I would

like to make a brief comment.
These programs that the Congress has enacted over the years are

not there for the universities, for the proprietary schools or for the
2-year colleges. Whatever institutions are, these programs are not
for them, they are for the students. They are for people like you
who are sitting here before 1113, and if they are to be ultimately
tested and found to be sufficient it will be in your experience that
we will find the answers to that question.

And your testimony today is most helpful to us because it tells
you, the consumers of these programs, are benefiting from them
mightily. And we will reap greater benefits from you for them.

hope you remain interested advocates for yourselves and com-
munities and people you represent here today because that will
help us understand what needs to be done.

The Co is indebted to you for your having taken the time
to appear= and having made the remarks you made today. I
certainly thank you, and we will take your testimony to heart.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
1 would like to associate myself with the remarks made by the

gentleman from Louisiana and just add in addition to what he said
what you represent and what your bright eyes representit
doesn't matter how old you are, how young you are, what your
sexes are. As people who have given yourself to public service we
would like to think from time to time, given the fact that Congress
is a large and sometimes unwieldy body, that we can make a differ-
ence, that we am make things happen in small wa3% that result in
positive things for people. And speaking for myself, you prove that
that is truelooking in your faces, every one of you acquiring addi-
tional skills, additional knowledge, taking advantage of additional
opportunities.

It seems to me this is what America is really about. It seems to
me, as my colleague from Louisiana said, there is but one iiurpme
for an educational institution. Sometimes we lose sight of that. It is
for students. Not for teachers, professors, not for administrators,
not for people to go where they can go and earn a comfortable
living.

The reason to be for an educational basis is for students. You are
first on the priority list. Whenever the Congress or administrators
find we lose sight of that laerspective we have to stop and look at
ourselves and think of what we are doing. You are the reason. You
are the fuel that drives the machine that makes education so im-
portant in our country.

I commend all of you for your efforts you made. You renew my
faith and my strength that not tomorrow, perhaps not next year,
but over the long haul if we keep fine tuning, if we keep pushing, if
we keep batting down, swatting down these looney ideas that come
out about redoing the whole system and taking it away and not
really letting it address the needs of students, as long as we keep
that in perspective, it seems to me the Congress is doing its work.

I would ask one thing of each of you. That isfortunately, you
are partaking of the benefit of things that no one is giving you,

48-413 0 - 92 - 8
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that 3vou have earned the right to havewhen you become success-
fd, after you have completed your educalion, remember that there
are other young people like yourselves, Me easy one of you and
all of the stories you haave told, that there are other pecple who are
"nontraditional" or whateverwhatever labels we put on ourselves
and each other to divide God's creatures from each otherevery
once in a while we have to look beyond that, look beyond ourselves
and our circumstances.

Remember that there are ghettos and barrios and neighborhoods
all over this country, all over the world from whkh there axe other
young minds like yourselves that if only they had the chance that
you have would be able to accomplish the things that you do.

So I don't expect each of you to give your life to a life of public
service, but I would ask web one of you to never forget where you
came from and that there are other people there like you who need
the benefit of your help. And you make this government consisting
of us and others work.

If you give up on it, if you get happy and you get a nice house
and you pt a lot of money and you drive a nice car and you forget
about these other things, this system will never work. It is only
through the application of efforts of young people like
that you keep us remembering what we are th6re for,
the people who are elected to public office are not public dictators
but twublic servants.

Thank you.
Mrs. Mnfx. Thank you very much. I can't add very much to that,

except to say that as your Member in Congress, I am enormously
proud of mch of you individually for what ,you have accompliehed,
for your belief in yourselves and for your desire to make a better
worlol, not only for yourselves but for this community and for this
State. I am aware of the personal sacrifices I am sure you have un-
dergone in order to bring yourselves, such as Gail, to where you
are. I think you exem lify, really, the tremendous power we have
in our young people .

And just as you said your testimony, that you have stopped
saying you can't, I think it is time for the Congress in looking at
our responsibilities for the ftiture of our counliy,
the importance of higher education, that we as Members of Con-
Frees stop saying we can't and that we shall do better and to reth-
ink our thoughts in terms of our mAjor responsibilities which is to
our students. How can we make the program work better, meet the
nee& of our students across the country? And you have helped us
do that today with your presence, and I thank you very very much.

And before we conclude the hearings, I must !Ay that both my
Secator Akaka and Senator Inouye, I know wished to

have been here and really would have enjoyed your testimony, as
well as the rest. I have their written statements which they b.ave
asked to be inserted in the record at this . So without any ob-
jection from my colleagues, both Senator I Akaka and &wa-
ter Daniel Inouye's statements will be entered in the record.

I want to express my gratitude to all the . i " today for
the efforts they put in presenting and a At' 7_4 statements
and according this panel the opportunity to hear such a variety of
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testimony in such a short time. Your cooperation in making this
possible is deeply appreciated.

My final thanks to Chancellor Kormondy for arranging the fa-
cilites here again and all the hospitality he has offered us.

If there are no further comments, the Chair will conclude the
hearings and call this session adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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Sadism Chai sod members of the Subcommittee, I am very

pleased to have the cogortunity to submit this testimony today

to ths Subcommittee on Vcstimmunidery =ovation of ths Mouse

Education and Labor enenittme concerniag the reauthorization

of the Nigher Iducation act.

The reauthorization of the Higher Oducation act ill

vithout doubt ane of the single most important pieces of

social legislaticathe Senate will consider in this session of

the 102n4 Congress. Of primary concern to us is Title TV of

the Ant, 'Ibiza in fiscal year 1991 provided About Ole billion

in student aid to help financially needy students attend

postemannulimpy collages, oniversitiesi awl trade and technical

schools.
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=EEL Stndeet Loam stogmee

Over the past several weeks, your Committee, and its

Senate counterpart, have been conducting hearings in

Washington and throughout the country on various aspects of

the etudent financial aid issue. Teo gnestions receiving

ignificant attention are how to meet the needs of low-income

and middle-income families and how to find AA appropriate

balance between grant and loan assistance.

Madam Chair, last Thursday, Mine 27, 1991,

introduced the Mncome Dependent Educational Assistance telan

Act of 1991 (IDEAL). The bill, S. 141., would establish an

VAIL student loan demonstration program in 10 congressional

districts. Mader an IDEAL loan, each student borrower would

be Obligated to pay back -- typically over a 25 year period --

his or her loan at a predetermined and unchanging fixed

percentage of current income, thus making the loan repayment

"income dependent.'

What males the proposed income dependent lo441 program

attractive is that the loan repayment schedule takes into

account a key tactor in loan servicing -- an individual's

ability tO repay. lben employed, a fixed percentage of an

individual borrower's pay would be automaticallywithheld by

his or her employer and forwarded to the federal government as

a pertial loan repayment. If a borrower, however, becomes

unemployed, takes a maternity leave. or becomes disabled, his

or her payments would be temporarily reduced for that period

of time the individual is out of the work force.

8
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I introduced this legislationbecenee I as concerned

that under current student financial aid programs, mmny

income families ere being forced to assume massive loans to

mead their children to college, In the came of lam-income

families, I fear that a large number of very able students are

simply abandoning their collage aspirations altogether because

grants and loam axe either unavailable or insufficient to

mmet their education costa.

in advancing ugrimrscrial,a should nate that the

concept of low coet, income dependent student loans is not

MANN Itr proposal im unique, Weever, became MUG student

loons would be universallymmillable to all students without

regard to family income or equityamzete hold.

Also, it is important to undemtand that the

establishment of an IDEAL student loam program is intended to

supplement, but not replace, mining federal grant and work-

study programs. In fact, I believe that including an MAIL

loan orogram in the Higher IdnaaticniArt reauthorization bill

would result in the mailability-of additional federal

=sources for great in aid program' tar the truly needy. At

the same time, IDIAL loans would equally beoefit the middle

class mho ars struggling to cops with the spiraling cost of

edocation, but are presently barred from fedora' loan Ile0Orans

because thmy fail the so-called °needs-taste* which determine

eligibility.

lad= Chair, I have with me a summary of the provisions

ot the EMBAL program, and request the Committee's approval to

+11 )
Ago
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love it printed in the bearing record at this point of my

statemmat.

awes Dapendent Iffannticoal Asaistance loin Fragrant Seemary

11341bilitY1
- All citimens of the Visited States under 55 years of age.

Mardis

- Isaisom award of $10,000 per year; $40,000 in lifetime.

- Actual ermalmay act mowed the cost of tuition and room

and board plus a stipulated amount for miscellaneous

edmeationel related elegensee.

-Asezde maybe used st any state accredited or licensed

postsecoadary institution, including vocational schools

and sew 'apprenticeahips programs.

ispaymeat Retest

- Repayment is laccom-dWposodent.

- Repayment mate is based a amount of award, age cf

recipient, and thew= of the award.

- Repayment rates appls only to first $50,000 of earnings.

iMmimme repaymeat period is 25 years.

- mo repapamate beyond ago 55.

Notification of Reployerss

- Recipleats are notified of award by IMAL Fiduciary Trust

- Recipients obligated to acaify employers of TDR1L

repayment rate.

- Employers responsible fon withholding.

Salf-ftployad recipients must file gaarbmaywitb rns.
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Functions of MIL Truett

/Processing applicationse Applications axe made directly

to the IDEAL !test agency. It verifies eligibility,

grants inVlatmant awards, and notifies recipients of their

IDEAL rate and the texas of their payment obligations.

Funds are not released directly to the recipient but to

the institution or training program in which the recipient

is enrolled. These institutions and programs provide

local administration of the investment award for a modest

fee.

- Managing the /DEAL trust fund: The agency obtains funds

from the sale of U.S. Treasury bonds.

- Establishing repayment rates: The agency will determine

the IDEAL rates in accord with prevalent economic

conditions and projections. The rate schedules for future

participant cohorts are periodically reviewed and adjusted

in order to maintain the integrity of the fund.

- Coordinating repayments frOM participants via IRS.

Madan Chair, if I may, iweuld like to take just a few

minutes to expand my remarks on why this legislation is

needed.

i am particulerly concerned that the administration's

fiscal year 1992 higher education budget would significantly

reduce falaral student financial assistance tor most niddle-
.

class families. In fact, Madam Chair, over the past tan years

of Republican administrations, the typical student federal aid

package has shifted from three-guarters grants and one-guarter
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nursing, And other social service lobs in order to repay their

student loans.

A review of the higher education financing landscape

indicatea that when it comes to paying far the costs of

attending college, the wealthy and a email but select number

ot low-income students have things pretty well in hand.

Wealthier students, by virtue of their family's economic

circumstances, generally pay these costs out of existing

assets. High ability los-income.students, on the other hand,

without either assets or resources, have available to them an

array of government and private sector grants and

scholarships. Regrettably, Madam Chair, most low-income and

all moderate-income families; have pretty much bean left to

tend far themselves. As I noted earlier, more often than not,

middle-income parents have found no alternative but to assume

=Slave loans to enable their children to attend college. In

the case of low-income families, these students ars forced to

discard their collegs aspirations altogether became grants

and/or loans are insufficient to meet their college costs.

The administration's fiscal year 1992 education budget

proposals, if enacted, would only add to the misery and

apprehension of eiddle-income families who hope to send a son

or daughter to college next fall.

For example, under the adminietration's budget, a

student from a family whee income ie $20,000, and who attends

a four year state college, would receive forty percent OM

less in FY92 under the Pell Grant orograe. This would be $628

I-1 I) J.

t)
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less thee he regii,110 this year. Even worms, a community

college student with a family income of $20,000 would see a

ementy-threepecoent (73%) reduction in his or her grant

sward under the ensh plea.

The adminietration's retargeting of Pell Grant aid

would generally take funds away from families who haws a

limited amount of income to send a son or daughter to collage.

Ewen with the financial aid benefits provided under current

law, these families are already struggling to meet college

costs.

The President's edumrWituekeidget also calls for

altering the eligibility formula for federal financial student

aid. Eligibility regairsments would be tightened, and fundfng

would be reduced, for Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grants awl College 'kr* Study. Estimate* show that about

750,000 middle-inconie students no longer would be eligible for

aid under the Rosh proposal.

Needless to say I do not believe the White Boum, budget

adequately addressee the pressing needs of these American

tamiliee who are hewing a difficult time sending their

children to college or other postsecondary training programs.

What we are finding is that without some type of federal

relief, an increasing number of middle-income families will be

without the necessary resources to meet the rising costs of a

college education for thir children.

It is for these reasens, Madam Chair, that the

establishment of an income dependent student loan program such

234
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as IDEAL makes good sense. It meets a prevailing need and,

from a public policy perapective, is based on sound financing

utilizing proven and widely accepted actuarial principlea. In

addition, since the borrowing power of the federal government

is being used to initially fund the program, the cost of

borrowing will be kept to the absolute minimum. Moreover,

since IDEAL is a direct loaa program, the government will be

buying capital 'wholesale," so to speak, rather than "retail,*

as is true under current guaranteed loan programs now in force

using private capital and commercial banks for the source of

tunds. And ve shouldn't lose sight of the fact that over the

long term the IDEAL program is ultimately self-financing as

the pool of borrowers grows and payback contributions expand.

In practical terms, Madam Chair, restructuring

postsecondary education financing along the lines spelled out

in my IDEAL bill would respond to a number of problems

inherent in the federally sponsored studeLt financial aid

programs currently available. In this regard, University of

Massachusetts economist, Barry Bluestone, and his colleagues,

Alan Clayton-Matthews, John Havens, and Howard Young, recently

produced an Economic Policy Institute briefing paper proposing

an income dependent loan program. Although the Bluestone

group's proposal uses a funding mechanism completely different

from the one in my bill, they suggest that an income dependent

loan program such as IDEAL would prove to be beneficial for

the folloWing reasonss
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6. It applies signally to all forms of postsecondary

schemata! exam antrenticeships ead paccedetary trade

institutions to graduate and profuse's/nal schools. Tt

does not dimmindamast between the student who pursues,

for instance, as nadargradnate degree ia

grimace and cme who seeks retraining as a welder or

office machine repairer.

7. nacial and gender discrimination in the labor serket is

not astematicellysmtified.as is the current practice

under fixed abligation loans. The income dependant

feature of the program requires students to repay besed

on actnal earnings and therefore takes full account of

differences in earnings wilich arise tor say reason.

9. Because the program is income dependant, students will

be more likely to enroll in programs that conform to

thaLr academic strengths and career goals than in

programs nbich simply hold out the promise of

spectacelerlyhigh ounings that can be used to repay

fixed short-tece loans. this layman slightly fewer

stodeets opting tar ler career, and Mias and slightly

sore students preparing for careers in elementary and

eecondary school teaching, =ging, and other fields

wt.= the nonstary rewards are.snaller but the

contribetios to society is arguably no lees and very

likely greater.

9. Under this program, students can pay for their own

education as the benefits from that education become
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manifest. More importantly, this will release nowt

parents of at least acme of the heavy burden of fundiag

their children's education.

10. Finally, an inammodepeodent program such as TOM, br

eliminating the need for the Stafford and Perkins loan

pmcgrome, frees up $3.1 billion of federal education

spending per year. These dollars -- or at least a

portion of thee -- could be used to impend the Pell and

02100 grant peewees for the most financially

disadvantaged students.

There are likely to be other beoefita as well, Madam

Chair, not the least of which is 'amplified and cheaper

administration of edmeation loans. The bottom line, bewever,

is that the IDEAL loan program is needed today to provide

student financial aid relief to mlddle-income families and

educational security to law income-ortudenta as they face the

spiraling costs of attending postsecondary institutions of

higher education.

'AIWULLty to Memedlt

Madam Chair, there are two other IAMBS related to

etudent financial aid that I would also like to call to your

attention. The first addresses the so called 'ability to

benefit' problem. The second, concerns the treatment of home

asset Value in determining a family's financial ability to pay

for a child in eollege.

Ilth respect to the ability to benefit issue, on

ThumedaY, April 29, 1991, I introduced S. 923 to address a
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significant problem affecting the eltgibiliry of scee

prospective students to obtain tederally-sponsored financial

aid at public mad non-profit institutions of higher education

in lawaii and throughout the conetry.

ity bill would modify a provision of the Student Default

Initiative Act of 1990 that is having a devastating impact on

individuals without high school diplomas who wish to enroll in

community colleges and other public institutions nationwide.

Unless we change the Law, many of these so-called °ability to

benefit' students will be denied federal financial assistance

because of the enactment of the student Default bill.

Nadas Chair, I supported the passage of that bill and

remain convinced it properly addressed the skyrocketing

default rates in the federallygnaranteed student loan

programs. One of the most importanItprmisions of the

legislation was limiting loans to students attending schools

with high defeat rates.

Under asothim:;mtmision of the bill, to quality for

federal financial assistance, students who had not graduated

from high school must pass a test approved by the Department

of !Education. Only then would a non-high school graduate be

eligible to apply for a federal grout in aid, wort-study

assistance, or a federally guaranteed-etudent loan. The

underlying reason this requirement was put in plaice was that

tar too meny institutions -- particularly proprietary echools

Vara qualLfting 61WWi1iM1P-to-bsmefit" students for firanciai
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aid who had neither the requisite skills nor motivation to

complete a required Morse of study.

Although not conclusive, the research available on the

Subject appears to suggest them may be a correlation between

high drcpcut rates end subsequent high default rates among

proprintary school sability-to-benefit° students.

Madam Chair, therein lies the problem. The provision

made no distinction between students attending proprietary

schools where high dropout rates.and subsequent high 20en

default rates occurred, and students attending public or non-

profit institutions of higher education where dropout rates

and Loan default rates were significantly less.

The Dnivervity of Bewaii's publicly supported community

college eyetem, like many of ite counterparts nationwide, was

founded on the premise that higher education should be open to

ail students regardless of academic qualifications or previous

work experience. in Bewail, successful community-based

outreach programs have attracted a significant pool of older

aduls who have come to recognise the value of education and

desire to improve their literacy andfor job skills. The

state's ammonia:1r colleges have also made a specific effort to

recruit low-income and disadvantaged etudents. Their

objective has been to bring these individuals into mainstream

society and into the workforce through specially tailored

educational programs.

La order to encourage students to enhance their

aomdemic performance or incrsase their knowledge in their
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field of employment, our community colleges in email have

developed azoilleift aticational support services. For a

student without a high school diploma, these institutions

offer compreheesivultamting and counseling necessary for the

successful completion of a course of study. Our community

colleges are in the forefront of this effort and are committed

to providing all oer citizens the opportunity to acquire the

basic literacy and job *kills needed to compete effectively in

an increasingly technological based society. More often than

not, these programs have been tied oirectly to workplace needs

identified by 4 government-labor-husiness employment

opportunities teak force.

The type of students who will benefit from my

legislation are difficult to characterize or quantify. They

oome froa a range of backgrounds and family circumstances.

Typically, they will be older adults, perhaps etruggling

single parents, perhape women who are recently divorced or

Widowed due to the death of a sponse, perhaps unskilled men or

women stook in entry level jobs, perhaps displaced skilled

journeymen with families but out of a lob and Looking for new

skills. The memos denominator, however, is financial need,

no high school diploma, and the ability, desire, and

motivation to better themselves through education.

Whatever the cdrcumratence, Madam Chair, there is

overwhelming evidence which clearly indicates that Pabilivr-

to-benefit' otodents attending public and non-profit

institutions are nat tbe major Source of the student loan
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default problem. As a consequence, I do not believe these

sdhoole should be penalised for tbe Owes occurring primarily

in the for-profit, propmiwtary segment of the higher education

community.

An August 1990, Congressional Research Service report

found that based on the default record of students who took

out their last loans in 1983, nearly 40 percent of proprietary

school students default on their loans compared to about a

quarter of students attending 2-year public (community

college) programs, a fifth of students attending 2-year

private schools, and about 10 percent of students in 4-year

public or private school.

Sven more compelling is a General Accounting Office

(GAO) report with respect to proprietary school students

borrowing under the Supplemental Loans far Students program

(SW. This report found that since FT 1987, loams to short-

term proprietary school students constituted the largest

proportion of dafault claims over the 3-yeat oeriod. About

8250 million (80 percent) in SW default claims were

attributable to preprietary sdhool students, In contrast to

862 million (20 percent) to students in other schools.

Although the GAO study on 8L8 loans dna* net show the default

rate of students in oroprietary schools, it does reflect the

magnitude of the problem.

Madam Chair, to deny federal aid to students attending

comennity colleges same neither good sense now good policy.

The Legislation r an introducing would restore financial
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continue to boards available to all our people irtimpactive

of whether or not they earned a high sdhool diplona and

without regard to their current economic circumstance.

Bees igeity

2ho final issue I would like to address, Madam

Chair, concerns the home equity aspect of the °needs' analysis*

formula ueed in determining eligibility for federal student

loans.

On Wednesday, May 22, 1991, I cosponsored Senator

Barris Wofford's (11-P1) Rams Equity bill (8. 1140), which

would change the treatment of home asset value in determining

a family's financial ability to pay for a child in college.

Under current lmw, a family may have a low annual income but,

due to home equity accumulated over years of making mortgage

payments, still be 3udged capable of paying large college

expenses. Under this bill, if home equity exceeds two times a

foliar* annual inCOme, then the excess may not be considered

La determining the family's ability to pay for a child in

college. As a result, their child will be eligible to receive

Federal financial aid fox higher education.

am in commlete agreement with penator Wofford and

others when they suggest that it is unfair that some families

who have worked hard to pay their morigages over the years

cannot receive college aid. Madam Chair, the paseage of this

hill will go a long way to help the struggling middle-class

families on limited incomes smut their children to college.

2.14



Ibis teetianny, Madame Chainereon. Thank

you vry mush for giving ne the opportunity to share ley views

ail% yen aneoemaing the MIgher 2deoation %at reenthorisation

bill. As noted at the waist of sgr lmostinany, this bill is

without question one of soot Important nieces of legislation
that val emerge from this session of the 102nd Congress. It

revises oar =twat onesideration.
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Senator DAN1 K. INOUYE
INSITIONI saran INN LS.
NO011 COMMIS ON ODOCaTTON AND

tO9144
WO* 4111=013,2111 ON POTZSICONDART

AT TO 17113WISZIT OP
MU% AT ROA

data a- 1991

Maass data *ran= nv 11.0. SSW=
DANIEL I. MOTs

Woo Chairperson, thank you for providing me with this
opportunity to present testimony before the Li. louse
Committee on Labor end Education, Sittvommittes an
Postsecondary lineation, regarding of the resuthorisaticc
of the Nigher Ilducation Act.

eiDCO 1915, the federal government has committed itself
itirtu=vidva finanyiel minium to our notion's

are striving to attain a postsecondary
e ducation. Over the pest two dewed se, the total
expenditure by federal, elate and inetitutional sournes
for financial education ass/stases has nanny doubled,
amounting to approximately 427.2 billion dozier, today.

Of this amount. $19.3 billion is providee by the federal=°t. Additionally, ve have succeeded in serving a
andmore tiverseetpcslation of Mt million

students or 47 full-time undergraduates.

A quality edecoinTmjday is DD longer reservid for the
wealthy and elite classes of our society.

Rather, through these progr, % an proud that we have
been successful in providing our natian's stndents =ODD
to a poetesoondery education. In Nawalivom-fourth of
the total 54,300 students enrolled at colleges and
universities throughout the State received looms typo of

financial assistance fax the 111940 academic year. The
federal Pell grunt program provided 93.2 million in
financial seriatims to over MOO students in fiewaii.

:tat es our nation's increasing enrollment of

ty students in institutions, I urge

your continued for the under Title

rr of the el tion Act. Theligagliiro oats are
aimed at assisting etudenu from diud,sntsgd minority
backgrounds. 1.05 of the 1400 5*10 projwtl in our
nation operate at over SOO higher eftmetion institutions

and community aosnoies. During the 1990-01 academic
year, it provided services to nearly 490,000

a )fl 1 f'
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111111111/1111111TY OP 14111WAIS

July 12, 1991
POE SIC/t1.41'

JUL 22 191

Tbe Honorable Patsy T. Mink
U.S. House of Representatives
2135 Rayburn House Office Building
Weehington, D.C. 20515

Dear ReprOSentative Mink:

Tbe following information is being provided in response to your
request at the hearing of the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education held in Hilo, Hawaii, on July 2, 1991.

University ol Rivaikinrallasat
In Fall 1EA, P; total of 45,870 students were enrolled in regular

'credit prv4rems on all campus.* of the University of Hawaii. Anedditionai 28,665 students were enrolled in other programs
including: continuing education credit and non-credit courses,
apprentice/journeyworker programs, and other epecial courses and
activities.

SMROLLMMXT COUNT OP ALL BMWS
USIVIRSITT OP RAMAII

TALL 19,0

Bowater Credit
campus Progress

Other
Progress

UR Mance 18,874 6,261
UH Hilo 4,460 1,280UH West Oahu 652
Honolulu COmmunity College 4,383 4,537
gapiolani Community College 6,292 11,590
Kauai Community College 1,424 728
Leeward Community College 5,812
Maui Community College 2,346 1,482
Windward Community College 1,627 408
Exployment Training office lallTOTAL 45,870 28,665

p444 Dime Lome 7 BACHNIPr NALL MOSVOLULU HAWAII DINEWW
^to I QUAL OPPORTUNITY IrMintsvesa

2 19
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931t....a_attitLiDICILUIRDIR

The University of Hawaii was establiehed by Hawaii's people to meet
our state's need for an educated citizenry. In addition, the
University educates students from across our nation and the world.
Dy Hoard of Regents' policy, however, the number of nonresident
students is limited to roughly 15% of the University's total
enrollment. %table of our Fall 1990 regular enrollment, sorted by
permanent home address, is displayed below.

OMIVIRSITT OR 113.211
% MNROLLMENT OF RIBMAR STUDIMTA DT PIRSAMINT 100111 WORM

FALL 2990

U$ MI
Calipus Mama Mainland Possession. Foreign

UM AWnos 84.71 7.9% .7% 6.7%
UM Milo 95.5% 3.3% .1% 1.1%
UM West Oahu 96.1% 3.1% .8%
Community Colleges a9.0% .7% .2% .1%

Because of the university of Hawaii's unique location, midway
between the United States and Asia, many of our foreign students
are from Pacific Rim countries. In Fall 1990, the Mama Campus
enrolled 983 students from East Asia, 163 students from South Asia.
336 student from Southeast Asia, and 71 from the Pacific Islands.
In addition, Mance enrolled 141 students America's Pacific
territories including Micronesia.

=agent linaugialAsaistaisa
During the 1990-91 academic year, the University of Hawaii
administered approximately $35.5 million in student aid. A summary
of the University's major aid programs is displayed on the
following page.

DMIVIMSIT9 OF IRMAII BUM
AVDTLADLI ITOMMIT FTMDMOIAL ASSIPTAMOS

1990-91

Program

Pell Grants

r)r

$ anknant

$ 4,706,604
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$EM Grants 969,972

Collage Work Study(Ped. funds only) 871,942

Perkins Loans 1,769,155

8810 Grants 421,354

Stafford Loans(GAL) 6,177,168

State Tuition Waivers 8,379,400

State Nigher Id. Leans 1,069,651

Regular atudent Eaployment(State) 10,780,567

Regents/Presidential Scholare(State)

TOTAL 635,511,813

In addition to Title rv federal student aid funds, the University
of Hawaii System currently receives approximately $4.5 million in
other Higher Education Act rands. These include 01.4 million for
the TMIG Programa, pproximately half a million dollars each for
Title III and library prograus, and $2 million for Title VI
programs.

I trust this information will ba of use to you in your
deliberations regarding re-authorisation. On behalf or the entire
University of Nemmii community I would like to express my sincere
thanks for the opportunity to provide tostimony before the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Iducation. Please let me knov if the
University can be of any further service to you.

ZiaauLat_usteassUlatskinalisasitumnts
The University has testified that increased matching requirements
should not he imposed at a time when mtates, colleges, and
universities are struggling to balance their budgets. In our case,
increased matching requirements would not lead directly to a
tuition hike because tuition reVantall is not retained as part of the
University's budget. Instead, tuition revenues are deposited in
the State General Fund end our operating costs are addressed
entirely through Legislative appropriations. WOU so, increased
matching requirements would have a severe ispact oh our operating
budget and degrade our ongoing efforts to improve student
educational programs.

5 I
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would also lik to add that the University's board of Regents
typically sets tuition rates five years in advance so that students
and their parents aan better plan to meet college expenses. Any
sudden shift in Federal funding policies will only disrupt our own
attempts to manage and control collage costs.

trust this information will be of use to you in your
deliberations regarding re-authorization. On behalf of the entire
university or maw': .mmunity I would like to ewe*. my sincere
thanks for the opportunity to provide testimony before the
Subcomaittee on Postsecondary Education. please let me know if the
University can be of any further service to you.

Cordially yours,

Lkx.
1.7

Albert J. Simone
President

252
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UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII MAUI COMMUNITY COUBIE

IINNNINI !IP
easosewrivoAMAPIATMN

JUly 5, 1991

Repalmentstive Patsy T. Wink
U.B. Roues of Representatives
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education
Rayburn House Office Building
S. Capitol St. & Independence
Avenues, SAC.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative wink:

Thank you vary much for convening the field hearing on the
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1955, as Amended,
on Maui, July 2, 1991. My colleague, Alvin Tegosori, and I were
pleased to have the opportunity to share our-testimony specifi-
cally about Title VIII, Cooperative Education, with you and
Representatives willies Jefferson and Craig Washington.

In response to your question as to why we did not receive
1990 Title VIII administration funds, I indicated that the cut-
off scores were slightly htgher than the ratings we earned. To
clarify sy statement, I felt that it would be helpful to give you
the specific ratings frost each of the grant field readers.
Reader 2 &varied the MCC grant 102 points out of a maximum 120;
from Reeder 2, the total score wes 100. Both readers pointed out
the strengths of our Title VIII application especially in view of
our diverse ethnic population and geographic isolaticm.

A* Dr. John Bones (U.S. Department of Education) pointed out
in his letter to all grant applicants, the number of awards and.
is deteruined to large degree by the amount of funding avail-
able. For example, at the 1591 annual meeting of the cooperative
Education Asemistion in Denver, DOE staff indicated that while
more than 225 applications were received, only about $0 new
administration projects would be funded; another $O non-competing
continuing grants would also be funded. Therefore, one can see
that unless Title VIII funds are increased from $17 million to
$5 sillion, it will continue to be difficult for educational
institutions to garner seed money to isplemant or expand co-op
programs. We urge you and your colleagues to support the in-
creased funding of Title VIII.

AN UN,1A1 coscornmorr Ireton.
iie smempes Aroma itiagiot, 1401.40 IOW Tel. kola11141161

Or;
1,0'141
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TITLE VIII

In conclusion, I would like to repeat throe key points which
were includad in the testimony. first. Cooperative Education
utilises an establisbed ccn.tion /mitoses a atodent's academic
progron and a work plasumest site undor supervisea conditions. As

result, acadsnic learning is enhanced and students are better
prepared to enter the labor narkat.

Second, is available to studests regardloss of their
eligibility for fiasaeLsl aid. Thus, students ars able so earn
an inceus to help defray collego and personal . This is
gertiaularly isportsnt for reallios who incroas ngly find then-
selves ineligiblo tor federal financial aid programs end thus
pricod out of the college 'donation sarket. In this respect, Co-
op differs from the College work-Study program; participation in
the lattar is daternined and limited by eligibility for financial

Finally, Co-op offers opportunities for spacial
populations (wanes, etbnic minoritios, vetsrans, disabled) to
aspire to occupational levels that are more comprehensive than
these currently attained or viewed as accessible. Co-op is also
a valuable tool for studant retention as well as transition fros
school to work.

Again, eahelo for giving us the opportunity to address you
and your colleagues and also for your support for the reauthori-
sation of the Nigher education Act including Title VIZI.

very truly youm,

,Aggear4147
SALLETTE GARCIA P No
Assistant Coordinator
Cooperative Education Program

25 4
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CHAMINADE UNIVERSITY
OF HONOLULU

Of E THE rill11INT

July 8, 1992

The Hon. Patsy T. Mink
U.S. House of Representatives
2135 Harm= House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20525-1102

Dear Patsy:

Thank you for your letter notifying us of the hearings in
Hawaii on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

have reviewed the April 30, 1991 document prepared by the
Secretary of the Department of Education, which you kindly pro-
vided to us. While the proposals would affect us in many ways,
few of the prograe changes would be as important as the overall
level of federal funding available.

Federal financial aid programs have been, and will continue
to be, crucial to the success of our students at Chasinade Uni-
versity. While our tuition is 30% below the national average
tuition for a private, four-year liberal arts college, it is
still beyond the reach of the resources of half of our students.
They are willing to work, they are willing to borrow, and their
parents aro willing to help, but they cannot make ends meet with-
out Pell Grants, College Work Study, and federal loan programs.
Th amount of funding available in these programs thus has a
large and direct impact on their ability to attend and complete
college. We urge you to do all that you can to maintain and, if
possible, increase the funding available to our students through
federal programs.

I have asked our financial aid experts to comment in more
detail on the Department of Education summary of the Administra-
tion's proposals. Their suggestions, by page number, are as fol-
lows:

1. EIRR_1^.-eallaXant. The new structure to determine the
award amount in the Pell Grant program complicates the procedures
and would cause delays in the delivery of aid to students.
Because the award amount would be tied to a percentage based on
the institution's cost of education, which differs by institu-

;13.' ., ),,,mo. ti .4 ,, 4:4o 774%
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tion, and the family's income, which is not defined (it may or
may :at include untaxed income), each institution would have to
devascp its own unique payment schedule.

2. EggLA,..jillag. If the propoaal expects institutions to
contribute up to 501 of an WOG award, then as a compromise, the
institution ought to be given greater flexibility to award such
monies to needy students. Specifically, the criteria of *Excep-
tional Financial Need* should be modified, so that institutions
need not give priority to students eligible for Pell Grant
awards, but could give to some other needy students instead.

3. ZOGA_116--1822. Me oppos. the repeal of this program.
The ma program has substant ally helped students at Chaminade
and across the nation.

4. zegejt,23L. Increasing the loan limits would be help-
ful.

S. PIO* 10. 1m. Requiring lenders to perform credit
checks does not make sense to us. The great majority of students
with Gales won't have a aredit history, or only a minimal one. A
few may heirs a late payment on a credit card or a car loan, but
even if this were the case, the lender could go ahead and process

the OSL. COnsidering the small number of cases which are likely
to be relevant, this would add unneoessery paperwork for lenders
and unfortunate delays for the students and institutions waiting

for their checks.

S. page Is. ag. we oppose the increase in institutional
share to 50%. The current share gives institutions greater
leverage to support more student jobs on caspus. Students who
work part-tine are more likely to gat good grades and remain in
school, and those who work on campus ere likely to have lobe
which relate to their fields of interest. Students should be
encouraged to work their way through college, and CWS supports
that goal. We understand that many institutions face a difficult
time using CAM funds because, depending on the local economy,
students may be able to earn higher wages off campus. Sommer,
increasing the institutional share would make the program less
attractive to these institutions, with the result that there will
be fewer student jobs for these students who do want to work on
campus.

7. zaim_11,cmg. We oppose eliminating the *for profit*

provision of CWS. We don't understand why it makes a difference
whether a student is working at a non-profit or for-profit orga-

nisation. The goal is to get the student working, and if the
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student works for a for-profit company in the student's field of
interest, all the better. The student earns and learns. the
organization gains a good worker, and the school retains a stu-
dent. It's worth noting that the etudent who gains experience in

for-profit organization may be more esployable in such an
organisation after graduation. This can enhance the student's
ability to repay student loans, which could have a favorable
impact on ths loan default problem.

8. page 17. Perkins Linn. We ars not persuaded that the
authority for new Fedsral capital contributions for the Perkins
Loan program should be repealed. A full range of financial aid
programs is necessary to fashion the appropriate support for a
full range of student needs. That means a combination of grants,
subsidized or low interest loans, market rate loans, work study
support, and so forth. The Perkins Loan Program has its own
niche, and under,appropriate guidelines serves a different need,
from the Stafford and SW lain programs. We suggest that the
authority for new Federal capital contributions be retained.

9. zagiLla,__IngialingsnLaggantjulAnirjan. One of the
most frustrating provisions for financial aid administrators is
the definition of an independent student, a definition which Con-
gress has established, changed, and seems to continuously wish to
change again. The proposed criteria go back to the question of
whether a student has lived with his/her parents for more than
six weeks, criteria in use before the reauthorization of 1986.
These criteria were eliminated because they weren't verifiable.
The advantage of the current definition is that it does give a
guideline (i.e. $4,000) which can be verified with tax returns as
well as other documents. The problem with the current definition
is that it relates to when a student first got financial aid.
Our preference is to liminate the provision regarding proof of
$4,000 in the year the student first got aid, and change it to
the two prior calendar years. The provision to automatically
consider graduate and married students as independent is a good
ons. Our experience is that most of these students turn out to
be independent anyway.

10. auls_tz,KagsLanals&U. This proposal would greatly
help students from low income fasilies where the student's earn-
ings help to support other family members. A lot of new imri-
grants will be assisted througN this provision.

21. RAgs_114..Maitsx_Caltadmx. The financial aid community
has pushed for a Master Calendar to prevent the U.S. Department

flr. 7
Aril 1
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of nducation from giving short lead times far changes Ln proce-
dures end policies. ft takes time to learn and adjust to
changes.

12. Ramia,_3646.Amagiti. We strongly agree with the
elimination of V.A. benefits from tho need analysis formals.
What's in place now Ls a complex method of determining how the
student's amounts impact on his ability to contribute, and much
of it is needless work. Ellainating it from the formula and
simply coneidarimg Vt as a resource in the need analysis would be
a welcome change to financial aid administrators.

13. Raga.29,ImilaraLjggi. Requirinp a single form to be
proceseed by the 0.8. Department of Education could be disas-
trous. If tor some reason the Department in not able to start up
tho processing of the new year's application, or the single need
analysis processor is affected by computer programming glitches,
every student's application-- in the nation-- would be delayed.

24. Eins_aga_acaganigastfAxaanne. 'he rankng of each
academic class in order to datmine elig.,aility tor financial
aid could delay the delivery of financial aid as well an increase
the administrative burdens of each institution. There is also an
agPity ism here, since institutione are not equal in the aca-
demic ability of their students nor the severity of grading. A
student in the bottom 10% at one institution could compare
favorably with the academie performance of a student in tbo top
90% at another institution. If one is truly ranking academic
ability, the proposal doesn't work.

15. zaga_m_csmatimatign. We also are not persuaded that
the Peder41 pavement should cease to play a role in financing
the construction, reconstruction, and renovation of academic
facilities. Were et Chamineds, all three of our dormitories as
well as our cafeteria were financed with federal funds. Since no
financial support of any kind, direct or indirect, is available
from the Stat government, the availability of federal support
has been crucial to us. On October 17, 1990 the City COuncil
approved our new Mester Plan, which includes three additional
dormitories. Federal financing is ane of our only hopes for the
construction of those dormitories.

While it is not part of the nigher Education Act, we should
mention that our programs are greatly affected by military funds
available tor tuition assistance for military students. We teach
at seven military basee on Oahu, and have at any given time
approximately 1,000 armed services personnel and their dependents
enrolled in evening course.. V. have tour evening terms each

25s
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year, and offer approxiMt.1y 100 classes per term. The armed
eervioes provide tuition wiatana. of 7114 of the cost of sech

course. /be number of students and courses they can support each
term varies with their own level of funding. le mould thus
appreciate support tor tuition assistance in the armed services

budgets.

Thank ymo for the opportunity to provide the's commezts.
four work on the Reauthorization of tho Higher idnostion Act will

have an important and direct impact on our students bers at Cho-

sinede University.

k

)

truly yours,

Kent M. !With
President
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The Honorable Representative Patsy Mink:

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1966. I urge you

to exempt first hoses from eligibility criteria used to assess
the financial need of low income home owners.

My personal experience showe the adverse impact of counting

first hoses as assets when assessing financial need. I am a
single, thirty-eight-year-old, second year law student at the
Universiti of Hawaii. Wore I decided to go to law school, I
had an eight year tenure as director of Ransil Meals on Wheels.

Since I wee dedicated to our disabled and elderly clients. I
accepted, without complaint, the relatively low salary I received

all tholes years. Although I couldn't save such money, in 1967,
with the help of an VIA loan. I wee able to buy a small studio
condoniniva in Nonolulu for 551,000. The condo now has a market
value of Around $125,000 and remains my only asset.

In 1990, r decided to quit my job and pursue a career In law

to promote personal and intellectual growth and learn new skills
to continue to serve the coseenity. The P.N. financial aid
office approved me for a tuition waiver and a low interest

Stafford loan. After the first year, I was denied the waiver and
Stafford loan solely because sy condo had appreciated in value.
Needless to say, this was a blow to my plans.

A. I understand it. home platy is considered a liquid asset

for financial assessment purpoesm. This is true if one has the
income to qualify for a loan. I called my bank and nes told that
I would need a scattily Iacono of approximately $2500 to qualify
for a $20,000 loan, the amount 1 would need to finish my degree.
During the school year, 2 will make about $600 per uonth for part

time work as a law clerk. The equity in my home Is not an
available cash source for me as a full tine student.

I am not the only pereon in this situation. A recent
article, "A Question of *pity: The Effect of Home Value on Need
Analysis," 20 Journal of Student financiql Aid mall, 1990,
show' that people living In arose with high property values have
received unequal treatment under the federal need assessment

symtem. *A faaily in Seaton, with an annual income of $30,000,

is in effect penalized by CM (Congressional Methodology) because

of the area's inflated home values The value of a home
thermos, in most instances as a result of market forces, not
from conscious decisions of home owners. If the home value
iner0404116 to a point where the swept of available credit
outweighs a faaily's ability to repay, the °cash source"

disappears. If. at 47.
1 hope that you will seek to equalize the method of

financisl need aseesement so that low income home owners la areas
with inflated property values will not be penalized.
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Good afternoon, Gengresswomem Mink and Immhera of this Hearin; Panel on

Postsecondary education. hi name is Robert Dailey aad I am here to

represent Treadsetters 'essay College, of Ai's, Maui and Milo, and its

President, Percy Alma, who is unable to be here today.

In the last few years, there has been a great deal of concern about the

quality of education given students :n vocational schools, especially

those students who have received fundinp through programa under the higher

Education Act. The concern centers around the issues of so-called

'abusive schools' who allegedly are taking advantage of available funding

and ending up with student borrowers who default on their loans.

The current structure of oversight embodied in -rhat is called the TRIAD,

the accrediting bodies, swats, and the federal government representing

accreditation, licensure, and certification respectively, hes not been

sufficient to r-event abuses ef the student loan program. More of the

same is not the solution.

To whatever degree fraudulent schools exist, they exist outside of the

structure of many of these regulations, either by ignoring them, or

fabricating information to appear es though they are in compliance.

Current. and certainly additional regulations, have a much more dramatic

impact en quality schools who attempt good-faith compliance, then they do

on fraudulent schools.
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In an effort to reduce the budget deficit. Congress unacted several bills

which contain provisions to identify these 'so-called abusive schools' by

looking at their student loan default rates. However, these efforts will

have far greater effect an the very population they are intended to

assist....the low income and minority students. Our schools support

measures to reduce waste and abuse, however, cutting out assistance for

vocational schools, and in particular cosmetology schools which seem to

have taken the brunt of negative publicity, is unfair. Labeling

coametology schools, or any vocational school, AS 'high defaulters' is not

a true repreventation.

Schools do not default...student borrowers default. Many schools have

strong default management programa in place but continue to experience

relative high default rates. Host school owners know the default rate of

a school is due to the population it serves rather then the school's

administration. However. Congress last year decided to eliminate schools

with "high' default rates from the Student Loan Program. Seginning this

week, students at institutions with a 352 default rate mill lose their

eligibility for student loans End in tiro years that figure goes down to

302. A 302 default rate...the bench mark set by the federal gowernment of

quality school...means that an institution has a 702 success rate in

training students well enough to gain meaningful employment and repay

their loan.

At the heart of these issues is the dilemma of how to determine what

constitutes quality in education and educational institutions.

yourself what makes one school better than another. And how do

determine what standard of measure should be used.

21; 2

Ask

you
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In a quality school, it goes without saying...education is first and

foremast. However, a quality school is also where students learn a

trade...a now beginning...a la-t chance to realise their hopes...whers

studeots can learn responsibility...often for the first time in their

lives.

A good school is worthy of our strong support, regardless whether it is a

vocational school, a private career school or a four year college. For

some people. Harvard or Yale is a good school. But not everyone can

benefit from going to these schools. Ear sow, the best school may be a

state college, a junior college, or a vocational school. Mbether lawyer,

doctor, or hairstylist, to the individual involved, it is equally

important that they have access to a quality school.

However, apparently there is more interest in Congress and the Department

of Education in eliminating fraud and abuse than there is in protecting

the rights of students to have access to an education in the school and a

profession of their ctoice.

Congresswoman Mink, our schools are not 'high defaulters"..,we're very

proud that we have been able to keep our default rate controllable,

however, it is a difficult battle when cohort default rates utilised by

the U.S. Deparunent of Education use data that is suspect.

I msk you, How can schools be accused of being abusive when we did not do

the borrowing? Bow can schools be penalised because of their default

rates when ay have no input as to who should be able to obtain a loan in

the first place since we have no input, is it not the lenders lite are

responsible for due diligence in giving the loan and getting the loans

into repayment? How can schools be charged with default when, in same
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cases. the student never enrolled? Thus. Csmetology schools are unfairly

getting a bad rap.

Our schools are about to go through an another extensive re-accreditation

process. We have been continuously working at up-dating and up-grading

our operations. Our accrediting commission is a hard taskmaster and our

schools resent the implication thrt our accrediting body is being used by

the industry. If that is the case. why have we been working so hard to

continue to be in compliance with the rules end regulations of

accreditation?

In closing . current legislation to eliminate Title IV programs. based on

misconceptions is a terrible injustice, not only to vccational schools but

to the students they serve. You. Congresswoman Mink, have always been

such a strong supporter of education for the people of Hawaii and for that

ws thank you. Now more than ever, we need your Strong voice in Congress

telling members. cosmetology as a profession. is strong and healthy in

Hawaii. Students have positions waiting for them upon graduation. Hest

of these graduates are responsible individuals and all have been given the

opportunity to get off the dole and become responsible taxpayers.

Isn't this the purpose of a student financial aid program? Heins able to

offer these programs to those who need assist,- s paramount in meeting

the goals of educational programs and in ke. A these taxpayers io

Hawaii.

I would like to thank you for visiting us in Hilo and giving us the

opportunity to speak to you today.
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